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Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), also known 
as drones, are being adopted for a wide variety 
of applications. With recent advances in wire-
less communications (5G networks) and readily 

available compute resources (cloud computing), UAV net-
works are now evolving into an Internet of Drones (IoD) 
paradigm. This trend is increasing opportunities for the 
study and development of more sophisticated UAV appli-
cations (Figure 1).  

Unfortunately, the IoD is plagued by a plethora of security 
problems. Yang et al.1 review security issues and solutions 
for IoD security; discuss IoD-related security requirements; 

and identify the latest developments 
in IoD security research. They note 
that because of the inherently open 
nature of radio transmission in IoD 
systems, security becomes an import-
ant consideration in the requirements 
of building secure applications.

The article provides a list of the 
key issues in the design of secure IoD 

solutions. It describes the most common attacks targeting 
the IoD, including jamming, tampering, collisions, flood-
ing, hijacking, and denial of service. Security solutions 
include applying authentication techniques, blockchain 
schemes, intrusion detection methods, and privacy pres-
ervation approaches.

The article concludes with a discussion of IoD securi-
ty-related research challenges, including a discussion 
of the disadvantages relating to the computational 

cost of blockchain solutions. The authors state that IoD sys-
tems need to offer high security while at the same time being 
cost-efficient—a difficult balance to achieve; however, the 
advent of mobile edge computing may mitigate some of the 
design constraints. 
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FIGURE 1. The Internet of Drones. 
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Computer Highlights Society Magazines
The IEEE Computer Society’s lineup of 12 peer-reviewed 
technical magazines covers cutting-edge topics rang-
ing from software design and computer graphics to Inter-
net computing and security, from scientific applications 
and machine intelligence to visualization and microchip 
design. Here are highlights from recent issues.

Toward Democratizing Access to Facilities  
Data: A Framework for Intelligent Data  
Discovery and Delivery
Data collected by large-scale instruments, observato-
ries, and sensor networks are key enablers of scientific 
discoveries in many disciplines. However, ensuring that 
these data can be accessed, integrated, and analyzed 
in a democratized and timely manner remains a chal-
lenge. In this article from the May/June 2022 issue 
of Comput ing in Science & Engineer ing,  t he aut hors 
explore how state-of-the-art techniques for data dis-
covery and access can be adapted to facilitate data 
and develop a conceptual framework for intelligent data 
access and discovery.

How EUNET Hacked European Digital  
Networks and Disappeared
This is the story of how Unix users hacked the European 
data networks competition in the 1980s, by using and 

appropriating common resources for their own experi-
mental and operational needs while planting the seeds 
of participatory digital culture, both within and out-
side of the European Union’s (EU’s) tech policies frame 
and both in prominent roles and behind the scenes of 
the “standards wars.” The author of this article from the 
July–September 2022 issue of IEEE Annals of the History 
of Computing  ana lyzes how t hey were ack nowledged 
among international computer networks, focusing on 
EUNET (1982–1992), a pioneering Internet provider in 
Europe. Uni x culture, beyond technical arguments, 
was reframed through their institutional relation-
ships when EUNET was courted by the EU tech pro-
grams to help develop a digital infrastructure for the  
knowledge sector.

Predicting Surface Reflectance Properties  
of Outdoor Scenes Under Unknown  
Natural Illumination
Estimating and modeling the appearance of an object 
under outdoor illumination conditions is a complex pro-
cess. T h is a r t icle f rom t he September/October 2022  
i ss ue of I E E E Compute r G raphics and A pplicat ion s 
addresses this problem and proposes a complete frame-
work to predict the surface ref lectance properties of 
outdoor scenes under unknown natural illumination. 
The authors recast the problem into its two constituent 
components involving the bidirectional ref lectance dis-
tribution function incoming light and outgoing view 
directions; first, surface points’ radiance captured in 
the images and outgoing view directions are aggregated 
and encoded into ref lectance maps, and second, a neu-
ral network trained on ref lectance maps infers a low- 
parameter ref lection model.

Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/MC.2022.3219632
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Contribution- and Participation-Based  
Federated Learning on Non-IID Data
The learning process takes place inside clients in feder-
ated learning (FL). How to effectively motivate clients and 
avoid the impact of statistical heterogeneity are challenges 
in FL. This IEEE Intelligent Systems July/August 2022 article 
proposes contribution- and participation-based FL (CPFL) 
to address these challenges. CPFL can effectively allocate 
client incentives and aggregate models according to client 
contribution ratios, by which it can reduce the impact of 
heterogeneous data. To get effective and approximately fair 
client contributions faster, the authors propose an extended 
Raiffa solution.

Empowering Citizens With Digital Twins:  
A Blueprint
This article from IEEE Internet Computing’s September/ 
October 2022 issue applies the digital twin paradigm to 
strengthen a person’s ability to utilize information about 
themselves by creating a digital representation of their sit-
uation to support their well-being. The authors propose a 
blueprint to empower individuals by improving their self-de-
termination regarding their personal data. The blueprint 
will help service and data providers, both public and pri-
vate, to develop a common understanding of the role and 
possibilities of a citizen’s controlled personal digital twin of 
themselves—a citizen digital twin (CDT)—for creating peo-
ple-centric solutions. The blueprint also provides a rational 
framework for service development based on CDTs and serves 
as a basis for strategic guidance of service development.

TinyIREE: An ML Execution Environment  
for Embedded Systems From Compilation  
to Deployment
Machine learning (ML) model deployment for training and 
execution has been an important topic for industry and aca-
demic research in the last decade. Much of the attention has 
been focused on developing specific toolchains to support 
acceleration hardware. In this September/October 2022 
IEEE Micro article, the authors present the Intermediate 
Representation Execution Environment (IREE), a unified 

compiler and runtime stack with the explicit goal to scale 
down ML programs to the smallest footprints for mobile 
and edge devices while maintaining the ability to scale up 
to larger deployment targets.

Comprehensive Framework of Early and Late 
Fusion for Image–Sentence Retrieval
Image-text retrieval is one challenging task to bridge the 
modality gap between vision and language. Although the 
mainstream late fusion schemes could facilitate intramo-
dality correlations, it would result in a heavy burden of com-
putation resources and insufficient intermodal alignment. 
In this article from IEEE MultiMedia’s July–September 2022 
issue, the authors propose a comprehensive framework 
of early and late fusion (CFELF), a universal framework to 
collaborate early fusion with late fusion. To enhance cross-
modal correspondence, CFELF fuses local visual regions 
with global sentences at the early stage to aggregate on late 
fusion backbones.

The Four Phases of Pervasive Computing: From 
Vision-Inspired to Societal-Challenged
This article from IEEE Pervasive Computing’s July–September 
2022 issue reflects on the visions and motivations underly-
ing pervasive computing and advances made, ending with 
considering future directions for the field. It describes these 
in terms of four phases: 1) vision inspired; 2) the design of 
engaging experiences; 3) innovation based; and 4) address-
ing societal challenges. While we can continue to harness 
pervasive computing advances to augment more aspects 
of ourselves and the environment, we will need to be more 
mindful of and responsible with our aspirations. This may 
mean, paradoxically, contemplating how the field scales 
down its technology innovation to scale up its impact.

Sphynx: A Deep Neural Network Design  
for Private Inference
Private inference (PI) methods involving deep networks 
enable cryptographically secure ML but incur severe 
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latency costs. The authors of this IEEE Security & Pri-
vacy article from the September/October 2022 issue 
outline how neural architecture searches are used to 
design networks with fewer nonlinearities, enabling 
efficient PI.

Measuring the Adequacy of a Test Suite 
With Respect to a Modeled Test Space
A test suite is typically assessed using a criterion such as 
requirements coverage or code coverage. This article from 
the September/October 2022 issue of IEEE Software presents 
a metric to measure the adequacy of a test suite with respect 
to the modeled test space.

 

Evaluating the Effect of Human Factors on  
Big Data Analytics and Cloud of Things  
Adoption in the Manufacturing Micro, Small,  
and Medium Enterprises
The purpose of this July/August 2022 IT Professional article is to 
explore and analyze human factors that influence big data ana-
lytics and the Cloud of Things adoption across Indian micro, 
small, and medium enterprises. The human factors were iden-
tified through a literature survey and experts’ opinions. To 
develop a hierarchical structural model of identified human 
factors indicating the mutual relationship and to classify 
the factors into cause–effect groups, a hybrid ISM-DEMATEL 
approach is employed. The study’s findings would be helpful to 
human resource managers and decision makers to understand 
human-related factors responsible for technology adoption. 

Editorial: Unless otherwise stated, bylined articles, as well as 
product and service descriptions, reflect the author’s or firm’s 
opinion. Inclusion in Computer does not necessarily constitute 
endorsement by the IEEE or the IEEE Computer Society. All 
submissions are subject to editing for style, clarity, and space.
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vided that the IEEE copyright notice and a full citation to the 
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FEBRUARY 1973
In the early years, Computer was published bimonthly. There-
fore, we will have to skip our “interesting and/or informa-
tive” extractions for February. The next one will appear in the 
March 2023 issue of Computer, and we hope you will eagerly 
wait for our next publication of this column.  

However, there is good news. Starting in March of 1973, 
Computer was published monthly. So from March on, you 
will have the opportunity to read my brief extracts from the 
50-year-ago issues every month.

FEBRUARY 1998
https://www.computer.org/csdl/magazine/co/1998/02

Are Components the Future of Software? Don Kiely (p. 10): 
“Because of this, some software engineers are turning to com-
ponent-based software development (CBD). This strategy uses 
tested software components and frameworks to eliminate 
redesigning and redeveloping the same software features 
repeatedly, as is often the case now. … Multiple standardized 
interfaces would have to be interoperable to make CBD a via-
ble development strategy. The OMA, which will incorporate 
CORBA, includes specifications for interactions between 
ActiveX and JavaBeans.” [Editor’s note: Since starting 25 years 
ago, this heated discussion has been going on in multiple issues of 
Computer. We now know that, especially in the area of apps, soft-
ware reuse has been and is an important concept of development.]

Antivirus Technology Offers New Cures; Lee Garber 
(p. 12): “Over the years, the antivirus industry has had to keep 
pace as virus writers have become more sophisticated. Antivi-
rus products now not only detect and eliminate viruses, they 
can even delete or repair infected files, and remove infected 
sectors from system memory and disk drives. … Some of this 
research is based on the similarities between human and 
computer viruses. Both types of viruses latch onto a host, use 

its resources to reproduce, and cause a range of symptoms.” 
(p. 13) “A self-replicating program called ‘Cookie Monster’ 
that some MIT students wrote as a prank for the Multics oper-
ating system affected the MIT network in 1970 and spread to 
other networks. Some observers consider this to be the first 
computer virus.” (p. 14) “Viruses have become a particular risk 
with the advent of Internet technology, which makes it much 
easier to pass and spread viruses.” [Editor’s note: Interestingly, 
this article discusses various techniques to detect viruses, but it is 
very realistic in not promising to successfully “conquer” the prob-
lem. As we now know, the problem may have become worse, not 
the least because of the “cyberwar” programs where governments 
contribute huge resources to increase virus effectivity.]

Perspectives in Optical Computing; H. John Caulfield 
(p. 22): “Optical computing is dead only if we foolishly define it 
as the attempt to supplant electronics. The hope for optics lies 
in doing things that are provably impossible for electronics.” 
(p. 23) “The only way for optical practitioners to win the “war” 
with electronics is to abandon it. Optics can do marvelous and 
useful things electronics cannot, and we must base our systems 
on these. …Classical optical processors involve Fourier optics—
those used to perform Fourier transforms. Recently, wavelet 
analysis has joined that technique as something both pure elec-
tronics and optoelectronics (a hybrid of optics and electronics) 
do well, and there are legitimate choices to make in this area.” 
[Editor’s note: As we now know, the predictions in this article were 
overly optimistic. Except in small niches, optical computers never 
made any impact and are still waiting for a killer application.]

Exploring Steganography: Seeing the Unseen; Neil F. 
Johnson et. al. (p. 26): “Steganography is an ancient art of hid-
ing information. Digital technology gives us new ways to apply 
steganographic techniques, including one of the most intrigu-
ing—that of hiding information in digital images.” (p. 30) “To 
determine the limitations and flexibility of available software, 
we evaluated several steganographic packages. Here we dis-
cuss only three: StegoDos, White Noise Storm, and S-Tools for 
Windows.” [Editor’s note: This interesting article describes, in an 
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50 & 25 YEARS AGO

introductory way, the goals of Steganography and uses demonstra-
tive examples for the explanation of the effects when using it. Many 
new such tools exist nowadays and can be downloaded for free.]

Guest Editor’s Introduction: Optics: A Maturing Tech-
nology for Better Computing Leo J. Irakliotis et. al. (p. 36): 
“This issue presents a tutorial introduction to the field of 
optical information processing, in particular, digital optical 
computing. We present current trends in optical comput-
ing research, in the hopes of a closer interaction with the 
broader computer science and engineering community. … 
Figure 1 compares electronics and optics in four domains, 
which represent the four major computing engines: • Mem-
ory • Data transport • Data processing • Devices.” [Editor’s 
note: As we now know, only “Data Transport” has had the impact 
foreseen in this short editorial. Unfortunately, the following arti-
cles, which I will only briefly describe, all concentrate on the other 
three domains and, as a consequence, did not have the follow-up 
research to make them commercially successful.]

Development of Free-Space Digital Optics in Computing; 
Pericles A. Mitkas et. al. (p. 45): “Used as special-purpose 

architectures, optical or optoelectronic processing systems 
can enhance the performance of electronic computers. … 
The computing paradigms we discuss here can be classified 
according to three categories: • Analog optical processing, • 
digital optical processing, and • analog-digital hybrid opti-
cal processing.” (p. 50) “Optoelectronics cannot meet all these 
requirements and therefore is limited to special applications 
such as those described in this article.” [Editor’s note: The article 
describes approaches for all three categories but is also realistic 
about the general feasibility of optical computers. Again, none of 
the described approaches made it even into the limited range of 
described applications.]

Holographic Data Storage; Demetri Psaltis et. al. (p. 44): 
“Digital data storage using volume holograms offers high den-
sity and fast readout. Current research concentrates on system 
design, understanding and combating noise, and developing 
appropriate storage materials. Possible applications include 
fast data servers and high-capacity optical disks.” [Editor’s note: 
The article describes various approaches for optical storage and is 
enthusiastic about their success. As we now know, none received 
wide acceptance, for example, optical movie disks.]
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Optically Interconnected Parallel Computing Systems; 
Masatoshi Ishikawa et. al. (p. 61): “Researchers have devel-
oped an architecture for high-speed computation, image 
processing, and robotic vision systems that uses both the 
programmability of mature electronic technology and the 
density and parallelism of high-speed optical intercon-
nects.” (p. 67) “By taking a modular approach in the design 
of the optics and opt mechanics, we can easily extend our 
system to more complex architectures—for example, those 
consisting of several layers of PE [Editor’s note: processing ele-
ment] arrays.” [Editor’s note: The authors describe in detail some 
of the approaches for optical light transmission: among them, 
fiber optics to connect computer clusters and long(er) distance 
fiber-optic networks. Here, of course, their predictions were suc-
cessful but not in detailing possible chip-level interconnections.]

Free-Space Interconnects for High-Performance Opto-
electronic Switching; Peter S. Guilfoyle et. al. (p. 69): “Two 
architectures have been developed that use and demonstrate 
free-space optical interconnects for digital logic: a high-perfor-
mance optoelectronic computing module and a second-gen-
eration digital opto-electronic computer…. The HPOC [Editor’s 
note: high-performance optoelectronic computing] modules, which 
incorporate arrays of micro-lasers, diffractive optical intercon-
nect elements, and detectors, are currently undergoing proto-
type fabrication.” [Editor’s note: The article mainly investigates 
chip-to-chip optical interfaces in detail, but as we now know, this 
approach, like others, did not become an established technology.]

Toward Systems Ecology; Andrew P. Sage (p. 107): “A bio-
logical ecosystem wastes virtually nothing, as the metabolic 
products of one organism are useful to another. Each process 
and network in a biological ecosystem is a dependent and 
interactive part of the larger ecosystem. … An ideal organiza-
tional knowledge strategy accounts for future technological, 
organizational, and human concerns, to support the graceful 
evolution of products and services that aid clients.” (p. 108) “A 
number of people have observed that the global revolution in 
information technology could lead to participation by all socie-
tal sectors in decision-making. This could lead to more effective 
global governance. On the other hand, information and knowl-
edge can make an already powerful elite even more powerful if 
those without access (generally the already poor and less edu-
cated) remain so. … If we can change our attitudes and embrace 
more functional, less product-oriented consumption, we can 
direct the wealth of nations toward technological innova-
tions that enable sustainable world growth and development.” 
(p. 110) “It is perhaps not an overstatement to say that sustain-
able human development is unrealistic without major reliance 
on information technology. Yet without a cohesive systems 
ecology to guide the use of information, how can we expect 
to manage today’s complex systems? Whether they be man-
made, human, or organizational, systems based on a systems 
ecology could more quickly lead to knowledge and enterprise 

integration for the betterment of humankind.” [Editor’s note: The 
concerns expressed in this very interesting article about sustainabil-
ity in our world ecology are at least as urgent today in our pandemic-, 
war-, and economy-rattled world as they were 25 years ago.]

Computer Science and the Pygmalion Effect; Joao 
Carreira et.  al. (p. 116): “Whenever someone evaluates some-
thing, the evaluator’s expectations concerning the evaluated 
object influence the evaluation, in a way that tends to prove the 
evaluator’s initial hypothesis. … Rosenthal and Jacobson demon-
strated that the expectations of the evaluators can strongly bias 
the outcome of the evaluation. Most of the time, they found, the 
evaluators perceive neither that they have any such expectation 
nor its enormous power. … Computer scientists have not studied 
it in any depth, although we believe the Pygmalion effect is very 
prevalent in our profession.” (p. 117) “The fact is that one group of 
people clearly understand the potential of the Pygmalion effect 
and use it intensively: the marketers. Good marketing can create 
positive expectations for a product and thus foster the Pygma-
lion effect. …It is our responsibility to find it, uncover how it is 
influencing us negatively, and do something about it. Any clues?” 
[Editor’s note: I consider this a very important article well worth read-
ing and would expand its scope beyond marketers to lobbyists, statisti-
cians, opinion pollsters, and even politicians. Many of the troubles we 
have today are a result of the unchecked use of the Pygmalion effect.]

Salvation from System Complexity; Harold W. Lawson  
(p. 120): “Current computer and communication structures 
contain significant unnecessary complexity. …The presence of 
complexity inevitably leads to risks. Risks lead to exposure and 
hazardous situations, which inevitably lead to failures and acci-
dents as well as malicious and criminal acts. … This complex-
ity stems from two main factors: The first is the provision of 
too many software functions. Some observers may not see this 
fat as harmful, yet it adds significantly to the sources of risk. 
The second, unnecessary complexity arises from the mapping 
of application functions—via programming languages, oper-
ating systems, protocols, and middleware—onto poor or inap-
propriate execution platforms.” (p. 119) “In service-oriented 
computing, CISC [Editor’s note: complex instruction set computer] 
and RISC [Editor’s note: reduced instruction set computers] proces-
sors are dominant. However, to enable architecture restructur-
ing, a new form of processor must evolve, Function Integration 
Micro-processors. FIMs provide a flexible micro-programma-
ble machine adaptable to a wide variety of tasks. As complicated 
and multifaceted as computers have become, it is impossible 
to be revolutionary; change must be evolutionary. The FIM 
approach provides a means of backward compatibility as well 
as an opportunity for to new solutions.” [Editor’s note: This is a 
very interesting analysis. In looking backward in time, two solutions 
have evolved. On one side, very large module libraries, especially for 
Internet apps, led to much lower efforts in new app development. On 
the other hand, field-programmable gate arrays with their flexibil-
ity again allow a decrease in system complexity.]  
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Some topics are so exciting that we don’t want to 
wait; we think computing new drug therapies is 
one. So, let’s glance at it.

For thousands of years, and with minimal 
resources and no computers, scientists studied the me-
dicinal value of plants and minerals on human ailments 
and disease. Some example discoveries were from mimosa 
trees (1665), where the bark could be used to treat forms of 
depression (still used to this day), or a fern plant (Middle 
Ages) to treat kidney stones.

“Modern” medications began to be discovered in 
the early 1800s by scientists analyzing plants, min-
erals, and animals in their individual labs. Drug dis-
coveries were not quick due to the absence of today’s 
computing power.

Antibiotics were introduced only 
in the 1940s. Access to medicines 
was limited; there was no Dr. Google 
or Alexa, M.D.; and thus, home rem-
edies were employed before seeking 
a doctor. Examples include whis-
key-drizzled warm toast for stom-
achaches and onions in socks for 
fever reduction.

Moving forward to today’s tra-
ditional clinical trial designs, where human participants 
and data collection are the focus, there are signs of bias 
and selective publishing.4 Further, clinical trials are 
costly and have relatively low success rates.5

Fortunately, the future is bright for drug and vac-
cine discovery because of high-performance computing 
(HPC), artificial intelligence (AI), and big data (BD). Med-
icine development is evolving due to “ever-expanding 
past data” that included “large-scale biological experi-
ments, clinical trials, and medical records.”6 AI enables 
quick identification of the drug molecules that reduce/
eliminate viruses, hypothesize scenarios, and compare/
repurpose other drugs—all at speeds that were not be-
fore available.

Repurposing, the process of employing existing drug 
therapies to treat other diseases, is now a greater possibil-
ity thanks to AI and BD, and is transforming drug discov-
ery. Repurposing occurs when AI technologies are used 
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Computing is used more and more now to 

discover and expedite new medicine therapies 

from masses of previously stored digital 

data. This new capability will continue to be 

employed given recent successes.
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with BD to reveal and extract patterns 
in the mounds of available biomedical 
data. This process speeds up treat-
ments and provides additional safety 

since these medications already have 
known safety profiles.

Great potential for drug repurpos-
ing exists with the use of real-world 
data along with AI and deep learning.1 
A current example of repurposing is 
applying AI-based assistive tools to 
find an existing drug that can treat 
COVID-19.7 Repurposing was explored 
for the treatment of COVID-19, and the 
results pointed to an antiviral medica-
tion, Remdesivir, that is used as part of 
the treatment for hepatitis C.3

The great news is that researchers 
now have many tools and methodol-
ogies to leverage new computational 
methodologies that are continuing 
to transform drug discovery. More 
effective insights are possible given 
so much existing digital data. With 

improved data resources, AI can drive 
predictive power beyond current tra-
ditional clinical trial success rates.2 
Moving from traditional clinical trials 

to the integration of BD, AI, and HPC 
will continue to transform drug devel-
opment with speed, repurposing, and 
improved success.

Expect to see much more on this 
topic in Computer as well as discus-
sions on how computing is greatly im-
pacting agrifood technology. The two 
might seem unrelated, but they aren’t.

Stay tuned!
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To improve the trustworthiness of artificial intelligence 

systems, organizations should address the risks relevant 

to the use case whilst taking into account the stakeholders 

that interact directly or indirectly with the system. 

As the influence of artifi-
cial intelligence (AI) grows 
across the world, indus-
try, academia, and govern-

ments are all exploring the best ways 
to encourage the development and use 
of AI that is human centered and trust-
worthy.3,5,6,7,8,10,11,12,13 The quest for 
trustworthy AI is a fundamental issue 
as it is becoming increasingly difficult 
to determine whether an AI system pro-
tects the individual rights and demo-
cratic values of an ever-widening group 
of stakeholders.

To improve the trustworthiness of AI 
systems, organizations should address 
the risks relevant to the use case whilst 
taking into account the stakeholders 
that interact directly or indirectly with 
the system. The applications using 
machine learning in particular carry 
a diverse and sometimes unique set of 
risks that should be mitigated before a 
system may be trusted.

To help identify the broad range of 
risks, it is common to define a set of 
trustworthy AI principles (“Principles”) 
that are derived from human rights, 
ethical norms, and legal properties. 
Each Principle is necessary but not suf-
ficient for achieving trustworthiness. 
Thus far, there is a broad international 
consensus around a core set of Princi-
ples, these include the following:

 › Transparency: the property of an 
AI system or organization that 
ensures appropriate information 
is communicated to relevant 
stakeholders.

 › Functionality and performance: 
the property of an AI system that 
supports actions or processes to 
meet specified objectives.

 › Explainability: the property of 
an AI system that expresses 
important factors influencing 
outcomes in a way that humans 
can understand.

 › Verifiability: the property of an 
AI system that confirms it was 
built correctly and fulfills speci-
fied requirements.

 › Security: the property of an AI 
system related to achieving and 
maintaining integrity, authen-
ticity, and reliability of a system.

 › Privacy: the property of an AI 
system related to achieving and 
maintaining confidentiality of 
data and attributes of a system.

 › Autonomy and control: the prop-
erty of an AI system that allows 
actions or processes to take place 
automatically, without the need 
for natural persons to be directly 
involved in their execution.

 › Safety: the property of an 
AI system that enables a 
freedom-from-safety risk, which 
is not tolerable.

 › Robustness and reliability: the 
property of an AI system related 
to demonstrating the ability or 
inability of the system to have 
comparable performance on atyp-
ical data as opposed to the data 
expected in typical operations.

 › Nondiscrimination, bias, and 
fairness: the property of an AI 
system that restricts the system-
atic difference in treatment of 
certain objects, people, or groups 
in comparison to others.

 › Sustainability: the property of 
an AI system that avoids the 
depletion of natural resources to 
maintain an ecological balance.

Organizations have some f lexi-
bility to determine the applicability 
of each Principle and refine them to 
each individual use case. However, 
implementation of the Principles 
should remain an agile and itera-
tive process throughout the AI life-
cycle. An organization may apply a 
risk-based approach to identify pos-
sible impacts to the organization, 
intended users, and society, and to 
mitigate the risks appropriately. 
Organizations should develop meth-
ods to ensure the relevant Principles 
are translated into appropriate tech-
nical-organizational measures and 
mapped to a portion of the AI lifecy-
cle. This could be achieved through a 
combination of

 › rules (behaviors or states) that 
the system should always follow

 › restrictions on behaviours or 
states that the system should 
never transgress

 › organizational process with spe-
cific measurable outcomes.

Organizations should evaluate the 
effectiveness of the measure to mitigate 
risk and justify changes to the implemen-
tation processes on an ongoing basis.

Trustworthy AI requires a strong 
long-term commitment to be success-
ful. Even though there is no universally 
correct solution to this challenge, it is 
critical that industry, academia, and 
governments share best practices, 
learn together, and grow as a commu-
nity. Although AI regulations are rel-
atively premature, the standards land-
scape is becoming more robust, with 
IEEE4,9, ISO/ I EC, a nd CEN-CLC1,2,14 
developing an array of standards and 
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technical reports that support the in -
dustry with guidance on how best to 
develop trustworthy AI (see Figure 1).

In this issue of Computer, we have 
invited stakeholders who contributed 
articles toward exploring innovative 
and practical methods for implement-
ing trustworthy AI.

The first articleA1 addresses trust-
worthiness as a whole and proposes a 
novel conceptual model for trustworthy 
AI based on an adaptation of the well-
known ability-benevolence-integrity 
model of trust to trustworthiness. 
The next articleA2 addresses trust-
worthiness for the specific case of 
autonomous driving and identifies 
the maturity level of the different 
requirements.

Our next articleA3 focuses on verifi-
ability in the specific case of autonomous 
systems and describes research carried 
out by a consortium to address that Princi-
ple. Robustness is addressed in the fourth 
article,A4 and an AI model-inspection 
framework is proposed for detecting and 
mitigating robustness risks. 

A survey of the main reliability 
assessment methodologies, focusing 
mainly on fault-injection techniques, 
is presented in our next article.
A5 The si xt h ar ticle A6 addresses 
explainability based on the Taguchi 
method and evaluates the diversity 
and average number of evaluations 
of a solution.

The next articleA7 addresses bias 
and provides motivation, theory, code, 
and examples on how to perform a dis-
ciplined discovery of systematic devi-
ations in data and models at the sub-
set level. Our final articleA8 addresses 
transparency in three levels: algorith-
mic, interaction, and social.

A second special issue is scheduled 
for May 2023, with other selected con-
tributions on trustworthy AI.
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The expansion of artificial intelligence (AI) into our lives 

and livelihoods makes it clear that we must develop 

AI to be ethical and trustworthy. We propose Wasabi, 

a novel conceptual model for trustworthy AI based on 

an adaptation of the well-known ability–benevolence–

integrity model of trust to trustworthiness.

Trust is crucial to any interaction between two 
or more autonomous entities because their 
very autonomy leaves each entity potentially 
vulnerable to the decisions of the others. 

With the expansion of artificial intelligence (AI), it is 
crucial that the AI is trustworthy, not merely trusted 
by users.

INTRODUCTION
Trust, broadly, is relational; the trusting party or trustor 
willingly makes itself vulnerable to the trusted party or 
trustee.1 We take the scope of trust to include settings 
where the trustor may practically lack a choice about 
whether to deal with the trustee. These settings are com-
mon in AI applications. For example, prospective bor-
rowers cannot choose what AI algorithms assess their 
loan applications. Sometimes, the stakeholders collec-
tively may have a say, for example, through regulatory 
mechanisms, but such control is not guaranteed.
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We understand trustworthiness as 
the correlate or the “flip side” of trust. 
Specifically, it is not concerned with the 
beliefs of the trustor about the trustee but 
with the relevant attributes of the trustee. 
Trustworthiness can be approached from 
the conception of reliability, but we posit 
it’s better characterized in the same way 
as trust. To this end, we adapt the Mayer 
et al.2 framework for trust by turning it 
around to focus on trustworthiness.

How trust and trustworthiness are 
conceived, especially in connection 
with AI, involves multiple key dimen-
sions. One dimension is whether the AI 
is embodied or not and the extent it is or 
pretends to be human-like. That is, the 
AI’s apparent independence in func-
tioning would raise expectations of how 
trustworthy it needs to be. For example, 
though created, maintained, and man-
aged by humans, an autonomous vehi-
cle drives by itself and thus differs from 
a mortgage loan approval program, 
which merely helps a bank officer.

A second dimension is who the trus-
tor and trustee are. For example, for sen-
tencing software, the trustors include 
convicts, judges, and society at large, and 
the trustees include the AI, its developer, 
and the judicial system. For autonomous 
vehicles, the trustors include passengers, 
pedestrians, occupants of other vehicles, 
and the transportation authority. The 
trustees include the vehicle, developers, 
operators, and relevant safety boards. 
This relational conception of trustwor-
thiness turns out to be a major extension 
beyond current approaches.

Third, trust can be directed from a 
trustor to a single entity (for example, an 
AI) or to the sociotechnical system (STS)3 
in which both the trustor and trustee 
function. An STS is characterized by the 
norms—informal social norms as well as 
laws and regulations—between its mem-
bers and provides the social context in 

which its members interact. An STS can 
be viewed as an entity in its own right, 
separate from its members.4 Through its 
norms, an STS induces trustworthiness 
in its members and potentially advances 
compensation for those harmed. Thus, 
an STS can be trustworthy even if some 
of its members are not.

Contributions
Against this backdrop, we make three 
contributions by

 › proposing the Wasabi model 
of trustworthiness centered 
on a trustee promoting the 
goals, interests, and values of 
a trustor

 › validating the Wasabi model 
through an analysis of legal 
precedent

 › identifying gaps in popular 
models of trustworthy AI.

THE WASABI MODEL OF 
TRUSTWORTHINESS
Mayer et al.2 proposed one of the lead-
ing models of trust based on three core 
concepts. Ability, benevolence, and integ-
rity (ABI), respectively, refer to the trus-
tor’s belief in the trustee’s capabilities to 
perform a task as desired, in the trustee’s 
intention to help the trustor, and in the 
trustee’s moral character. The ABI model 
has been validated in numerous studies.

Taking inspiration from it, we propose 
the Wasabi model, which flips the ABI 
model around and focuses on the trustee 
instead of the trustor. Whereas the ABI 
model focuses on the subjective state of 
the trustor and has nothing to do with 
the trustee’s true nature, Wasabi charac-
terizes the trustee itself. That is, Wasabi 
incorporates the beliefs, goals, and values 
of the trustee with respect to the trustor, 
though it elides the trustor’s beliefs about 
those beliefs, goals, and values.

In current thinking, the trustworthi-
ness of AI is a property of an individ-
ual (trustee). In contrast, in the Wasabi 
conception, trustworthiness is rela-
tional, that is, a property of a trustee 
with respect to a trustor given a context 
and purpose. Specifically, trustworthi-
ness ratings would fall on a spectrum, 
and where they fall would depend on 
the context and purpose.

The Wasabi dimensions aren’t per-
fectly orthogonal but capture broadly 
distinct intuitions. Can the trustee do its 
job? Does the trustee seek to look after 
the trustor’s interests? Will the trustee 
respect relevant societal norms and val-
ues? In conceptual terms, these questions 
ask whether the trustee will promote the 
trustor’s goals, interests, and values.5 Fig-
ure 1 illustrates the Wasabi model, high-
lighting these three components along 
with some example properties the trustee 
ought to possess to be trustworthy; ide-
ally, the trustee would authentically 
project those properties and gain trust 
accordingly from the trustor.

Trust is sometimes applied to techni-
cal entities, such as machines. However, 
researchers have shown that “trust” in 
a machine viewed as an instrument is a 
weaker construct than trust in a socio-
cognitive entity, such as a person1—for 
example, blame applies to a person but 
not to a machine. Accordingly, we con-
sider AI not as a standalone technical 
artifact but as part of an STS.3

The Wasabi model applies to STSs, 
encompassing both AI and humans and a 
society. Even though people may treat AI 
differently from humans, to be trustworthy, 
an AI in an STS should be held to the same 
norms and expectations as humans.

CASE LAW AS  
EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE
Trust and trustworthiness are subtle 
concepts. Their definitions cannot be 
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imposed by technologists and instead 
must be established based on empir-
ical evidence of how the public and 
experts understand them. But their 
subtlety makes such empirical investi-
gation difficult.

We  p o s i t i o n  c a s e  l a w  a s  a n 
empi r ica l source of t he publ ic’s 

understanding. For jury trials, the 
jury is selected from the public and, 
for important cases, would deliberate 
on the order of days, knowing that 
money and personal freedom are at 
stake. Litigation would bring out the 
relevant facts and context and chal-
lenge them through expert and other 
testimony. For appellate cases, where 

there is no jury, the judges involved 
would conduct an in-depth review 
of the facts and relevant doctrines. 
Thus, for a complex situation, we can 
place greater confidence in the out-
come of a legal case than we might 
in surveys of the public based on 
hypothetical situations. Moreover, 

because only extreme cases make it 
to litigation, this approach coheres 
with the well-known critical inci-
dent technique,6 invented in the U.S. 
military, which involves analyzing 
extreme cases as a way to derive cri-
teria for “typical” performance.

Interestingly, whereas the law 
has little to say about whom some-

one should trust, it does have a lot 
to say about who is trustworthy. 
Approaching trustworthiness from 
the standpoint of the law provides 
clearer intuitions regarding: 1) how 
the Wasabi components relate to 
interactions involving people and 
organizations and 2) principles to 
ground the understanding of trust-
worthy AI.

THE WASABI MODEL  
AND CASE LAW
It’s still early days for AI, and whereas 
there are public outcries and some lit-
igation about excessive data collection 
and manipulation in social media, case 
law in AI is recent and not yet settled. 
We return to this point in the “Direc-
tions” section. 

However, since AI has some human-
like qualities and seeks to help people 
and organizations, we find that exist-
ing case law does cover the challenges 
of trustworthiness that Wasabi brings 
forth. Next, we discuss the relevant 
case law, roughly in order of increas-
ing complexity.

Ability: Unintended side effects
Just like for animals, the owners or 
operators of AI agents may not be 
able to predict or control their behav-
ior, for example, because of the com-
plexity of algorithms or dependence 
on training data; even so, the own-
ers remain liable for their actions. In 
Baker versus Howard County Hunt 
(ht t ps://w w w.cou r t l i s tener.com/
opinion/3486934/ ba ker-v-howard 
-cou nt y-hu nt/ ),  hou nd s r u n n i ng 
with the members of a hunting club 
entered Baker’s property while pursu-
ing a fox and proceeded to kill some of 
Baker’s animals.

The court held that the hunters were 
liable for the actions of the hounds, 

Trustor Trustee

Data
Devices

Ability: Promote the Trustor’s Goals

Provide Sound Explanations
Reason Comprehensively

Model the Trustor’s Context

Benevolence:
Promote the Trustor’s Interests

Help and Guide the Trustor
Advocate for the Trustor

Integrity: 
Promote the Trustor’s Values

Reveal Criteria and Data Honestly
Correct and Improve Processes

Help Deserving People

FIGURE 1. The Wasabi model: Capturing trustworthiness in AI in terms of ABI.

THE WASABI MODEL APPLIES TO STSs, 
ENCOMPASSING BOTH AI AND HUMANS 

AND A SOCIETY.
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especially as this was not an isolated 
incident, and they apparently knew of 
the hounds’ behavior. By hunting near 
Baker’s property, the hunters risked 
trespass by the hounds and the subse-
quent loss to Baker even though they 
didn’t instruct the hounds to attack 
Baker’s livestock and assumed the 
hounds had “fidelity” to the chase.

Insight: When one’s agents pose a 
risk to someone out of the ordinary, 
there’s a corresponding liability.

Ability: Design process
Grimshaw, a landmark case in U.S. 
tort law, is demonstrative of how 
ability may affect liability (https://
l aw.ju s t i a .com/c a ses/c a l i f or n i a/
cour t-of-appea l/3d/119/757.htm l). 
In 1970, Ford released a new compact 
model, the Pinto. In 1972, Lilly Gray 
was driving a Ford Pinto when she was 
rear-ended by another vehicle. The col-
lision caused the gas tank to rupture, 
releasing gas into other chambers of 
the car, leading the car to explode in 
fire. Gray died from congestive heart 
failure resulting from her burns; her 
passenger, Grimshaw, survived after 
undergoing many surgeries for his 
burns, though he suffered the loss of 
fingers and an ear.

Grimshaw’s and Gray’s families 
sued Ford for damages caused by the 
design defect that caused the engine to 
rupture on impact. The court consid-
ered the industry standard of how the 
company should respond to safety fail-
ures to determine Ford’s liability; they 

determined that the standard of care 
after a failed safety test was to “redesign 
and retest,” and Ford, knowing of the 
design defect in the Pinto, went ahead 
with selling and marketing the car 
without taking those requisite steps.

Insight: It’s not just the outcome (for 
example, an accident) that determines 
liability but the departure from estab-
lished practice regarding the resources 
to allocate toward preventing or repair-
ing the defects that cause the outcome. 
(We return to this case in the “Integrity 
and Transparency” section later.)

Benevolence: Unintended 
effects of malfeasance
A major concept in tort theory is 
intent, which is relevant to the benevo-
lence factor of the ABI model. An inten-
tional tort is done with intent on the 
part of the tortfeasor (the wrongdoer). 
Intent does not necessarily mean 
that they intended to create harm but 
rather simply to complete the action 
that led to harm.

If the action that caused harm 
was intended, even if the resulting 
harm was not, the tortfeasor is lia-
ble. Vosburg versus Putney (https://
h2o.law.harvard.edu/cases/2451) is 
a quintessential illustration from 
1890. Putney, 11 years old, kicked 
Vosburg, then 14 years old, in the 
sh i n. P ut ne y d id not k now t h at 
Vosburg had a previous injury and 

that the kick would cause him to 
develop a serious infection and limit 
the use of his leg for the rest of his 
life. The Supreme Court of Wiscon-
sin held Putney liable; he did not 
intend to cause Vosburg’s severe 
injur y but nonetheless intended 
t o  c o m m i t  b a t t e r y  b y  k i c k i n g 
Vosburg. Although Vosburg’s con-
text (his health) was unknown to 
Putney, that didn’t relieve Putney of  
his liability.

Insight: Actors are accountable even 
for the consequences of their actions 
they did not foresee or lacked the 
information to foresee.

Benevolence: Duty of care
The duty of care is a prominent consid-
eration in corporate law. The law cre-
ates a duty of care on directors because 
they make important decisions that 
have a material impact on the share-
holders. The shareholders largely have 
no option but to accept their decisions. 
Moreover, directors and shareholders 
have shared interests in maintain-
i ng or increasing the valuation of 
a company.

In Graham versus Allis-Chalmers 
Manufacturing Company (https://
l a w.j u s t i a .c o m /c a s e s/d e l a w a r e/
supreme-court/1963/188-a-2d-125-3.
html), Allis-Chalmers and four of 
its managers (not directors) pleaded 
guilty to price fixing in violation of 
federal antitrust laws. The board of 

AI Lesson 1. Ability: Risky 
actions
Trustworthy AI must avoid 
imposing the externalities of an 
action on others.

AI Lesson 2. Ability: 
Designing against risks
Trustworthy AI requires design 
processes that ensure robustness 
against threats in the operating 
environment, including com-
binations of rare events that  
prove hazardous.

AI Lesson 3. Benevolence: 
Accountability in context
Trustworthy AI would learn about 
and accommodate the  trustor’s 
context and ensure that its  
decision is in their interest in 
that context.
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directors met annually but did not 
discuss pricing. The shareholders 
suffered when the company was held 
liable for its price fixing. Two share-
holders filed for a derivative action 
aga i nst t he compa ny’s d i rectors 
to recover what they lost from the 
price-fixing litigation. Although the 
directors did not have knowledge of 
the illegal acts, the Delaware Supreme 
Court considered whether their lack 
of knowledge meant that they had 
breached their duty of care. It held 
that the directors did not breach their 
duty of care because they could not be 
expected to suspect foul play without 
a compelling reason to do so. That is, 
corporate law provides weak mech-
anisms to enforce a trusting rela-
t ion ship, fal ling shor t of enforc-
ing trustworthiness.

Insight: A duty of care may be insuf-
ficient for a finding of negligence in 
anomalous cases where the party may 
not be expected to obtain the requisite 
knowledge to identify violations.

The duty of care in tort law offers 
a clearer framework for autonomous 
agents than corporate law. Impor-
tantly, a duty of care may arise on the 
fly when an actor engages in an action 
that may cause a risk to others. For 
example, whereas an autonomous 
vehicle has a special relationship with 
a passenger, it also has a duty of care to 

a pedestrian crossing in front—some-
one who just happens to be there.

For example, in United States ver-
sus Lawter (https://casetext.com/
case/united-states-v-lawter), the court 
found a duty to not injure someone 
while helping them, even if helping 
them was a gratuitous act. Specifi-
cally, the U.S. Coast Guard attempted 
to rescue Loretta Lawter when her 
boat sank. They lowered a cable from 
a helicopter and attempted to pull her 
up. However, they failed to follow the 
standard procedure and didn’t secure 
her to the cable, leaving her to simply 
hold on to it. She was unable to do so 
and fell to her death. The court found 
that by attempting to save her, the 
Coast Guard had assumed a duty of 
care, which it failed to meet.

Insight: Failing to rise to the duty of 
care required by the situation at hand 
constitutes negligence.

Conflicts in trustworthiness
There is a general expectation that 
agents will serve clients’ interests. In 
most scenarios, as the U.S. Supreme 
Court noted in Jaffee versus Red-
mond (https://caselaw.findlaw.com/
u s-s upr e me - c ou r t/4 32/4 3.h t m l), 
information collected during an indi-
vidual’s therapy session is protected, 
and the therapist cannot be legally 
compelled to give that information to 
the court. In this case, the notes may 
have implicated Redmond, a police 

officer who had shot and killed some-
one. A jury awarded damages in the 
initial outcome (without having seen 
the notes). That decision was thrown 
out because the judge had indicated 
that the notes should have been pro-
vided and that the therapist was wrong 
to withhold them. Therapists who are 
trustworthy to their clients main-
tain the confidentiality of the clients’ 
information. The duty here is on the 
part of the therapist to the patient.

Tarasoff versus Regents of Uni-
versity of California (https://law. 
justia.com/cases/california/supreme 
-court/3d/17/425.html) shows that 
there might be a duty greater than 
that between the therapist and the cli-
ent. In Tarasoff, the plaintiffs were the 
parents of the deceased Tatiana Tara-
soff, whom her classmate, Poddar, had 
killed. Two months before her murder, 
Poddar confided his intent to kill Tara-
soff to his psychiatrist. The Supreme 
Court of California held that the plain-
tiffs could state a claim against the 
psychiatrist because the psychiatrist 
did not warn Tarasoff or her parents 
or do anything to confine Poddar to 
prevent him from murdering her. The 
psychiatrist was negligent in failing 
to warn. In this case, the psychiatrist 
failed to be trustworthy to society.

Clearly, to be trustworthy to one’s 
client conflicts here with being trust-
worthy to society. The greater duty 
here was to prevent an innocent person 
from being killed. Autonomous agents 
ought to be able to work under a sim-
ilar trustworthiness framework, bal-
ancing competing duties and selecting 
the right one to uphold, which might 
involve comparing their responsibili-
ties and potential blameworthiness.7

Insight: Competing duties—such as 
the protection of one’s client and dis-
closure of risk to others—must be 

AI Lesson 4. Benevolence: 
Obtaining the requisite 
knowledge
Trustworthiness requires not only 
supporting a trustor’s interests 
but also acquiring the knowledge 
to determine if those interests 
are at risk.

AI Lesson 5. Benevolence: 
Care in context
Trustworthiness presumes iden-
tifying and honoring the duties 
of care that arise on the fly and 
viewing incidental stakeholders 
as trustors.
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compared concerning the severity of 
potential harm.

Integrity and transparency
Whereas the product defect in the 
Pinto corresponds to a lack of abil-
ity, Ford’s apparent lack of disclosure 
about the defect in the gas tank place-
ment corresponds to a lack of integ-
rity. Whereas the ability violation led 
to compensatory damages for product 
defects, the integrity violation led to 
additional punitive damages.

Schwartz’s8 analysis of Grimshaw 
explains how “purchasers generally 
lack knowledge of specific hazards that 
inhere in the products’ designs” and 
“the confidentiality of Ford’s life-af-
fecting design choices is an important 
part of the ethical dimension of the 
Pinto case myth” (p. 1068). Ford’s cul-
pability was based not on the Pinto’s 
faulty design alone but on whether 
Ford knew that such an impact would 
lead to a punctured gas tank.

Note that Schwartz describes the 
failure of Ford—that is, he focuses 
on the trustworthiness of the indi-
vidual (here, Ford). In contrast, Glad-
well9 describes U.S. Congressional 
hearings led by Tim Murphy, chair-
man of the House Subcommittee on 
Oversight and Investigations. Mur-
phy’s focus was “not just to fix the 
car but to fix a culture within a busi-
ness and a government regulator 
that led to these problems” and “the 

fact that the National Highway Traf-
fic Safety Administration did not 
order it recalled in a timely fashion 
represented a moral failure.” This 
is a clear case of the lack of systemic 
trustworthiness.

Insight: Regulations can foster sys-
temic trustworthiness through effec-
tive governance by requiring transpar-
ency between the key stakeholders.

Benevolence and integrity: 
Acting honorably
Corporate law finds a high expecta-
tion of benevolence and integrity in 
partnerships. In Meinhard versus 
Salmon,10 Meinhard and Salmon had 
a joint venture where they leased the 
Bristol Hotel for 20 years. This part-
nership constituted a principal–agent 
relationship as Meinhard put up most 
of the capital for the venture, while 
Salmon managed the business. The 
partnership was set to end with the 
end of the lease. As the lease was 
about to end, the owner of the prop-
erty approached Salmon to negotiate 
a new deal, not realizing that Salmon 
was in a joint venture with Mein-
hard. Salmon signed the deal with-
out Meinhard’s participation. Mein-
hard sued, arguing that the new deal 
belonged to the joint venture. The 
court agreed with Meinhard, giving 
him 49% of the new venture. That is, 
the joint venture was such a strong 
bond between the two partners that 
Salmon broke his fiduciary duty by 

creating a new deal without inform-
ing Meinhard of it.

This case indicates how integrity 
and benevolence interrelate. Judge 
Benjamin Cardozo’s legendary phras-
ing—“A trustee is held to something 
stricter than the morals of the market 
place. Not honesty alone, but the punc-
tilio of an honor the most sensitive, 
is then the standard of behavior”—
makes this point.10

Insight: Duties to another party, 
especially in special relationships, 
yield higher standards for benevo-
lence and integrity than the default.

Integrity: Governance
Conflicts of interest can subvert the 
integrity of a decision process, and 
the law takes such conf licts seri-
ously. American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers (ASME) versus Hydrolevel 
(https://supreme.justia.com/cases/
federal/us/456/556/) concerns mem-
bers of the ASME, a nonprofit organi-
zation that creates safety standards for 
industrial products. Two “highly placed 
volunteers” of ASME (including a sub-
committee chairman) were employed 
by a company whose products were 
in ASME’s domain. These members 
manipulated the standards to ren-
der their competitor Hydrolevel's new 
product noncompliant.

The court decided that ASME was 
liable for violating federal antitrust 
laws because the ASME members 

AI Lesson 6. Trustors 
can conflict
An effective AI governance 
framework would address 
conflicts between the interests of 
the relevant trustors, potentially 
based on societal values.

AI Lesson 7. Integrity 
and openness
Trustworthiness is enhanced by 
regulations against withholding 
facts material to governance and 
stakeholder decision making.

AI Lesson 8. Depth of 
experience
The longer and deeper an AI 
interacts with a stakeholder, the 
higher the demand to advance 
the trustor’s interests and to 
respect societal values.
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we re a c t i n g u nde r it s  appa re nt 
authority when they colluded to alter 
t he standards. Impor tant ly, t hese 
members were not authorized by 
ASME to do what they did. Yet they 
used their apparent authority under 
A SM E — b e i n g t r u s t e d b y A SM E 
and, through ASME, by the indus-
try at large—to make self- interested 
choices that violated antitrust laws.

Once they were caught, these mem-
bers and their employer had already 
settled with Hydrolevel, acknowl-
edging the clear lack of benevolence 
exhibited by them. Therefore, this 
legal case didn’t hinge on benevo-
lence but on ASME’s culpability aris-
ing from its poor governance that 
yielded a lack of integrity in its deci-
sion processes. The treble damages 
assessed indicate the moral outrage 
of the judge.

Insight: Inadequate governance to 
control member behaviors and guide 
system outcomes constitutes a lack 
of integrity.

Integrity: Power disparity
The law often finds that a duty to 
respect others’ civil rights overrides 
personal interests. Housing law exem-
plifies this, with many statutes and 
cases supporting the notion that dis-
crimination by a private individual 

or company is illegal. In Alexander 
versus Riga (https://caselaw.findlaw.
com/us-3rd-circuit/1074323.html), the 
court found that a Black couple had 
been discriminated against when the 
owners of an apartment building lied 
to them because of their race, saying 
that no units were available.

By operating a rental business, the 
Rigas had assumed a position of power 
over tenants and were held to meeting 
societal values. The court held that Riga 
would have to pay compensatory and 
punitive damages, the latter being a 
clear indicator of an integrity violation.

Insight: Even private actors have the 
duty to respect the rights of others.

THE EXTANT CONCEPTION 
OF TRUSTWORTHY AI
Current thinking formulates the trust-
worthiness of AI via a list of properties 
in the expectation that an AI that sat-
isfies those properties is trustworthy. 
For example, Deloitte11 lists the fol-
lowing: fair and impartial, trans-
parent and explainable, responsible 
and accountable, robust and reliable, 
respectful of privacy, and safe and 
secure. IBM12 offers a similar list: 
explainability, fairness, robustness, 
transparency, and privacy.

The Wasabi model seeks not to 
replace such lists but to offer a more 
complete picture. The aforementioned 
properties are indeed all desirable, 

but they do not cover the gamut of the 
Wasabi model. Their general empha-
sis is on ability (promoting the trus-
tor’s goals, such as robustness and 
the understanding of operations) and 
some components of integrity (pro-
moting values such as fairness). Spe-
cifically, benevolence remains a chal-
lenge because stakeholders may have 
conflicting interests.

We analyzed the current concep-
tual definitions11,12 of the previously 
mentioned properties with respect to 
the Wasabi criteria. We identified how 
each property relates to Figure 1. Fig-
ure 2 visualizes our intuitions by allo-
cating the contributions of each prop-
erty to Wasabi’s three components.

We briefly motivate these intu-
itions as follows. Robustness addresses 
reliable performance in the face of 
adversaries; it concerns how the AI 
deals with data and devices. Trans-
parency means exposing algorithms 
and data usage to users; it emphasizes 
ability and has small benevolence 
and integrity components. Explain-
ability seeks to help users understand 
AI decisions; explainability earns 
a higher benevolence component 
since it potentially helps trustors 

Robustness

Fairness

Explainability

Transparency

Accountability

Privacy

Wasabi Trustworthiness Component

Ability Benevolence Integrity

FIGURE 2. Visualizing the authors’  
intuitions of how traditional trustworthy 
AI properties associate with ABI. 

AI Lesson 9. The integrity 
of the decision process
A governance framework must 
ensure that the AI and  relevant 
 human administrators or 
 operators don’t manipulate the 
decision process to serve their own 
interests over those of the trustor 
and that applicable laws and 
 regulations flow down to the AI.

AI Lesson 10. Integrity: 
Power disparity
Where the AI has greater power, 
to be trustworthy, it must meet  
a correspondingly higher bar  
in respecting fundamental  
societal values.
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improve their outcomes. Accountabil-
ity concerns organizational design, 
and policy means to hold an entity 
to account,13 though it is frequently 
confused with traceability; for exam-
ple,11 accountabilit y incor porates 
high benevolence and integrity since 
it helps trustors ensure that the AI 
is well behaved and helps advances 
organizational integrit y through 
continual improvement. Privacy con-
cerns safeguarding data through the 
lifecycle; in this limited sense, pri-
vacy focuses on devices and data but 
offers a component of benevolence. 
Fairness is about equity and mitigat-
ing bias; it focuses on ability in data 
processing with a significant integ-
rity component by promoting the 
aforementioned values.

We make three important obser-
vations about current trustworthy 
AI approaches. First, they tend to be 
heavy on technology, with protecting 
user interests or societal values receiv-
ing less attention than they deserve. 
Second, there are many moral val-
ues,5 yet these approaches empha-
size a few (for example, fairness and 
accountability); a general framework 
would not arbitrarily restrict the 
values that stakeholders may hold 
dear. Third, sometimes when compa-
nies talk of risk, the risk they mean is 
to the provider’s reputation11 (para. 3), 
not primarily the risks to users or the 
public. This may explain their empha-
ses on aspects of trustworthiness most 
likely to place the provider at risk.

DIRECTIONS
The Wasabi model obtains support from 
legal theory and case law. Whereas 
the greatest emphasis in the law is on 
integrity and the least is on ability, cur-
rent conceptions of trustworthy AI are 
weighted heaviest on ability. Whereas 

ability may be more straightforward 
than benevolence and integrity, the 
contrast in attention is notable.

Bryan et al.14 highlight important 
recent lawsuits pertaining to data col-
lection. Although case law is newly 
emerging, and these cases largely con-
cern the behavior of human actors in 
data collection, applying the Wasabi 
model helps understand their ram-
ifications on trustworthiness. Most 
of these cases turn upon a lack of 
informed consent by the people whose 
data were collected, indicating a fail-
ure of integrity. None of these cases 
involved ability, which would be a case 
of malfunctioning biometrics. One 
case, involving a railroad scanning a 
truck driver’s biometrics without con-
sent (integrity violation), indicates 
a conflict with the public’s interest 
in (and federal statutes for) railroad 
safety and security (indicating benev-
olence toward the public, though not 
toward the employee).

Trustworthiness goes beyond what 
is legally required. Case law addresses 
extreme situations, but in the spirit of 
critical incident analysis,6 we derive 
lessons for typical situations from these 
extreme situations. Important lessons 
for trustworthy AI include designing 
AI to anticipate and resist potential 
risks, understanding and accommo-
dating each trustor’s specific context, 
accommodating incidental stakehold-
ers, modeling societal values to do the 
right thing when trustors’ interests 
conflict, and avoiding misleading trus-
tors. Whereas Wasabi doesn’t provide 
predetermined answers about con-
flicts, it exposes the need for the AI to 
model the various stakeholders’ goals, 
interests, and values and for method-
ologies to identify potential resolutions 
by bringing forth such conflicts to the 
stakeholders during design.

Additionally, important “meta” 
effects emerge. The potential appear-
ance or portrayal of authority requires 
greater diligence in ensuring that the 
decision process is not corrupted. The 
depth of engagement with a trustor 
and power over a trustor raise the stan-
dard for trustworthiness.

The domains of tort and corporate 
law are relevant to trustworthiness, and 
AI practitioners would do well to gain 
awareness of them. So we hope the pre-
vious illustrations prove useful besides 
lending support to the Wasabi model.

Our research opens some inter-
esting directions for future 
research, including relating 

trustworthy AI to reasoning about 
value alignment15,16; the design of 
assisting agents17; the negotiation of 
STSs18; and certification regimes.19 
Certification is needed to avoid an over-
reliance, as in tort law, on “moments 
of carelessness” that randomly expose 
flaws in some agents.20 
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We identify the maturity level of the different requirements for 

artificial intelligence (AI) in autonomous driving and outline the 

main challenges to be addressed in the future to ensure that 

automotive AI systems are developed in a trustworthy way.

It is increasingly accepted that the adjective “trust-
worthy” linked to artificial intelligence (AI) refers to 
something that goes beyond the word’s literal mean-
ing (which, according to the Oxford English Dictionary, 

is that something can be relied on to be good, honest, sin-
cere, and so forth). Rather, trustworthy AI is a concept that 
encompasses multiple ethical principles, requirements, and 
criteria to guarantee that AI systems are designed following 
a human-centered approach and committed to social good.

Although the development of human-centric AI is a 
common trend worldwide, probably the most solid steps 

so far have been taken in Europe. In April 2018, the Euro-
pean Commission published its AI strategy,1 and in June 
2018, the High-Level Expert Group on AI (AI HLEG) was 
set up to make recommendations for how to address mid- 
and long-term challenges and opportunities related to 
AI. In April 2019, the AI HLEG published “Ethics Guide-
lines for Trustworthy AI,”2 setting out a set of seven 
key requirements that AI systems should fulfill to be 
deemed trustworthy. These requirements were further 
elaborated with the publication of “Assessment List for 
Trustworthy AI” in July 2020,3 defining several specific 
criteria for each requirement. Finally, in April 2021, the 
European Commission presented “Proposal for a Regula-
tion Laying Down Harmonized Rules on AI” (at the time 
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of writing, the regulation was being 
negotiated among legislators in the 
European Council and the European 
Parliament).4

This regulation adopts a risk-
based approach, defining four levels 
of risk to safety and fundamental 
rights (unacceptable risk and prohib-
ited practices, high risk, requiring 
transparency obligations, and mini-
mal risk), so that AI systems used in 

high-risk contexts need to fulfill a 
set of requirements that are coherent 
with the ones defined by the AI HLEG. 
The requirements defined in the legal 
text need to be further detailed and 
standardized, with a main challenge 
being the definition of methodol-
ogies that are valid for different 
application domains, for example, 
from school admission to biometric 
identification. This approach rep-
resents a paradigm shift, and the 
complexity lies in finding a solu-
tion that is both specific enough to 
ensure compliance with safety and 
fundamental rights objectives and 
general enough to be applicable to 
different domains. In any case, it is 
reasonable to assume that in some 
sectors, it will be necessary to adapt 
the requirements to the specifics of 
the application context.

Autonomous vehicles are a chal-
lenging scenario, due to the high num-
ber of components involved, some of 
them incorporating AI, and the critical 
need for safety. Their complexity can 
be seen in the numerous global efforts 
to develop regulations (for example, 
United Nations Economic Commis-
sion for Europe WP.29) and standards 
[such as International Organization 
for Standardization (ISO) 21448, ISO 

8800, ISO 4804, ISO 5083, and UL 4600] 
to ensure the safety and cybersecurity 
of these systems. But, as seen in the 
following, the trustworthy AI concept 
incorporates several requirements 
that go beyond safety. This article ana-
lyzes AI in this particular context, con-
sidering the seven requirements for 
trustworthy AI systems, their matu-
rity, and related challenges in a com-
prehensive way.

FROM TRUSTWORTHY 
AI TO TRUSTWORTHY 
AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES
AI plays a fundamental role in auton-
omous vehicles, a domain with a great 
disruptive potential at the social, 
environmental, and economic level. 
[Our proposed approach for refer-
ring to vehicles with automated driv-
ing systems is to consider Society of 

Automotive Engineers (SAE) levels5 
1 and 2 (driver) for assisted driving, 
SAE level 3 (a backup driver/user is in 
charge) for automated driving, and SAE 
levels 4 and 5 (passenger/unoccupied) 
for autonomous driving.] Autonomous 
vehicles have the potential to create 
new mobility services, develop new 
shared mobility schemes, and respond 
to the growing demand for the mobility 
of goods and people. Considering the 
importance of human factors in most 
accidents (for example, errors, distrac-
tions, and traffic violations), auton-
omous vehicles could significantly 
improve road safety. In addition, they 
could extend mobility to people who are 
unable to drive conventional vehicles 
themselves, either because of physical 
(for example, elderly people with visual 
impairment and disabilities) and legal 
(for instance, people without a driver’s 
license and teenagers) issues. More-
over, autonomous driving, through its 
innovative nature, implies the acceler-
ation of vehicle electrification and con-
nectivity as well as the potential to free 
up urban public spaces that are cur-
rently used for parking.

Achieving high levels of automa-
tion in global scenarios (such as urban 
environments) without the need for 
a backup driver and allowing empty 
trips to pick up passengers (for exam-
ple, shared mobility) and find parking 
places (for instance, private vehicles) 
requires solving highly complex prob-
lems in environments with an almost 
infinite variety of possible situations 
and interactions. Among the different 
problems that have to be addressed in 
autonomous driving,6 we highlight 
localization (Where am I? Where am I 
heading?), scene understanding (det-
ecting agents and predicting their 
motion), local path planning (deci-
sion making and local ego vehicle 

TRUSTWORTHY AI IS A CONCEPT THAT 
ENCOMPASSES MULTIPLE ETHICAL 
PRINCIPLES, REQUIREMENTS, AND 
CRITERIA TO GUARANTEE THAT AI 

SYSTEMS ARE DESIGNED FOLLOWING A 
HUMAN-CENTERED APPROACH.
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trajectories), control (lateral and longi-
tudinal), and human interaction (peo-
ple inside and outside vehicles).

Although AI systems are not the 
only ones required to address these 
different tasks/layers—AI has become 
more present in some of these other 
systems that in others during recent 
years—AI is positioning itself as a core 
technology in almost all instances, 
being indispensable in the most com-
plex cases where conventional algo-
rithmic solutions are not sufficient. 
Moreover, it is important to note 
that we assume a definition of AI in 
line with Europe’s Artificial Intelli-
gence Act,4 which not only includes 
machine learning but also consid-
ers, for instance, knowledge-based 
approaches. In addition, on the one 
hand, there can be multiple AI sys-
tems to address different parts of 
the same problem and even systems 
tackling the same problem with com-
bined outputs for better performance 
and robustness (for example, sensor 
fusion). On the other hand, some sys-
tems depend on the outputs of others 
(for instance, path planning depends 
on localization and scene understand-
ing), so there is a considerable degree 
of interdependence.

All this raises questions regarding 
the degree of abstraction needed to 
implement the requirements for trust-
worthy AI. Considering the auton-
omy that each system may have, an 
approach at the level of each AI sys-
tem might seem the most reasonable 
option at first glance. However, its 
effective implementation would be 
intractable due to the number of sys-
tems, the dependencies, and the num-
ber of requirements. We must also take 
into account the interrelationships and 
dependencies existing not only among 
different AI systems (see Figure 1) but 
also among the requirements them-
selves (for example, human agency and 
oversight are highly correlated with 
transparency, and fairness and accu-
racy should be addressed jointly). All 
this suggests that a holistic approach is 
most appropriate. In other words, there 
is a need to map the general require-
ments of trustworthy AI into a set of 
specific requirements for trustworthy 
autonomous vehicles. That is precisely 
the goal of this article.

The following is a brief discus-
sion of the most important elements 
to consider to adapt the seven key 
requirements for trustworthy AI2 to 
the autonomous driving context. The 

main conclusions are summarized 
in Table 1. For a better understand-
ing of the criteria used, we refer the 
reader to the original documents2,3 
published by the AI HLEG and an 
ex tended repor t on t r ust wor t hy 
autonomous vehicles.7

TRUSTWORTHY FOR WHOM?
As discussed in the following sections, 
the various requirements for ensur-
ing that AI systems are trustworthy 
are focused within a context of use 
and interaction with humans (that is, 
human-centric). The requirements are 
set in relation to the people who are 
affected by the technology. In many 
cases, we can consider that a technol-
ogy brings risk to safety and funda-
mental rights to certain stakehold-
ers. For example, in AI-based medical 
devices, we can have the patient in 
mind as the affected stakeholder, 
while in AI systems used for university 
admission, we may consider students 
the citizens to be affected. We can then 
place these stakeholders in the cen-
ter when designing AI systems. In the 
case of autonomous driving, however, 
and similar to other contexts, a hetero-
geneous multistakeholder approach is 
a must.

FIGURE 1. The main tasks/layers of autonomous vehicles. Multiple AI systems per layer and inter- and intralayer dependencies are evident.
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Figure 2 illustrates the different use-
rs and related perspectives that need to 
be integrated into the human-centered 
view, corresponding to two main loca-
tions with respect to vehicles. On the one 

hand, there are different users inside a 
vehicle: (assisted) drivers (for SAE lev-
els 1 and 2), backup/assistant drivers 
and users in charge (for SAE level 3), and 
mere passengers with no responsibility 

for driving tasks (for SAE levels 4 and 5). 
On the other hand, there are users out-
side the vehicle; that is, there are other 
road users interacting with the vehicle 
(even if they are mere bystanders). These 

TABLE 1. The requirements for trustworthy AI systems in the autonomous driving domain.

Requirement Subrequirements Particular aspects Maturity Future challenges

Human agency and 
oversight

Human agency and autonomy
Human oversight

Multimodal/multiuser 
perspective
New skills

Low Human agency calibration
Agency-oriented HMIs/external HMIs
Vehicle status communication

Technical robustness and 
safety

Resilience to attacks and 
security
General safety
Accuracy and reliability 
(fallback and reproducibility)

Scenario variability
Minimal risk condition
Multidimensional accuracy
Intention to use

High Heterogeneous constantly updated 
security approach
Safety assessment
New testing approaches
Fallback strategies
Minimal risk condition

Privacy and data 
governance

Privacy
Data governance

Privacy versus safety
Agent behavior modeling

Low Data anonymization-preserving 
attributes
Privacy by design
Multiuser consent

Transparency Traceability
Explainability
Communication

High complexity
Data-driven components
Multiuser explainability

Medium New types of artefacts
Explainable models without affecting 
accuracy
Intelligent data logging
Multistakeholder communication

Diversity, 
nondiscrimination, and 
fairness

Avoid unfair bias
Accessibility and universal 
design
Stakeholder participation

High variability of agent 
attributes
Same safety level for all road 
users
Data bias

Low Adaptive behavior
Unbiased perception
Unbiased human–vehicle interaction
Unbiased service provision

Societal and 
environmental well-being

Environmental well-being
Work and skills
Society at large

Multidimensional problem
High uncertainty

Medium Well-being criteria
Lower uncertainty estimates
Reskilling
New vehicle interiors and uses

Accountability Auditability
Risk management

External auditing
Liability (burden of proof)
New risks

Low Independent external auditing
New liability approaches
Alleviating the burden of proof
Balanced insurance and liability costs

HMI: human–machine interface. 
The “Maturity” column refers to the scientific and technological state of the art. Low: basic principles formulated and exploratory proof of concept; Medium: emerging research 
lines and experimental validation in the lab; High: consolidated research line and experimental validation and demonstration in relevant environments.
The interpretation of this table can be derived from the text. Further details and references are available in Fernández-Llorca and Gómez.7
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include drivers and passengers of other 
conventional, assisted, automated, and  
autonomous vehicles; vulnerable road 
users (VRUs), such as pedestrians, cyc-
lists, and wheelchair users; and users of 
personal mobility devices, such as elec-
tric unicycles, scooters, Segways, carts, 
and hoverboards.

In addition to the different mentioned 
users, human-centered appr oaches in 
autonomous vehicles should also be 
adapted to the specific level of automa-
tion (that is, the type of in-vehicle user) 
and incorporate multiple dimensions, 
perspectives, characteristics, and types 
of agents and interactions that need to be 
jointly addressed. When the objectives 
of different agents coincide, optimal 
and efficient solutions can be obtained. 
However, there are cases in which dif-
ferent types of agents (for example, an 
autonomous vehicle and a VRU) may 
have conflicting objectives and interests. 
For example, the well-known “cross-
walk chicken problem”8 may be intensi-
fied in the case of autonomous driving, 
as VRUs’ perceived risk of crossing may 
become practically nonexistent if people 
trust that an autonomous vehicle will 
ultimately stop.

This could lead to abusive behav-
ior by VRUs, which, if widespread, 
could significantly slow down the 
travel time of autonomous vehicles 
compared to conventional ones. This 
conflicting situation can be addressed 
only by the implementation of sev-
eral strategies, including educational 
and even punitive measures (let us 
not forget that autonomous vehicles 
will have multiple data captured by 
sensors that could serve as a basis for 
proving potentially dangerous behav-
iors by different types of agents). In the 
following, we consider the seven key 
requirements, keeping in mind these 
mentioned perspectives.

HUMAN AGENCY  
AND OVERSIGHT
This first requirement relates to the 
need for AI systems to support human 
autonomy and decision making by 
facilitating users’ agency, allowing 
human oversight, and fostering fun-
damental rights. Human agency in 
autonomous vehicles is directly related 
to the principle of human autonomy. It 
affects both user acceptance and safety 
through disuse and misuse, respec-
tively. New agency-oriented in-vehicle 
and external human–machine inter-
faces (HMIs) need to be developed to 
ensure a suitable agency level. To this 
end, new multimodal approaches are 
needed to assess and calibrate the sense 
of agency.9

When considering the different 
involved stakeholders, human over-
sight mostly relates to in-vehicle users, 
and it depends on the automation level. 
In addition, oversight may be also 

exercised, to a certain extent, by exter-
nal road users, as their behavior may 
influence an autonomous vehicle’s 
behavior (including a potential risk of 
abuse in the interaction, due to the fact 
that autonomous vehicles will always 
eventually stop). For the interaction 
to be adequate, a mutual understand-
ing between the autonomous vehicle 
and the users with whom it interacts 
should be established. This includes 
the design of adequate mechanisms to 
represent and communicate the oper-
ating status of the autonomous vehi-
cle to different user types (inside and 
outside the vehicle), which is related to 
the transparency requirement and is a 
key area of future research. Finally, we 
can expect that adequate oversight by 
drivers (assisted and automated) and 
passengers (autonomous) will require 
new skills, acquired either before 
interactions or developed during 
exposure and use.

Vulnerable Road Users

Assisted
(Driver)

Automated
(Backup
Driver)

Autonomous
(Passenger)

(Backup) Drivers
and Passengers
of Other Vehicles

FIGURE 2. The trustworthiness, multiuser perspective, and human–vehicle interaction 
channels. Requirements for trustworthy autonomous vehicles must consider users inside 
a vehicle and other external road users. Adapted from Fernández-Llorca and Gómez7 
with permission.
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TECHNICAL ROBUSTNESS 
AND SAFETY
This requirement is closely linked to 
the principle of prevention of harm. 
Technical robustness requires that AI 
systems behave in a reliable way, min-
imize unintentional and unexpected 
harm, and prevent unacceptable harm. 
In addition, the physical and mental 
integrity of humans should be ensured. 
This requirement has a strong impact 
on user acceptance, as safety and 
cybersecurity are fundamental vari-
ables highly correlated with intent to 
use.10 Resilience to adversarial attacks 
and the security of autonomous vehi-
cles must be designed to be founda-
tionally secure (that is, security by 
design) through a heterogeneous and 
constantly updated approach.11 This 
should include multiple types of defen-
sive measures, including cryptographic 
methods; intrusion and a n o m a l y 
d e t e c t i o n  m e c h a n i s m s;  counter-
measures against adversarial attacks 
(for example, redundancy and harden-
ing); fault-tolerant, fail-x (for example, 

fail-aware, fail-safe, or  fail-operational), 
and self-healing methods; and proper 
user training. 

To establish whether an autono-
mous vehicle is sufficiently safe (the 
safety gain Δ depicted in Figure  3), 
novel methods are needed for a com-
parative assessment of safet y in 
autonomous vehicles versus human 
drivers, without requiring endless 
periods of testing. Expectations of 
safety gains that are too high could 
be detrimental to user acceptance. 
Even small improvements in safety 
by autonomous veh icles relat ive 
to human drivers can save many 
lives, so public expectations must 
be appropriately calibrated so as not 
to delay t he adopt ion of autono-
m o u s vehicles and the benefits of 
the technology.

In recent years, considerable effort 
has been made by academia, indus-
try, and regulatory bodies to develop 
new safety test procedures for auto-
mated driving systems. There is 
some initial consensus that future 

approaches should be multisystem, 
including not only physical testing 
on proving grounds but also exten-
sive use of simulators and real-world 
driving tests.12 However, open issues 
remain, such as the absence of real 
road agent behaviors in simulation 
environments; the limited variability 
compared to the almost infinite vari-
ety of scenarios, conditions, interac-
tions, and so on of real driving; and 
the lack of scenarios to evaluate new 
trustworthy requirements, such as 
human agency and oversight, trans-
parency, and fairness.

One of the most important issues 
for achieving high levels of automa-
tion is the ability of the autonomous 
driving system to reach a minimal 
risk condition after the occurrence of 
some performance-relevant failure 
and upon operational design domain 
(ODD) exit. This feature is what allows 
users of autonomous vehicles (SAE 
levels 4 and 5) to be considered passen-
gers. In fact, the inability to achieve 
this condition in automated vehicles 
(SAE level 3) requires a backup driver 
to resume control in the event of fail-
ure and ODD exit. The minimal risk 
condition will obviously depend on 
the specific scenario and operating 
conditions. Considering the enor-
mous variability, the development of 
specifications for the minimal risk 
condition is a major challenge, and a 
clear taxonomy is needed, including 
new fallback strategies as well as test-
ing procedures to assess their safety 
and robustness.

I n add it ion, it is i mpor t a nt to 
note that determining the accuracy 
of autonomous vehicles is a multidi-
mensional problem, which involves 
multiple metrics, levels, layers, use 
cases, and scenarios. Defining holistic 
metrics and thresholds to assess the 

Low-Skilled
Drivers

Autonomous Vehicles
Human Drivers

High-Skilled 
Drivers

Standard
Driver

Average
Autonomous

Vehicle

% ∆?

Safety

FIGURE 3. The safety distribution for human (low-skilled, standard, and high-skilled) 
drivers and autonomous vehicles. We assume that AVs will be more consistent across their 
population than humans. Adapted from Fernández-Llorca and Gómez7 with permission.
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trustworthiness of autonomous vehi-
cles is a challenging research area 
and, in some cases, a policy-based 
problem to be further addressed.7 
Finally, it is worth mentioning that 
any substantial change to an AI-based 
component of autonomous vehicles 
that may modify the overall behavior, 
or a significant part of it, must meet 
all relevant trustworthiness require-
ments and may need to be retested. 
This statement is essential for this 
requirement, but it also applies to 
all others.

PRIVACY AND DATA 
GOVERNANCE
This requirement states that privacy 
and data protection must be ensured 
in AI systems of autonomous vehicles 
throughout their entire life cycle. New 
innovative methods have to be imple-
mented that ensure data protection 
without adversely affecting the safety 
of autonomous vehicles. These meth-
ods may include techniques for data 
anonymization and the deidentifica-
tion of agent-specific data while pre-
serving relevant agent attributes that 
can be pertinent to guarantee the cor-
rect operation of the system. For exam-
ple, intrinsic attributes of agents may 
be of fundamental importance when 
it comes to predictive perception since 
the behavioral patterns of road agents 
may depend on certain intrinsic char-
acteristics, such as the sex, age, and 
group behavior of VRUs13 or the type 
of vehicle.14

Privacy by design requires the imple-
mentation of a set of comprehensive 
strategies. These include the setup of 
mechanisms for encrypting data, stor-
age devices, and vehicle-to-everything 
communication channels; the imple-
ment at ion of u n ique encr y pt ion 
key management systems for each 

vehicle; and the regular renewal 
of encr y ption keys.11 These mea-
sures are also linked to security and 
s a f e t y requirements.

In terms of personal data process-
ing, there are two aspects to consider. 
First, for users inside a vehicle (that is, 
drivers and passengers), safety risks 
should be the main aspect to mini-
mize when defining which personal 
data should be shared with other vehi-
cles and infrastructures. It is import-
ant to note that many of the privacy 
issues that arise when using an auton-
omous vehicle are not very different 

from those that exist when using a 
smartphone (for instance, the possi-
bility of location-based tracking). In 
these cases, the collection and pro-
cessing of personal data must be sub-
ject to some legal basis, such as user 
consent. Second, for people outside 
the vehicle (that is, VRUs and other 
drivers), consent may be impossible 
to obtain without disproportionate 
efforts. However, the problem can be 
effectively circumvented if personal 
data are processed in real time and 
i f  data deidentif ication is prop-
erly implemented.

TRANSPARENCY
The transparency requirement in 
this context establishes the need for 
humans to understand and trace the 

decisions made by an autonomous 
vehicle. Transparency allows the iden-
tification of the reasons why an auton-
omous vehicle decision was erroneous, 
which, in turn, could help to prevent 
future mistakes. This requirement 
includes different aspects, such as 
traceability, data logging, explainabil-
ity, and communication strategies.

Traceabi lit y, which faci l itates 
auditability as well as explainability, 
is a well-known challenge for modern 
conventional vehicles,15 so in the case 
of autonomous vehicles, traceability 
is a problem of considerable difficulty. 

Despite ongoing efforts, the effective 
integration of components of data-
driven AI systems as traceable arti-
facts is still an open research question. 
One of the main enablers of transpar-
ency is data logging systems. In the 
field of autonomous driving, data col-
lection requirements go far beyond 
event recording. There is a need for 
the continuous logging of input and 
output data as well as intermediate 
states of the decision-making systems. 
The bandwidth and storage capacity 
requirements are so demanding that 
new mechanisms for intelligent data 
logging are needed.

Rega rd i ng e x pl a i n abi l it y,  f u r-
ther research is needed focusing on 
explainable models and methods16 
and, more specifically, on explanations 

DETERMINING THE ACCURACY 
OF AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES IS A 

MULTIDIMENSIONAL PROBLEM, WHICH 
INVOLVES MULTIPLE METRICS, LEVELS, 
LAYERS, USE CASES, AND SCENARIOS.
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to in-vehicle and external road users, 
that is, explainable human–vehicle 
interaction through new HMIs and 
external HMIs. Considering explain-
ability as a possible requirement in 
future vehicle type approval frame-
works will clearly improve safety 
assessment and facilitate the evalua-
tion of human agency and oversight 
and transparency. However, it will 
require new test procedures, meth-
ods, and metrics. In addition, the 
design of human-scale interpretable 
models must be done without detri-
ment to accuracy, which is one of the 
most relevant challenges in the field of 
explainable AI. Last but not least, both 
in-vehicle users (for example, backup 
drivers and passengers) and external 
road users must receive clear infor-
mation that allows them to under-
stand that they are interacting with 
an automated or autonomous vehicle. 
New communication mechanisms are 
needed for this, including new ways of 
communicating risks.

DIVERSITY, 
NONDISCRIMINATION,  
AND FAIRNESS
Trustworthy systems need to ensure 
inclusion and diversity throughout 
their entire life cycle by considering 
all relevant stakeholders, designing 
inclusive processes, and ensuring 
equal treatment in line with the fair-
ness principle. In this respect, and 
to prevent discrimination, autono-
mous vehicles should avoid making 
decisions based on social values and 
the characteristics of some group of 
users (for example, dilemmas, age, 
and gender). Instead of focusing the 
debate on moral dilemmas whose 
occurrence is highly unlikely, our 
proposal is to define an alternative 
objective. Specifically, we consider 

that autonomous vehicles should be 
designed in a way that they can ensure 
the same level of safety for any kind 
of road user. (Here, safety refers to 
the intended functionality, that is, 
the absence of unreasonable risk due 
to hazards resulting from functional 
insufficiencies of the intended func-
tionality.) To do so, they will have to 
react differently for different kinds of 
road agents to correct possible poten-
tial safety inequalities caused by  
different behaviors.

In this sense, we may need to 
model the behavior of different road 
agents, using, for instance, real-
time predictive perception and local 
patch planning systems, to react in 
a personalized way. For example, a 
predictive detection system might 
anticipate, for a child, a higher like-
lihood of being at a curb crossing in 
front of a vehicle than for an adult. 
The local path planner might then 
need to reduce the vehicle speed for 
the child while maintaining it for 
the adult. This does not necessarily 
mean that adults are being discrim-
inated against (as long as there is no 
bias in the data and algorithms used 
to develop the predictive perception 
systems) but that the uncertainty in 
the behavior and possible motion of 
the child is de facto greater than in 
adults. Therefore, the autonomous 
vehicle must adapt its behavior to 
provide children and adults the same 
safety level by implementing a more 
conservative speed profile in one case 
than in the other one. This is an area 
of research that is not yet mature, and 
new approaches are needed.

Datasets used may suffer from 
the inclusion of bias, incomplete-
ness, and bad governance models, 
and the way in which AI systems are 
developed (for example, algorithms’ 

programming) may also suffer from 
unfair bias. The available work in 
this area is still very preliminary.17,18 
Further research is then needed to 
identify possible sources of discrim-
ination in state-of-the-art perception 
systems when detecting external 
road agents, considering different 
inequity attributes, such as sex, age, 
skin tone, group behavior, type of 
vehicle, color, and so on. Unfair bias 
may also be present at the user–vehi-
cle interaction level. Universally 
accessible and adaptable HMIs must 
also be designed, which is challeng-
ing, considering that autonomous 
vehicles have the potential to extend 
mobility to multiple types of new 
users. Finally, as autonomous driv-
ing opens up new autonomous mobil-
ity systems, services, and products, 
this requirement also states that new 
mechanisms should be put in place to 
avoid any service provision approach 
that may discriminate against certain 
user groups.

SOCIETAL AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL  
WELL-BEING
This requirement establishes the 
importance of the specific social (for 
instance, social agency, relationships, 
attachment, skills, and physical and 
mental well-being) and environmen-
tal impacts of autonomous vehicles. 
Understanding and estimating these 
impacts is a highly multidimensional 
and complex problem involving many 
factors, such as decarbonization, pla-
tooning, eco-optimal driving, traffic 
congestion, shared mobility, vehicles 
per kilometer, road accidents, user 
acceptance, and extended mobility, 
to name a few (more details are in 
Figure 4), for which we can make pre-
dictions based only on yet uncertain 
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assumptions.19 New studies and 
approaches are needed to provide 
estimates with lower uncertainty and 
higher precision.

A widely discussed societal impact 
of AI is the one about jobs and skills.20 
In this context, we can consider that 
automated vehicles (SAE level 3) are 
not expected to have a major nega-
tive impact on jobs. Rather, new tasks 
and skills for backup drivers will be 
needed, primarily for tasks related to 
interaction with the automation sys-
tem. For high levels of automation 
(SAE levels 4 and 5), as drivers are not 
needed within the ODD, the expected 
impact on work and skills is likely to 
be negative. However, it may be par-
tially mitigated by the need for non-
driving tasks that are less susceptible 
to automation (for example, loading 
and unloading goods) as well as by the 

new jobs and skills brought by trans-
portation automation.

Another potential social impact of 
autonomous driving is the fact that 
the technology brings the possibility 
to use commuting time for work-re-
lated activities, potentially leading to 
higher productivity and a reduction of 
time at the workplace, as travel time 
could be considered working time. In 
the coming years, we can expect to see 
new proposals to transform the interi-
ors of autonomous vehicles into places 
to work, which is a major challenge, 
especially in shared mobility scenar-
ios. Finally, from a more general per-
spective, autonomous driving has the 
potential to transform the way people 
spend their commuting time on the 
road, including new possibilities for 
social interaction, as the interior cab-
ins of autonomous vehicles are likely 

to be significantly modified to allow 
greater flexibility for work, leisure, and 
social activities.

ACCOUNTABILITY
This requirement is mainly focused 
on auditability and risk management. 
First, mechanisms must be put in place 
to ensure responsibility and account-
ability for autonomous vehicles and 
their outcomes, both before and after 
their development, deployment, and 
use. As a safety-critical application, 
and as an additional complement to 
self-audits, AI systems of autonomous 
vehicles should be able to be audited 
by independent external auditors. The 
main challenge here is to establish 
the minimum set of requirements for 
third parties to audit systems, without 
compromising intellectual and indus-
trial property.

FIGURE 4. The key environmental and social factors in the development and adoption of autonomous vehicles. They are categorized 
based on three main components: vehicles, road infrastructure, and users. The factors are categorized according to the two most 
important components. See Fernández-Llorca and Gómez7 (reproduced here with permission) for more details.
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It is important to note that the 
same requirements and expertise 
needed to audit AI systems of auton-
omous vehicles would be also needed 
for victims and insurers to claim lia-
bility in accidents involving autono-
mous vehicles. Due to the high com-
plexity and opacity of these systems, 
proving defects and fault for victims 

would be a very complex and costly 
process. Shifting the burden of proof 
to the manufacturer would make 
these systems more victim friendly. 
It is also a more economically effi-
cient approach, as manufacturers will  
always have a much more favorable 
position to access and properly inter-
pret the data. It is then necessary to 
update and harmonize the existing 
national and international regulatory 
frameworks for product liability, traffic 
liability, and fault liability. The adop-
tion of autonomous vehicles will entail 
new types of risks, including risks that 
are unknown at the time of produc-
tion and may emerge only after market 
launch. Policymakers and stakehold-
ers must define new balanced policy 

frameworks to better accommodate 
insurance and liability costs between 
consumers and victims, on the one 
hand, and autonomous vehicles pro-
viders, on the other.

One of the most important 
changes when thinking about 
trustworthy systems is to go 

beyond classic requirements of safety 
and accuracy toward a more compre-
hensive human-centric framework 
that also considers criteria such as 
human agency and oversight, security, 
privacy, data governance, transpar-
ency, explainability, diversity, fairness, 
social and environmental well-being, 
and accountability. Developing and 
implementing these requirements is a 
challenge for any application domain. 
It is probably still too early to know 
to what extent attempts to generate 
a horizontal sector-independent set 
of requirements will be effective, but 
for applications as complex as autono-
mous driving, it is reasonable to think 
that such a comprehensive approach 
will need to be tailored to the specifics 
of the sector.

As discussed in this article, the 
application of the requirements for 
trustworthy AI systems for auton-
omous vehicles involves address-
ing multiple problems of different 
natures, some of them still at a very 
early stage of scientific and technolog-
ical maturity, bringing new research 
and development challenges in differ-
ent areas. The introduction of not only 
safety criteria but also requirements 
related to fundamental human rights 
in future type approval procedures for 
autonomous vehicles is a considerable 
challenge, but it will clearly serve as 
an accelerator and driver for the devel-
opment and adoption of a technology 
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that can change transportation as we 
know it.  
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A utonomous systems can 
make decisions, and even 
take actions, independent of 
human control or interven-

tion. Such systems promise to improve 
our lives; driverless trains and robotic 
cleaners are examples of autonomous 
systems that are already among us and 
work well within confined environ-
ments. To make the most of their poten-
tial and gain justified public acceptance, 
such systems need to be trustworthy 
in all scenarios. We must now work to 
ensure developers can design Trust-
worthy Autonomous Systems (TAS) for 
dynamic and open environments and 
can provide evidence of the trustworthi-
ness of these systems.

The defining feature of autonomous 
systems is, unsurprisingly, autonomy: 
their ability to make decisions. This 
general description allows for a range 
of levels of autonomy, depending on 
who or what retains control. Levels rec-
ognized across sectors are often based 
on the Pilot Authority and Control of 
Tasks (PACT) categorization developed 
in aerospace4 or the subsequent Soci-
ety of Automotive Engineers levels from 
the automotive sector.19 Here, levels 
range from level 1, essentially capturing 
human control, all the way up to level 5, 
wherein the system itself makes all the 
decisions and can take actions.

Although most deployed systems 
can be categorized at lower PACT 
levels, with human operators maintain-
ing a significant level of control (and 
legal responsibility), the potential appli-
cations of fully autonomous systems 
(level 5) can be of enormous socioeco-
nomic benefit. In producing systems 
with higher levels of autonomy, devel-
opers are likely to start from systems 
for specific use cases and operational 
design domains (such as motorway 
driving for vehicles) and include more 

use cases gradually as the technology 
matures and trust is established.

However, it remains a challenge to 
proceed with fully autonomous sys-
tems in many use cases. While this is 
partly due to the immaturity of tech-
nologies or the unknown added value 
of autonomy in some use cases, we 
believe it is more fundamentally con-
cerned with a lack of trust in these sys-
tems among their users.

In this article, we discuss how we 
might improve the trustworthiness of 

autonomous systems and how verifi-
ability can be a central part of this. We 
describe a new collaborative research 
activity in the United Kingdom to 
tackle the complex, heterogeneous 
challenges of autonomous systems 
verification as part of their design 
and deployment. While we mostly 
focus on this initiative in the United 
Kingdom, there are a number of sim-
ilar initiatives, for example, in Aus-
tralia (Trusted Autonomous Systems: 
ht t ps://tasdcrc.com.au); Germany  
(the Center for Perspicuous Comput-
ing: https://w w w.perspicuous-com 
put i ng.sc ience/ );  a nd t he Un ited 
States [the Stanford Center for AI 
Safety: http://aisafety.stanford.edu/; 
Assured Autonomy (the Computing 
Community Consortium): https://cra. 

org/ccc/visioning/visioning-activ 
ities/2019-activities/assured-auton 
omy; the Institute for Assured Auton-
omy: https://iaa.jhu.edu/; and Good 
Systems: https:// bridgingbarriers.
utexas.edu/good-systems]. 

TAS
Trust in a system is defined as the 
belief or attitude that the system is 
helpful and beneficial in achieving the 
user’s goal, particularly in uncertain 
and risky situations.20 In traditional 

cyberphysical systems, trustworthiness 
often equates to reliability. We are more 
likely to trust some system if it works 
reliably. Once we move to autonomous 
systems, which can make their own deci-
sions and take their own actions, more 
issues come into play. We also want to 
know that the system’s decisions are for 
our benefit. This aspect, termed benefici-
ality in Chatila et al.,8 concerns not just 
what a system does but why it does it. Is 
it working for our benefit? Is it trying to 
help, rather than hinder, us? What does 
it intend? This aspect of beneficiality 
might quickly become more important 
than reliability.

An example
Recall the famous 1984 movie The 
Terminator wherein a robot appears 
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TRUSTWORTHINESS OF AUTONOMOUS 
SYSTEMS AND HOW VERIFIABILITY CAN 

BE A CENTRAL PART OF THIS.
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to have few qualms about hurting 
humans. Our trust in such a robot 
is drastically reduced by its sinister 
intent; reliability barely comes into 
it. Indeed, with such a sinister intent, 
we would prefer the robot to be unre-
liable. Only once we can be certain 
about the beneficial nature of an 
autonomous robot do we want it to be 
as reliable as possible.23

An aside
We have also investigated real-world 
examples of autonomous systems where 
a high level of trust is not justified due 
to their nontransparent violation of 
beneficiality, for example, by pollut-
ing the environment more than legally 
allowed.3 Although trust is itself sub-
jective, being confident about both 
reliability and beneficiality is import-
ant. And, as we know from decades 
of research and practice, confidence 
in software systems is related to the 
strength of verification we can carry out 
on the software. In the example men-
tioned previously, if we can prove that 
a robot always works both beneficially 
and reliably, then we are more likely to 
trust it. Although there are many other 
issues at play, the verifiability of these 
key aspects provides important input 
into trustworthiness.

In the United Kingdom, a £33 mil-
lion program of interlinked projects is 
addressing issues related to TAS. The 
projects comprise large “nodes” tackling 
key areas, linked together by a coordina-
tion, community-building, and engage-
ment hub (https://www.tas.ac.uk). While 
there are many interesting and import-
ant nodes, for example, those concerned 
with resilience (https://resilience.tas.
ac.uk) or security (https://tas-security.
tas.ac.uk/), in this article, we focus on the 
work of the Verifiability Node (https://
verifiability.org) and how it is tackling 

the verification of reliability and benefi-
ciality in autonomous systems.  

HETEROGENEOUS 
VERIFICATION IS ESSENTIAL
Autonomy is not a binary notion and 
may be introduced in different levels to 
various systems and application scenar-
ios. However, a key aspect is how (and 
why) decisions are made within our sys-
tems. This can be very different across 
automatic systems, where decisions 
might be precoded; adaptive systems, 
where decisions might appear from envi-
ronmental interactions and feedback; 
or fully autonomous systems, in which 
decisions may be made in line with inter-
nal aims and goals, taking into account 
the changing context. For each of these 
levels of autonomy and the mechanisms 
of its implementation, different verifica-
tion techniques may be applicable.

Verif ication techniques range 
across formal and empirical and across 
static and dynamic. These comprise 
logical specification and verification21; 
dynamic testing, including model- 
based methods2,22; simulation-based 
testing5; runtime verification3,12; and 
stochastic methods28. While there are 
many options, it has become clear that 
we cannot, and should not, rely on one 
approach and that a heterogeneous 
(or corroborative) collection of veri-
fication approaches is needed.13,18,25 
This is just what the Verifiability Node 
aims to provide, together with the 
semantic foundations to design and 
justify combinations of these hetero-
geneous concepts and techniques and 
with applications that highlight the 
breadth of verification issues across 
autonomous systems.

BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER
In the Verifiability Node, our vision is 
to carry out foundational research to 

enable the possibility of having a veri-
fied autonomy store. Autonomous sys-
tems and the components for autonomy 
in such a store go through rigorous and 
extensive verification upon submission 
and throughout their evolution. Having 
passed submission checks, components 
and systems are made available in a 
package providing the software; models 
for design for compatible platforms and 
environments; properties; and verifica-
tion evidence. The store also provides 
automated facilities for the verifica-
tion of updates to models (to include 
new algorithms, platforms, and envi-
ronments) and components (to cater 
to adaptive and evolving behaviors 
and for changed or extended func-
tionality) and for incorporating new 
verification evidence such as deploy-
ment test results. Verification cov-
ers components and their variability 
and evolution; their interoperabil-
ity; and system-level properties for 
component compositions. Properties 
can pertain to reactive, real-time, 
intentional, adaptive, and uncer-
tain aspects of platforms and envi-
ronments at all levels of abstraction, 
from planning and decision making 
all the way to hardware and physi-
cal control. In such a setting, users 
can have widespread access to trust-
worthy systems, and developers can 
have widespread access to affordable 
and trustworthy components. Such 
a store will enable reuse and reduces 
the prohibitively high costs for ad 
hoc verification.

To achieve this, we need integrated 
coverage of everything from models of 
physical components to low-level con-
trol algorithms to higher-level software 
to services and user interactions. A sin-
gle universal modeling language, veri-
fication tool, or technique is not feasi-
ble or desirable, yet we must be able to 
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verify different aspects of these systems 
and how they operate together to enable 
trust. Our long-term goal is thus to 
develop a unifying framework that inte-
grates and coalesces rigorous verifica-
tion techniques of autonomous systems 
to quickly and easily verify complex 
autonomous systems.

The activities in the Verifiability 
Node can be categorized into the three 
areas described next:

1. Foundational Aspects: These give 
the formal and practical links 
between the different notations 
required; the different seman-
tics used; and the different 
tools and techniques utilized.

2. Verification Techniques: These 
exist across the different 
aspects and styles of autono-
mous systems and autonomous 
components: verifying cyber-
physical systems; verifying 
subsymbolic artificial intelli-
gence (AI) (for instance, deep 
learning); and verifying sym-
bolic AI layers via both static 
and dynamic techniques.

3. Bridging the Gap: We must 
bridge the gap between real-
world autonomous systems 
and human–robot interactions, 
ranging across unmanned aerial 
vehicles, service robots, chatbots, 
human–robot teams, and so forth 
to deal with the reality gap.

Figure 1 provides an overview 
of the structure of the Verifiability 
Node work plan. Work packages 1–3 
are concerned with the foundational 
aspects; work packages 5–7 address 
the verification techniques; and work 
packages 4 and 8, as well as the two 
crosscutting strands, focus on bridg-
ing the gap.

Particularly important for collabora-
tion across activities are common case 
studies in Strand 1 that allow all the dif-
ferent research avenues to coalesce. We 
have been developing common case 
studies across the various work packages 
of the Verifiability Node, for example, in 
the areas of disaster management (a fire-
fighting drone, to be extended with con-
nectivity and interaction mechanisms) 
and assistive care (a dressing robot). Fig-
ure 2 depicts an image of our firefighting 
drone case study. Figure 3 depicts the 
robotic arm of our assistive dressing case 
study. In addition to carrying out funda-
mental research, the Verifiability Node 

is engaging with various stakeholders in 
the crosscutting Strand 2 to build a com-
munity through the various organized 
events and the published policy and pop-
ular science articles, all advertised on 
the Verifiability Node website (https:// 
verifiability.org).  

VERIFIABILITY NODE: 
CURRENT STATUS
The Verifiability Node was estab-
lished in November 2020 and has 
already achieved several significant 
results. These include identifying lan-
guage and notational abstractions 
across various domains; studying and 
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FIGURE 1. A schematic view of the Verifiability Node research program.
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identifying the basic building blocks 
of a semantic framework; and defining 
algorithmic abstractions, refinements, 
and translations across various sub-
domains in the unifying framework. 
A detailed description of these results 
can be found in the Verifiability Node 
Annual Report (https://verifiability.org/
annual-reports/). We highlight next a 
few of these results.

 › We designed the first generation 
of languages to define proper-
ties for verification, operational 
requirements, and mappings 
between platform-independent 
and platform models.6

 › We formalized heterogeneous 
semantics, using our Unify-
ing Theories of Programming 
(UTP)27 and implementing this 
in the theorem, proving the 
framework Isabelle/UTP.17

 › We designed a compositional 
framework for heterogeneous 
specifications; we took a bot-
tom-up approach by developing 
a composition of various mod-
els for the assistive dressing 
case study.

 › We accommodated variability in 
learning and analyzing behav-
ioral models of autonomous 
systems,9 using AI (in particu-
lar, reinforcement learning) to 
increase the efficiency of verifi-
cation strategies.24

 › We developed a runtime mon-
itoring algorithm to search for 
anomalies in the state space of 
the system3 as well as a general 
runtime monitoring framework 
for autonomous systems.15,16

 › We formally verified human-
level rules for autonomous 
systems1 and ethical concerns in 
autonomous systems.10

FIGURE 2. The firefighting drone at the Verifiability Node. 

FIGURE 3. The assistive dressing robot. (Source: Taken from Chance et al.7)
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VERIFIABILITY NODE:  
WHAT NEXT?
The Verifiability Node will continue to 
work in all the fronts mentioned ear-
lier. For example, the semantics of new 
notations are being fully formalized 
and implemented to support automatic 
generation, and one of our next steps 
along this line is to mechanize the rel-
evant semantics in Isabelle/UTP. We are 
also applying these semantic ideas to 
modeling uncertainty both in case stud-
ies and, more widely, in modeling digi-
tal twins. In addition, our framework 
for verifying autonomous decision 
making,11 based on verifiable agents, is 
being developed and expanded to han-
dle the diversity of components.

Within the TAS program, we are 
collaborating with the Resilience Node 
on techniques for describing uncer-
tainty in modeling autonomous sys-
tems, and we are collaborating with 
the Security Node on targeting verifi-
cation to areas identified by security 
threat analysis. In addition, we aim 
to expand our collaboration further 
across other aspects of the program. 
We will be using formal modeling and 
verification tools in modeling human 
behavior and interaction patterns.

More widely, we are keen to collabo-
rate with teams, across academia, indus-
try, and policy, interested in working on 
common themes. There are existing and 
emerging standards, such as the ANSI/
UL 4600 Standard for Safety for the 
Evaluation of Autonomous Products; 
IEEE P7001 Standard for Transparency of 
Autonomous Systems26; and IEEE P7009 
Standard for Fail-Safe Design of Autono-
mous and Semi-Autonomous Systems14. 
The Verifiability Node has been involved 
in the design of the latter two standards 
and is currently engaging in a number of 
other standardization initiatives. Details 
of how to get involved can again be found 

at the Verifiability Node website (https:// 
verifiability.org).

Issues around trust in technology are 
not new. Throughout the ages, we 
have had to find ways to learn to trust 

new tools that can benefit us. However, 
the issue of the trustworthiness of auton-
omous systems brings new challenges. 
As autonomous systems essentially 
make their own decisions, independent 
of us, then our trust in these systems is 
not solely related to their reliability but 
to whether they will make the right deci-
sions, even in complex and unpredictable 
situations. Verifiability has a key role not 
only in assessing reliability but also in 
establishing beneficiality: that systems 
will make decisions beneficial to us.

In this article, we described a large, 
multidisciplinary project focusing on 
the issue of trustworthiness in autono-
mous systems, identifying both its chal-
lenges and the results obtained so far. 
The vision of this Verifiability Node is to 
enhance trustworthiness through a uni-
fying verification framework allowing 
for heterogeneous models, techniques, 
and views to be analyzed in tandem. This 
leads to holistic and wide-reaching ver-
dicts. Our vision is that such a unified 
and holistic approach to verifiability will 
fundamentally change our approach 
to the verification of autonomous 
systems and will lead to systems that are 
by their construction worthy of our trust.

Our framework supports the inherent 
heterogeneity of autonomous systems 
and allows domain experts to specify 
their concerns in domain-specific mod-
els. The Verifiability Node framework 
takes care of connecting these mod-
els and providing holistic verification 
results, which are also projected back 
to the respective domains. Distinctive 
in our long-term vision is the integrated 

coverage of everything from models of 
physical components to low-level con-
trol algorithms to higher-level software 
to services and user interactions. To 
realize this vision, we closely collaborate 
with some of the other ongoing initia-
tives around the world (listed earlier) as 
well as with policymaking and standard-
ization bodies. 
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In this article, we carve out artificial intelligence (AI) 

maintenance from the robustness perspective. Our proposal 

for AI maintenance facilitates robustness assessment, status 

tracking, risk scanning, model hardening, and regulation 

throughout the AI lifecycle, which is an essential milestone 

toward building sustainable and trustworthy AI ecosystems.

Just like the indispensable role of cars in the 
moder n world, a r t i f icia l i ntel l igence (A I)- 
empowered technology, and machine learning 
(ML)-based systems and algorithms are bring-

ing revolutionary changes and far-reaching impacts 
on our life, society, and environment, if not happening 
already. As AI models are perceived as a new “vehicle” to 
a better future, this article aims to stress the importance 
of formalizing and practicing AI maintenance from the 

robustness perspective, by drawing analogies in the 
model development and deployment between car and 
AI. Toward achieving trustworthiness and sustainabil-
ity for AI, this article is motivated by the following ques-
tion: Cars require regular inspection, maintenance, and 
continuous status monitoring, why should AI technol-
ogy be any different?

Robustness in AI often entails multiple meanings 
depending on the context and use cases. In this article, 
we study robustness from the perspective of the general-
ization capability of an AI model in adversarial and unseen 
scenarios. In general, the performance of an AI model is 
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evaluated in the average case, by compar-
ing the model predictions on a set of data 
samples to their ground-truth labels and 
then using the average prediction result 
as a performance metric, such as the 
top-1 classification accuracy measuring 
the fraction of correct model prediction 
on the most-likely (top-1) class over a 
data set. In contrast, the adversarial sce-
nario evaluates the model performance 
in the worst case among all possible and 
plausible changes (often prespecified) 
to the data and AI model, by assuming a 
virtual adversary is in place. Moreover, 
the unseen scenario evaluates the model 
performance on new data samples that 
are drawn from a different data distribu-
tion than the seen data samples during 
training (but not necessarily the worst-
case distribution), possibly caused by 
natural data/label shifts, and real-world 
observational noises, among others.

The rationale for studying AI main-
tenance from the robustness viewpoint 
is motivated by the rapidly intensified 
demand for inspecting and preventing 
failure modes for AI models, in order to 
understand the limitations and prepare 
AI technology for the real world against 
malicious attempts and contiguous data 
changes. According to a recent Gart-
ner report (https://www.gartner.com/
smarterwithgartner/gartner-top-10 
-s t r ateg ic-te c h nolog y-t r e nd s-f or 
-2020), 30% of cyberattacks by 2022 will 
involve data poisoning, model theft, or 
adversarial examples (see Chen and Liu1 
for an overview of these new risks cen-
tered on machine learning). However, 
the industry seems underprepared. 
In a survey of 28 organizations span-
ning small and large organizations, 
25 organizations did not know how to 
secure their AI/ML systems.2 Unlike 
car insurances that cover damage and 
liability, the risk of lacking robustness 
in AI models can be further amplified 

if cyber insurance providers impose 
stringent requirements when the root 
cause is related to AI failure modes 
(https://hbr.org/2020/04/the-case-for 
-ai-insurance). Moreover, AI mainte-
nance is closely related to action plans 
for enhancing trustworthiness in safe-
ty-related ML applications, such as ful-
filling the milestones and objectives 
defined in the roadmap of the European 
Union Aviation Safety Agency  (EASA) 

( h t t p s :// w w w. e a s a . e u r o p a . e u /
n e w s r o o m - a n d - e v e n t s / n e w s /
easa-releases-its-concept -paper-first
-usable-guidance-level-1-machine-0), 
t he A I/ M L Sof t w a re a s a Med i-
cal Device Action Plan defined by 
U.S. Food and Drug Administration  
(https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/ 
s o f t w a r e -m e d i c a l- d e v i c e - s a m d/
artificial-intelligence-and-machine 
-learning-software-medical-device), 
and the NIST AI Risk Management 
Framework (https://www.nist.gov/
itl/ai-risk-management-framework).

To gain insights into AI maintenance, 
this article first introduces major robust-
ness challenges in the AI lifecycle for 
model development and deployment. 
Then, we make analogies of the com-
monality between car and AI mainte-
nance. Finally, we propose the concep-
tual framework named AI model inspector 
for holistic robustness inspection and 
enhancement. Similar to the definitions 
of driving automation for vehicle auton-
omy, we define six levels of AI robustness 
toward facilitating qualitative and quan-
titative assessment of AI technology 
throughout the entire lifecycle.

ROBUSTNESS CHALLENGES 
IN AI LIFECYCLE
Fig ure 1 provides an over view of 
robustness inspection pipeline in (a) 
the AI lifecycle and (b) the highlighted 
robustness challenges. The AI lifecycle 

is recurring between two phases: 
model development and deployment. 
The model development phase con-
sists of two states: 1) data collection 
and processing and 2) model training. 
Data collection and processing include 
typical data operations such as data 
acquisition and labeling, feature nor-
malization, filtering, anonymization, 
and data augmentation. Model train-
ing involves machine learning model 
selection, algorithm development, 
system design, and optimization. 
Between states 1) and 2), data saniti-
zation inspects the data fidelity and 
performs mitigation steps (for exam-
ple, deleting problematic data sam-
ples or correcting mislabeled samples) 
prior to model training. After model 
development, the AI lifecycle enters 
the state of 3) model deployment, in 
which the trainable model parameters 
are frozen for use. Between 2) and 3), 
performance validation inspects and 
reduces the gap between model train-
ing and deployment. If the deployed 
model undergoes significant perfor-
mance degradation, possibly due to 
naturally occurring data shifts or 
malicious attempts, the AI lifecycle 
will reenter the model development 
phase to collect new data or update the 
model. Between 3) and 1), continuous 
monitoring inspects the performance 
status of the currently deployed model 
and gives a notice upon observing sig-
nificant performance degradation or 
detecting anomalous events.

There are different types of robust-
ness challenges in the model develop-
ment and deployment phases that can 
lead to model misbehavior and degraded 
performance, varied by their objectives, 
feasible actions on intervening in the 
AI model, and knowledge about the AI 
model. In the adversarial scenario, the 
robustness challenges can be related 

https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/gartner-top-10-strategic-technology-trends-for-2020
https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/gartner-top-10-strategic-technology-trends-for-2020
https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/gartner-top-10-strategic-technology-trends-for-2020
https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/gartner-top-10-strategic-technology-trends-for-2020
https://hbr.org/2020/04/the-case-for-ai-insurance
https://hbr.org/2020/04/the-case-for-ai-insurance
https://www.easa.europa.eu/newsroom-and-events/news/easa-releases-its-concept-paper-first-usable-guidance-level-1-machine-0
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https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/software-medical-device-samd/artificial-intelligence-and-machine
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to a “threat model” specifying what an 
attacker can know and do to compromise 
the AI model. In the unseen scenario, 
the robustness challenges are associated 
with the domain generalization capabil-
ity between the development and deploy-
ment phases. Figure 1(a) lists two high-
lighted robustness challenges for each 
phase, which are detailed as follows.

Robustness challenges in 
development phase
Data poisoning concerns the model per-
formance when trained on noisy data. 
The source of noise may come from 
imperfect data collection and pro-
cessing such as incorrect data anno-
tation, data bias and imbalance, and 
context-irrelevant spurious features. 
The noise may also be intentionally 

introduced to the training data by 
adding a set of poisoned data samples 
for the purpose of undermining the 
model performance in the deployment 
phase. For example, making the target 
model has low classification errors in 
development but high classification 
errors in deployment. Such inten-
tional data poisoning attacks usually 
assume the ability to manipulate the 
training data and have access or some 
partial knowledge about the model 
details and training procedure.3

Backdoor is a Trojan attack target-
ing machine learning.4 It works by 
injecting some pattern (a trigger) with 
modified labels to a subset of training 
data. Due to the memorization effect of 
state-of-the-art machine learning mod-
els such as neural networks, models 

trained on the tampered data set will 
contain a backdoor. In the deployment 
phase, backdoored models will allow 
an attacker to gain control of the model 
output in the presence of the desig-
nated trigger, regardless of the actual 
content of the data input. However, in 
the absence of the trigger, the back-
doored model will behave like a nor-
mal model trained on the untampered 
training data set. Therefore, backdoor 
attacks are stealthy because the tam-
pered model will not misbehave if the 
backdoor is inactivated. This chal-
lenge can be amplified in distributed 
and decentralized machine learning 
paradigms involving multiple parties 
exchanging limited information about 
their local private data, such as feder-
ated learning.5

FIGURE 1. (a) A schematic illustration of robustness inspection pipeline (data sanitization, performance validation, and continuous 
monitoring) in the AI lifecycle consisting of three major states: data collection and processing, model training, and model deployment. 
The model development phase includes data collection and processing and model training. (b) Highlighted robustness challenges in the 
AI lifecycle. In the model development phase, the robustness challenges assume the training data are subject to manipulation prior to 
model training. In the model deployment phase, the robustness challenges have no access to the training data but may assume some 
knowledge of the deployed model such as the model architecture and the associated model parameters. Based on the categorization 
of states in the AI lifecycle, the chart can be extended to incorporate other robustness challenges and other trustworthiness dimensions 
such as safety, privacy, and so on.
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Robustness challenges 
in deployment phase
The deployment phase takes a fully 
tuned model in the development phase 
and freezes the model for subsequent 
data inference tasks. A deployed model 
is called a white-box model if its details 
are transparent to a user (for example, 
releasing a deep learning model with 
its model architecture and pretrained 
weights). Otherwise, if model details 
are unknown (or partially known) to a 
user, it is called a black-box (gray-box) 
model, such as a prediction application 
programming interface or proprietary 
software that only gives model predic-
tion results and does not reveal other 
details. For robustness assessment, the 
white-box mode enables full-stack sys-
tem debugging and internal penetration 
testing, while the black-box mode allows 
practical vulnerability and information 
leakage analysis based on user access.

Adversarial examples are carefully 
crafted data samples that cause predic-
tion evasion when compared to the orig-
inal unmodified data samples.6 The eas-
iness in prediction evasion reflects the 
model sensitivity against small changes 
in data inputs, such as a human-imper-
ceptible additive perturbation. The 
robustness challenges of adversarial 
examples are often associated with 
safety-critical and security-related AI 
applications, such as autonomous driv-
ing cars, identification and recognition, 
and malware detection because their 
existence can be interpreted as coun-
terexamples that violate the required 
robustness constraints. In the black-
box setting, adversarial examples can 
be generated by iteratively modifying 
a data input based only on the model’s 
prediction output.7

Out-of-distribution generalization refers  
to the characterization of model 
performance when the input data 

sa mples undergo cer ta i n sema n-
tic-preserving transformations that 
deviate from the seen data distribu-
tion during model training. In con-
trast, in-distribution generalization 
refers to the model performance on 
data samples or instances drawn from 
the same distribution as the training 
data or environments. The quest for 
out-of-distribution generalization is 
motivated by retaining robust pre-
dictions against natural variations 

(their effect can be either observable 
or hidden). The examples include dis-
tributional shifts between develop-
ment and deployment phases, data/
label drifts in online data streaming, 
common corruptions caused by mea-
surement/device errors, and data-in-
variant operations made by image 
rotation or scaling. An ideal model in 
deployment should generalize well or 
has the ability to quickly recognize 
and adapt to unseen data samples that 
are out-of-distribution yet share simi-
lar contexts to the in-distribution data 
seen during training.

ANALOGIES BETWEEN CAR 
AND AI MAINTENANCE
As AI-empowered algorithms and 
systems are of ten perceived as a 
powerful yet mysterious technol-
ogy to end users, we believe mak-
ing analogies to (autonomous) cars 

can deliver better transparency and 
a more comprehensive understand-
ing of AI technology’s utilities and 
l i m it at ion s. Tow a rd for m a l i z i ng 
and standardizing the notion of AI 
maintenance, we aim to draw con-
nections to a more familiar case—
car maintenance—as AI and cars 
share many commonalities in model 
development and deployment. The 
d e ve lopme n t of  new car models 
is a resource-intensive process (for 

example, electric cars). It is taken 
for granted that essential regulatory 
and law requirements such as reli-
ability and safety are fully certified 
throughout the development pro-
cess, to avoid catastrophic failures, 
fatal damage, and critical product 
recalls. Similarly, AI model develop-
ment can be quite expensive, espe-
cially when it comes to the training 
of foundation models8 that require 
pretraining on large-scale data sets 
with neural networks consisting 
of a massive number of trainable 
parameters. Take the Generative 
Pretrained Transformer 3 (GPT-3)9 as 
an example, which is one of the larg-
est language models ever trained to 
date. GPT-3 has 175 billion parame-
ters and is trained on a data set con-
sisting of 499 billion tokens. The 
estimated training cost is about US 
$4.6 million even with the lowest 

HOWEVER, IN THE ABSENCE OF  
THE TRIGGER, THE BACKDOORED 

MODEL WILL BEHAVE LIKE A NORMAL 
MODEL TRAINED ON THE UNTAMPERED 

TRAINING DATA SET.
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priced GPU cloud on the market 
in 2020 (https://lambdalabs.com/
blog/demystifying-gpt-3/). Having 
invested so much, one would expect 
the resulting AI model is risk-proof 
and robust to be deployed.

In deployment, car maintenance 
involves regular mechanical and 
electrical inspection, performance 
testing and certification, automo-
bile part replacement, and repair. We 
argue that many familiar concepts in 
car maintenance can be well-mapped 
to AI models. In what follows, we 
make analogies between car and AI 
to facilitate the consolidation of AI 
maintenance for robustness. Table  1 
summarizes the key terms that share 
analogies between car and AI mainte-
nance for robustness. In what follows, 
we divide those terms into four cate-
gories and discuss their connections.

Model descriptions and 
performance characterization
The “user manual” provides instruc-
tions for an AI system, with descrip-
tions specifying necessary information 
for transparency and accountability, 
such as data and model training details, 
privacy, usability, and impact state-
ments regarding recommended uses 
and possible misuse. The “automo-
bile parts” in AI means functional and 
configurable modules in the machine 
learning pipeline that can be modified 
and ideally standardized for the ease of 
model fix and update. The “warrant” 
in AI means qualitative and quantita-
tive performance checkpoints in the 
development process. The “transmis-
sion efficiency” in AI relates to how the 
model scales with data, memory, and 
power, such as floating-point opera-
tions per second (FLOPS).

Systematic inspection 
and monitoring
During model development, the “colli-
sion test” for AI refers to internal com-
prehensive robustness assessment, 
white-hat hacking, and red-teaming to 
identify limitations and hidden issues, 
similar to comprehensive road test-
ing and car reviews. The results can be 
used to generate a “safety report” pro-
viding a quantified level of robustness 
in adversarial and unseen scenarios. 
The “mechanical and electrical inspec-
tion” for AI means penetration testing 
and debugging of the entire system 
(for example, the software and hard-
ware supporting AI technology) using 
probing and active measurement. The 
“problematic status warning” refers to 
real-time operational abnormal event 
detection during deployment, such as 
erroneous instances or malfunction-
ing. The “health state monitoring” 
means continuous tracking of model 
behaviors, such as identifying the 
emergence of adversarial threats and 
data drifts.

Fix and update
After inspecting and identif ying 
errors and risks, the “repair” for AI 
models refers to mitigation strate-
gies to fix, update, and recertify the 
underlying model. The “wheel-align-
ment” for AI means model calibra-
tion, the “winter tire” means hard-
ening the model with a more robust 
module, and the “flat tire response” 
means fast adaption of an AI model 
in the face of model performance 
degradation and anomalous events. 
Depending on the severity of the 
found robustness risks, user demand, 
and enforced regulation for AI tech-
nolog y, model f i x and update for 
AI maintenance can have differ-
entiated services at varying costs, 

TABLE 1. Analogies between car and AI models for 
maintenance and robustness divided into four categories.

Category Car AI 

Model descriptions 
and performance 
characterization

User manual Model specification 

Automobile parts Machine learning modules 

Warrant Robustness checkpoints 

Transmission efficiency Memory/data/power efficiency 

Systematic 
inspection and 
monitoring 

Collision test and safety report Internal robustness assessment 

Mechanical and electrical 
inspection

Penetration testing and debugging

Problematic status warning Operational errors 

Health state monitoring Model behavior tracking 

Fix and update 

Repair Model fix and update 

Wheel alignment Model calibration 

Winter tire Model hardening 

Flat tire response Fast adaptation 

Education and 
societal impacts 

Driver license AI ethics and value alignment 

Sustainability Green and righteous AI 

https://lambdalabs.com/blog/demystifying-gpt-3
https://lambdalabs.com/blog/demystifying-gpt-3
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ranging from simple model patching 
and quick problem fixing, module 
replacement, partial model upgrade, 
to model rebuild.

Education and societal impacts
The “driver license” for AI means edu-
cation on the ethics and value align-
ment when using AI technology, to 
understand its capabilities and lim-
itations. The “sustainabilit y” for 
AI involves gaining environmental 
awareness such as greener AI models 
with reduced energy consumption, 
as well as achieving positive socie-
tal impacts, in order to fulfill social 
responsibility and prevent possi-
ble misuse.

AI MODEL INSPECTOR
Toward practicing and realizing the 
notion of AI maintenance, in this sec-
tion we propose a methodology called 
AI model inspector, which is a concep-
tual pipeline for proactive detection 
and mitigation of robustness issues 
throughout the AI lifecycle. We also 
highlight two case studies on differ-
ent robustness challenges to illustrate 
how the AI model inspector can be 
realized. Finally, as motivated by vehi-
cle autonomy, we define different lev-
els of AI robustness.

Robustness inspection: 
detection and mitigation
Figure 2 shows the pipeline of AI 
model inspector consisting of two 
stages: detection and mitigation. First, 
a user using the AI maintenance ser-
vice provides a model and/or some 
data samples for robustness inspec-
tion. The inspection takes a series of 
robustness testing and checkpoints 
in both qualitative and quantitative 
manners, including procedural and 
operational assessment, passive model 

performance evaluation on represen-
tative data sets, and active probing by 
generating new instances on-the-fly 
to find failure modes. Qualitative 
assessment includes soliciting system 
characterization and problem descrip-
tions from the model operator to gain 
a comprehensive understanding of 
the scope and details of model devel-
opment and deployment, such as what 
model and data are used for training, 
how the model is deployed, how much 
information is known to a user, what 
types of robustness challenges are of 
top concerns, to name a few. Based on 
the qualitative assessment, quantita-
tive analysis includes running the cor-
responding diagnosis and reporting 
the numerical results and summary by 
generating and leveraging proper test 
cases and data sets for performance 
evaluation.

Specifically, in the detection stage, 
the inspector extracts discriminative 

statistics and runs a diagnosis to 
identif y possible risks in robust-
ness. Then, in the mitigation stage, 
the inspector employs model fix 
and update to mitigate the identi-
fied robustness risks, such as model 
finetuning and retraining, adding, 
or replacing some modules in the AI 
system, and reassessing the model 
using the same robustness check-
list. Finally, the inspector returns a 
risk-mitigated model. The entire pro-
cess is analog to car maintenance in 
terms of car inspection, fixing, and 
cleaning. The notion of differentiated 
services in car maintenance can also 
be mapped to the varying demand 
and cost of AI maintenance, such as 
fast scanning, thorough inspection, 
quick patching, and detailed fix and 
update. We note that the usage of 
the AI model inspector is continu-
ous rather than one-shot. Based on 
the recurrence of the states in the 

FIGURE 2. The AI model inspector framework consists of detection and mitigation 
stages. The model under inspection first takes a series of robustness testing and check-
points, including procedural and operational assessment, passive evaluation on represen-
tative data sets, and active probing by generating new instances on the fly to find failure 
modes. In the detection stage, the inspector extracts statistics and runs a diagnosis to 
identify possible risks in robustness. In the mitigation stage, the inspector employs model 
fix and update to mitigate the identified robustness risks, and then reassesses the model 
using the same robustness checklist. Finally, the inspector returns a risk-mitigated model. 
The entire process is analog to car inspection, fixing, and cleaning for car maintenance.

AI Model for
Inspection

Detection Mitigation

Robustness
Checklist

No Robustness
Issues Found

Car
Inspection

Car
Fix

Car
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AI lifecycle, a model will repeatedly 
undergo several transitions between 
the states of data collection and pro-
cessing, model training, and model 
deployment. Moreover, a model can 
be fixed but broken again later. This is 
analogous to the notion of weariness 
and fatigue testing in predictive car 
maintenance—after inspection, some 
parts need to be updated or replaced 
on a regular basis to ensure the model 
remains in good condition.

Based on the robustness challenges 
shown in Figure 1, we make the follow-
ing two examples that realize the con-
cept of the AI model inspector.

Backdoor detection and mitigation: 
In the detection stage, the inspector 
adopts the Trojan net detector10 which 
uses a limited number of untampered 

clean data samples (as few as one sam-
ple per class) to derive a discriminate 
statistic for discerning a trained neu-
ral network classifier has any hid-
den backdoor. The detector can even 
achieve data-free detection for convo-
lutional neural networks. After detec-
tion, the inspector can adopt the miti-
gation strategy of model sanitization11 
to remove the backdoor by finetuning 
the model parameters.

Anomalous input detection and mit-
igation: Given a data input to an AI 
model under inspection, the inspec-
tor can use internal data represen-
tations (for example, similarity to 
training data), domain knowledge 
(for example, innate data character-
istics and physical rules), or exter-
nal knowledge checking (for exam-
ple, searching and reasoning over a 
knowledge graph or a database) to 
determine whether the data input is 
anomalous or not. Here, the anom-
aly encompasses different robustness 
challenges, such as adversarial exam-
ples and out-of-distribution samples. 
For instance, the innate temporal 
dependency in audio data12 to detect 
audio adversarial examples for auto-
matic speech recognition, and many 
distance metrics based on the inter-
nal data representations extracted 
from the model have been proposed to 
detect out-of-distribution samples.13 
In addition to filtering out anoma-
lous inputs, the inspector can further 
take mitigation strategies to update 
the model and strengthen its robust-
ness aga i n st a noma lous i nput s. 
For instance, the self-progressing 
robust training method14 can fur-
ther strengthen a trained model for 
enhanced adversarial robustness by 
instructing the model to mitigate 
the self-discovered ambiguity during 
model finetuning.

Adversarial machine 
learning for robustness
Cars like the Mars Exploration Rovers 
can successfully execute the assigned 
task on new and unseen terrain 
because they were developed in com-
prehensive simulated environments. 
For AI models, one can incorporate 
the failure examples generated from 
model inspection tools to improve the 
robustness in unseen and even adver-
sarial environments. This methodol-
ogy is known as adversarial machine 
learning, by introducing a virtual 
adversary in the AI lifecycle to help 
create better and more robust models. 
In the development phase, the role of 
the virtual adversary is to simulate 
the out-of-distribution or worst-case 
scenarios and generate new challeng-
ing cases to help the model general-
ize better in unseen and adversarial 
environments. In the deployment 
case, the role of the virtual adver-
sary is to employ proactive robust-
ness evaluation and risk discovery, in 
order to prevent real damage and neg-
ative impacts. One typical example is 
adversarial training15 which exploits 
self-generated adversarial examples 
during model training to strengthen 
adversarial robustness against adver-
sarial inputs in the deployment 
phase. We refer the readers to Chen 
and Hsieh1 for recent advances in 
adversarial machine learning for AI 
robustness.

Roadmap toward the 
levels of AI robustness
Inspired by the definitions for six lev-
els of driving automation for autono-
mous vehicles (https://www.sae.org/
standards/content/j3016_202104/),  
we define six levels of AI robustness 
to facilitate technical progress tracing, 
risk quantification, and inspection, 

TABLE 2. Comparisons between 
the levels of vehicle autonomy 

versus AI robustness.

Level
Vehicle  
autonomy AI robustness 

0 No driving 
automation 

No robustness 
(standard training) 

1 Driver 
assistance 

Generalization 
under distribution 
shifts 

2 Partial driving 
automation 

Robustness against 
single risk 

3 Conditional 
driving 
automation

Robustness against 
multiple risks 

4 High driving 
automation 

Universal 
robustness to 
known risks 

5 Full driving 
automation 

Human-aligned 
and augmented 
robustness

https://www.sae.org/standards/content/j3016_202104
https://www.sae.org/standards/content/j3016_202104
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model auditing, and standardiza-
tion. Table 2 compares the defined 
levels for vehicle autonomy and AI 
robustness, respectively. The level of 
robustness quantifies the progress 
in the soundness of machine intel-
ligence for robustness. As the level 
increases, it signifies the practice and 
guarantee of robustness in a more 
practical and comprehensive manner. 
For AI robustness, an increased level 
means broader coverage of robust-
ness risks under consideration. We 
believe formalizing the levels of AI 
robustness can be useful for the dis-
cussion and practice of AI standard-
ization related to robustness, secu-
rity, and safety, such as ISO/IEC JTC 
1/WG 13 on Trustworthiness (https://
w w w. i s o.o r g /c o m m i t t e e/4 5 02 0.
html), and ISO/TC 22/SC 32/WG 14 
on Safety and Artificial Intelligence 
(https://standards.iteh.ai/catalog/ 
t c/ i s o/6 e c 701 a d-76 78 - 4 4 2 d-b1 86 
-a84b9ba2bbdf/iso-tc-22-sc-32).

Level 0 means the original robust-
ness obtained from a standard model 
training process without any risk mit-
igation operations. Level 1 concerns 
the generalization capability on nat-
urally occurring shifted data distri-
butions, such as maintaining robust 
predictions against distributional 
changes caused by spurious features 
that are irrelevant to the actual seman-
tic context (for example, classifying 
traffic signs with altering sky back-
grounds). Level 2 considers the worst-
case robustness against single risk (for 
example, adversarial examples), and 
Level 3 extends to multiple risks, such 
as the multiobjective (but selected) 
robustness to adversarial examples, 
common data corruptions, and spuri-
ous correlations.17 Level 4 guaran-
tees universal robustness to all known 
risks. Here, universa l robustness 

means joint effectiveness on all known 
robustness risks. Finally, Level 5 aligns 
robustness with human-centered val-
ues and user feedback, and it has the 
capability to automatically augment 
new robustness that is complimentary 
to existing robustness requirements. 
Depending on the requirements (for 
example, law regulation) and contexts 
of the applications, different levels can 
be necessitated as prerequisite before 
deployment. For example, some high-
risk AI applications should pass the 
criterion of higher levels—similar to 
the necessary requirements for differ-
ent driving automation conditions (for 
example, driving on highways versus 
urban environments).

It is worth noting that the assess-
ment of level-1 robustness can likely be 
accomplished by static evaluation on a 

representative data set or benchmark. 
However, moving forward to level 2 
and above, the validation of worst-
case robustness performance also 
requires model intervention, such as 
active model scanning and probing 
for finding failure cases. Moreover, 
AI model inspector takes proactive 
steps for detecting and mitigating 
potential robustness risks, which dif-
fers from existing frameworks such 
as Factsheets,18 Model Cards,19 and 
Datasheets for Datasets20 that only 
employ passive model characteri-
zation and specification. Finally, in 
addition to maintenance for AI, one 
can also adopt AI to improve main-
tenance, such as predictive mainte-
nance that takes preventive care to 
AI models based on historical records 
and risk forecasting.
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This article discusses a novel 
maintenance framework for 
robustness in AI technology 

based on analogies to the develop-
ment and deployment of car models. 
To instill and improve trustworthi-
ness in the AI lifecycle, we propose an 
automated and scalable solution based 
on the principle of AI model inspector 
for detecting and mitigating poten-
tial risks when lacking robustness. 
Inspired by vehicle autonomy, we also 
define different AI robustness lev-
els for formalizing, evaluating, stan-
dardizing, and regulating risk-proof 
AI models. As AI technology is trans-
forming our life, society, and environ-
ment with greater width and depth 
and at a faster speed than cars, we 
believe the quest for AI maintenance 
is imminent and necessary. Beyond 
robustness, the AI model inspector 
framework can also be extended to 
incorporate other dimensions of trust-
worthy AI, such as fairness, explain-
ability, privacy, accountability, and 
uncertainty  quantification. 
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Deep learning (DL) reliability is becoming a growing concern, 

and efficient reliability assessment approaches are required to 

meet safety constraints. This article presents a survey of the 

main DL reliability assessment methodologies, focusing mainly 

on fault injection techniques used to evaluate DL resilience. 

In the last few decades, deep learning (DL) has dras-
tically enhanced the state of the art of applications 
such as computer vision, object detection, and lan-
guage translation. For their outstanding computa-

tional capabilities, DL architectures, such as deep neural 
networks (DNNs), have become attractive solutions in 
safety-critical areas such as avionics, robotics, medical 

image analysis, and automotive. For this reason, the 
research community has shown increasing attention 
to understanding the resilience of DL models, which is 
defined as the capability to tolerate the presence of hard-
ware faults.

It is commonly argued that DL models have inherent 
fault-tolerant properties due to their distributed and par-
allel structure and their redundancy due to overprovision-
ing. Indeed, they can withstand the failure of a limited 
number of neurons and continue to function properly.1
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Unfortunately, the choice of hard-
ware on which DL applications run has 
also been shown to have an impact on 
resilience.2 In other words, DL resil-
ience must be assessed by examining 
the entire system stack (hardware and 
software), making the overall process 
more complex and costly.

Furthermore, DL models are not 
100% accurate, which raises an important 
issue that needs to be considered when 
addressing the resilience of these sys-
tems. As an example, assume a clas-
sifier that, due to a fault, decreases its 
accuracy to 88% instead of the original 
90%. Then, can the results be accepted 
(considering the device slightly 
degraded) or not? In other words, the 
metrics used to assess resilience need 
to be thoughtfully evaluated. Metrics 
generally vary depending on the spe-
cific DL model and the task it performs 
(for example, image classification or 
segmentation), but they all have in 
common the goal of measuring the 
degradation introduced by software or 
hardware faults.

This article presents a system-
atic survey of existing methodolo-
gies developed for the assessment 
of DL resilience. Some of the most 
representative state-of-the-art aca-
demic and industrial works are ana-
lyzed and discussed. The article pro-
poses a classification of evaluation 
techniques according to the level of 
abstraction and the models being 
evaluated. Moreover, a further contri-
bution of the article is a comparative 
table indicating the costs and imple-
mentation efforts required to use 
any of the methodologies presented 
as well as the main advantages and 
disadvantages. This latter analysis is 
intended to highlight their strengths 
and weaknesses and to guide future 
research directions.

BACKGROUND
DNN resilience assessment is intended 
to evaluate the impact of hardware 
faults on DNN inference. This is done 
by artificially injecting faults into the 
system; performing the inference; and 
comparing the results with a golden 
reference. This process is called fault 
injection (FI).

First, it is important to clarify where 
faults can be injected and at what level 
of abstraction. In a DNN-based system, 
two levels can be identified: the hard-
ware level and the application level. The 
former comprises the hardware device 
that runs the DNN, while the latter 
includes only the DNN application. In 
this light, the resilience assessment 
can target:

1. The application level: the DNN 
model as a technology-indepen-
dent software application

2. The entire system: the DNN 
model and the hardware 
architecture.

In the first case (the application 
level), a designer might be interested 
in evaluating the resilience of the 
DNN, regardless of the target device 
on which it will be deployed. There-
fore, an FI process can target only the 
units belonging to the DNN model, 
that is, neurons and synaptic weights. 
According to El Mhamdi and Guer-
raoui,1 each neuron must be regarded 
as a single entity that can fail inde-
pendently of the failure of any other. 
This also applies to synaptic weights. 
Errors in artificial neurons may occur 
in the following elements:

 › Communication channels: 
The communication link 
between two neuronal cells 
can be disrupted due to 

faulty interconnections or 
disturbances.

 › Synaptic weights: The weights 
represent the strength of the 
connection between two neuro-
nal cells.

 › Neuron body: This constitutes the 
nucleus of the neuronal cell. An 
error affecting the neuron body 
can be distinguished into two 
categories: crash and byzantine. 
In the first case, the neuron 
completely stops its activity 
and saturates with positive or 
negative values. In the second, it 
transmits arbitrary values.

An FI campaign can mimic the 
occurrence of these types of errors. 
Regarding the second case (the entire 
system), a designer might be inter-
ested in evaluating the resilience of the 
entire system before deploying a given 
DNN on a final device. In this case, in 
addition to the types of errors that com-
promise the DNN model, it is necessary 
to also consider the physical faults that 
may affect the hardware. As previously 
stated, the hardware selection impacts 
the resilience of DNN-based systems.

In state-of-the-art architectures, a 
single processing element (PE) elabo-
rates on many neuronal computations 
due to the size of current DNNs. This 
implies that a single fault affecting 
one PE corresponds to multiple faulty 
neurons. As a consequence, a compre-
hensive assessment of system resil-
ience can be obtained by also consid-
ering the hardware platform running 
the DNN.

Faults affecting electronic devices 
can be classified, based on their tempo-
ral characteristics, as permanent or 
transient. The first one is stable over 
time and represents irreversible physi-
cal damage. The second one, instead, 
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is active only for a short period of time 
and occurs as a result of external dis-
turbance or abnormal conditions. 
Based on this classification, the follow-
ing fault models have been proposed 
over the years as an abstraction of phys-
ical defects in electronic devices:

1. Stuck-at faults: Individual ele-
ments of the electronic device 
are tied to a logical state. In a 
memory array, for instance, one 
bit may be stuck at a logical state 
of “1” or “0,” and regardless of 
the operation, the result of the 
read will be always the same.

2. Bit-Flips: Individual memory 
elements of the electronic device 
have undergone a change in 
their logical state. This uninten-
tional change can be recovered 
by writing a new value in the 
affected memory element.

It is fair to state that today, these two 
fault models are unable to cover the 
newer fault mechanisms of deep-submi-
crometer technologies. New fault mod-
els are needed to handle delays, open 
lines, bridging, and transient pulses.

Nevertheless, it has been demon-
strated that stuck-at and bit-flip fault 
models enable good fault tolerance 
investigation even at the application 
level, and because of this, they have 
been widely employed for DL reli-
ability studies. An error affecting the 
communication channels of a DNN, 
for example, can be modeled as a sin-
gle stuck-at fault or multiple stuck-at 
faults affecting one or more bits of the 
channel. Similarly, an error in a DNN 
synaptic weight can be represented by 
a stuck-at (or bit-flip) fault impacting 
one or more bits of the synaptic weight. 
The same reasoning can be applied to 
represent a crash or byzantine neuron. 

A neuron can be considered dead if it 
no longer transmits values; this error 
can be modeled as a stuck-at-0 at its 
output. In contrast, a byzantine neu-
ron can be modeled as a stuck-at value.

FI METHODOLOGIES
Resilience evaluation of DNN models 
and DNN-based systems can be pur-
sued for various purposes and at dif-
ferent levels: from the application level 
to silicon measurements on physical 
devices, such as application-specific 
integrated circuits, field-programma-
ble gate arrays (FPGAs), and GPUs.

Significant efforts  have been 
devoted in recent years to propose meth-
odologies that facilitate this task. Most 
of them rely on specific frameworks that 
promote the execution of FI campaigns.

In line with a preliminary classifi-
cation provided by Ruospo et al.,3 the 
state-of-the-art FI methodologies fall 
into one of the following categories:

 › Simulation based: The injection 
process is conducted without rely-
ing on the physical device execut-
ing the DNN. Moreover, depend-
ing on the level of abstraction, 
they can be further classified.
∙ Software level: Injections are 

performed on a high-level 
model of the DNN, without 
considering any details of the 
actual hardware architecture.

∙ Hardware level: Injections are 
performed on a more accu-
rate model of the DNN that 
simulates the target hardware 
architecture. For example, the 
target can be expressed at the 
register transfer level (RTL) or 
at the gate level.

 › Platform based: Measurements and 
analyses are performed directly 
on a physical device that emulates 

the final implementation of a 
design using FPGAs or on physical 
platforms that run DNNs, for 
example, CPUs and GPUs.

 › Radiation based: Reliabil-
ity assessment is carried out 
through accelerated radiation 
test campaigns mimicking exter-
nal electromagnetic interfer-
ence, such as the occurrence of 
ionizing particles, on the actual 
platform running the DNN.

An illustration of the proposed clas-
sification is shown in Figure 1. Specifi-
cally, for each category, a lightning bolt 
symbol indicates the level of abstraction 
and the entities on which FI campaigns 
can be held. For example, FIs based on 
hardware-level simulation offer the 
possibility of injecting faults on both 
the DNN and hardware description lan-
guage (HDL) hardware models.

Software-level simulation-
based FIs
Nowadays, simulation-based FIs repre-
sent the most widely used techniques. 
Specifically, software-level approaches 
are the most frequently adopted as they 
are cost-effective, faster, more control-
lable, and easier to implement. A high-
level model of the DNN is created that is 
independent of any potential hardware 
architecture. This model is then simu-
lated using an FI framework for injecting 
faults. This allows a general characteriza-
tion, unrelated to the ultimate hardware 
platform. A software-level FI is meant to 
identify weaknesses in the DNN and to 
determine the most vulnerable layers or 
choose the most reliable data represen-
tation. It is worth saying that DNNs are 
not all equal; they have different archi-
tectures but also different pruning and 
quantization algorithms,4 which lead to 
different properties that can impact the 
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reliability assessment. Several works 
have been advanced in the literature so 
far.5,6,7 They differ mainly in the software 
platforms used (for example, PyTorch or 
TensorFlow), the type of injected faults 
(for example, permanent or transient), 
and the fault locations (for example, 
weights, activation, and operators).

Unfortunately, software methodol-
ogies might not be complete to repre-
sent real behavior when implemented 
on a physical device. It is evident that 
software-level simulations and theo-
retical analyses may lack information 
about the underlying hardware plat-
form and are relatively less accurate.8

Hardware-level 
simulation-based FIs
Hardware-level simulations allow the 
injection of more realistic fault models 

(that is, faults that can affect the hard-
ware). The lower the level of abstrac-
tion, the higher the injection accuracy. 
Therefore, for a comprehensive assess-
ment, it might be beneficial to run FIs 
on an HDL model of the target hard-
ware architecture running the DNN.

Salami et al.8 present a simula-
tion-based hardware-level FI frame-
work to perform in-depth vulnerabil-
ity analyses of a hardware accelerator 
described at the RTL. The assessment 
is performed by considering both 
application-level specifications (the 
weights, inputs, and intermediate 
DNN values) and architectural-level 
specifications (the specific data rep-
resentation and the number of com-
putational resources, that is, the PEs). 
Permanent and transient faults are 
injected during inference cycles on the 

subset of registers containing the DNN 
parameters. Ruospo et al.3 exploit the 
pipeline mechanism to reduce the 
fault simulation time when execut-
ing DNN inferences at the RTL level. 
Indeed, since DNN layers work inde-
pendently of each other in a sequence 
of steps, their parallelism can be 
exploited to maximize performance. 
This leads to reducing fault simulation 
time by more than 60% by mimicking 
the flow of a pipeline in which layers 
perform many inferences in parallel.

To further reduce simulation time, 
many techniques take advantage of 
hardware knowledge to derive realis-
tic fault models to be injected later at 
the software level to take the benefits 
of both techniques. He et al.9 model a 
class of hardware errors in software 
with high fidelity, exploiting only 

FIGURE 1. A taxonomy for the FI methodologies developed for the resilience assessment of DNNs and DNN-based systems.
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the high-level design information 
obtained from architectural descrip-
tions. Another approach consists of 
modeling the hardware architecture 
at the software level to expedite the 
process. Li et al.10 modified an open 
source DNN simulator, that is, Tiny-
CNN, to map each line of code to the 
corresponding hardware component 
of the DNN accelerators. 

It is important to mention that the 
currently available commercial tools 
for FI, such as Z01X (https://www.syn-
opsys.com/verification/simulation/
z01x-functional-safety.html); Xcelium 
(https://w w w.cadence.com/en_US/
home/training/all-courses/86246.
html); and others, can be exploited at the 
hardware level of the simulation-based 
approaches. Unfortunately, these tools 
are mainly oriented to assess the qual-
ity of the end-of-production testing pro-
cedures, usually performed at the struc-
tural level of the devices. On the other 
hand, functional FI campaigns, such as 
the ones devoted to assessing DNN reli-
ability, are extremely time consuming 
and require huge efforts to configure 
the system, making it very difficult to 
resort to these tools when assessing the 
reliability of DNN accelerators.

Platform-based FIs
In this category, the resilience assess-
ment is measured directly on a phys-
ical platform that emulates the final 
implementation using, for example, 
FPGAs, or executes the targeted DNN in 
GPUs and embedded CPUs. In Reagen 
et al.,11 the DNN workload is executed 
on a GPU. Injected faults are permanent 
faults that occur in DNN parameters. At 
the application level, faults are injected 
into the weights, activations, and hid-
den states through bit-flips.

Lotfi et al.12 evaluate the vulnerabil-
ity of DNNs to permanent and transient 

faults, exploiting an FI framework 
and accelerated neutron beam testing. 
The DNN is a 54-layer model used for the 
object detection task. The experiments 
were performed on a Volta GPU using 
TensorRT, a framework developed by 
NVIDIA to optimize inferences on GPU 
architectures. Concerning the emu-
lation on FPGAs, several approaches 
have been proposed. As an example, 
FireNN13 exploits the reconfigurability 
of FPGAs to mimic faults affecting the 
hardware running DNNs.

It is important to underline that 
the effectiveness of simulation-based 
and platform-based approaches also 
depends on the designer’s configura-
tion choices. For instance, selecting 

the appropriate number of faults to 
be injected may affect the success of 
the experiment. Validating the safety 
properties by exhaustively fault-sim-
ulating a DNN is typically prohibitive 
as the complexity and the size of newer 
DNN models grow. To address this 
problem, statistical FI approaches have 
been proposed over the last decades 
with the intent of reducing the cost of 
the fault simulation procedure while 
still achieving statistically significant 
results.14 Clearly, this concern affects 
simulation-based and platform-based 
techniques, where the source of errors 
is not external but stems from the 
designer’s decisions.

Radiation-based FIs
The actual implementation of the sys-
tem is exposed to the same external 
conditions as the in-field application 
(for example, a flux of atmospher-
ic-like neutrons, which can induce sin-
gle-event effects on electronic devices). 
This methodology guarantees a highly 
accurate reliability assessment. How-
ever, measuring the effects of radia-
tion-induced faults is costly in terms of 
hardware resources and facility access.

In Lotfi et al.,12 irradiation tests 
were performed on GPUs based on the 
Volta architecture. The entire GPU 
was irradiated for the entire duration 
of the experiment. A second exam-
ple of a radiation-based method is 

provided in Fernandes dos Santos,15 
in which the resilience of a convolu-
tional NN (CNN) on three different 
NVIDIA GPU architectures exposed 
to controlled neutron beams is eval-
uated. The objective of these works 
was to understand the propagation 
of injected errors not only in memory 
elements but also in computational 
and control resources.

Furthermore, Matana Luza et al.16 
studied the impact of neutron irra-
diation on the HyperRAM memory, 
which stored the weights of the CNN-
based application. In this way, the 
source of the error was isolated, and 
the focus was on the CNN weights. A 

HARDWARE-LEVEL SIMULATIONS ALLOW 
THE INJECTION OF MORE REALISTIC 

FAULT MODELS (THAT IS, FAULTS THAT 
CAN AFFECT THE HARDWARE).
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variety of error types were identified: 
single-bit upsets, stuck-at faults, and 
block errors. A similar approach is 
proposed in Hasan et al.,17 in which 
the authors evaluate the use of 2D 
a nd 3D f l a sh memor ies to s tore 
DNN weights.

DISCUSSION
The previous sections highlighted the 
main characteristics of FI methodolo-
gies. This section is intended to provide 
a qualitative comparison between them 
and discuss their main advantages and 
disadvantages.

In Table 1, for each FI methodol-
ogy, the following parameters are 
discussed and graded either as low, 
medium, or high:

 › Cost: the total costs required 
to perform the reliability 

assessment, including time and 
resources

 › Development effort: the effort 
required to develop and set up 
the FI methodology at that spe-
cific level of abstraction

 › Exactness: how close the FI 
procedure is to reality, that is, 
whether the results are accurate

 › Controllability: the ability to con-
trol where and when a fault is 
injected

 › Observability: the ability to iden-
tify internal events within the 
system circuit (not only primary 
outputs)

 › Repeatability: how many times 
the FI process can be repeated 
using the same framework

 › Early availability: if reliability 
assessment is performed early in 
the design cycle

 › FI time: the time required to per-
form a single cycle of injection.

In terms of costs, simulation-based 
methodologies are the least expen-
sive because they do not require the 
development and purchase of spe-
cific electronic devices to run the 
tests. Hence, the cost level is low for 
both FIs based on hardware-level 
simulation and those based on soft-
ware-level simulation.

Contrarily, platform-based tech-
niques have a medium cost, requir-
ing the use of validation or emula-
tion devices such as GPUs, CPUs, and 
FPGAs. Once purchased, the advan-
tage is that they can be reused after FI 
campaigns. Moreover, they can be par-
allelized to increase performance. 
T h e  m o s t  e x p e n s i v e  techniques 
are undoubtedly radiation-based 

TABLE 1. A comparison among the different FI methodologies.

Metric 
Simulation-Based Software 
Level 

Simulation-Based Hard-
ware Level Platform Based Radiation Based 

Cost Low Low Medium–high High 

Development effort Medium–high Medium–high High Low–medium 

Exactness* Low Medium–high Low–medium Very high 

Controllability High High Medium Low 

Observability High Medium** Low** Low**

Repeatability High High High Medium–low 

Early availability High Medium High Medium–low 

FI time Low High Medium–low Low 

Principal advantages Cheap and fast Good FI exactness Portability Best FI exactness; realistic 

Principal drawbacks Low FI exactness Time consuming; the HDL 
must be available 

Limited FI exactness Expensive

*Closeness to reality.
**The observability depends on the complexity of the hardware, which is used for the implementation of the FI process.
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techniques for two main reasons: first, 
the access to the irradiation facility, 
and second, the setup development. 
Moreover, in some cases, the electron-
ics exposed to radiation can be irre-
mediably degraded, inhibiting their 
reuse. The cost level is high.

Radiation-based techniques do not 
involve the creation of a specific FI envi-
ronment. However, the identification/
creation of observation means may not 
be trivial. The highest development 
effort is required for platform-based 
FI methodologies, where the developer 
must both build an FI environment 
and configure the platform on which 
experiments will run (for example, 
reconfigure for FPGA emulations). 
For software-level simulation-based 
techniques, a medium-to-high devel-
opment effort is required to build the 
FI framework. The same is true for  
those at the hardware level, where the 
HDL model of the device to be tested 
is required.

The exactness of the results var-
ies and depends on how closely these 
FI techniques mimic the occurrence 
of realistic defects in the system 
and how close they are to reality. In 
other words, realistic fault models 
with failure rates according to the 
environment and systems charac-
teristics will have a direct impact 
on the exactness of the FI proce-
dure. The highest level of exactness 
is achieved wit h radiation-based 
FIs, where radiation-induced faults 
directly affect the silicon implemen-
tation of the device. This allows for 
a really accurate characterization 
of the DNN model. Right after this 
category, simulation-based hard-
ware-level FIs are characterized by a 
good level of precision, which can be 
close to the final silicon implemen-
tation. Indeed, by adopting the HDL 

model of the hardware device (RTL or 
gate level), they can be credited with 
a medium-to-high level of exactness.

In contrast, a different reasoning 
must be made for simulation-based 
software-level FIs and platform-based 
FIs; they present a low and a low–
medium level of exactness, respec-
tively. The lower the level of pro-
gramming language adopted for DNN 
applications, the higher the exactness. 
When injecting errors at the software 
or algorithmic level, the occurrence of 
realistic hardware faults is reproduced 
with specific software fault models. An 
FI framework and a DNN model devel-
oped in C/C++ can be compiled and 
executed directly on a physical hard-
ware device. Therefore, the injected 
software errors can be close to the 
faults they seek to reproduce. Exam-
ples are the FI frameworks described in 
Ruospo et al.5 and Li et al.10 However, 
this is not true for FI frameworks that 
inject algorithmic-level errors into 
high-level programming languages 
or tools, such as Python, PyTorch, and 
TensorFlow. Indeed, they are subject 
to a more complex compilation chain. 
A great number of works exploit such 
tools in their deployment; examples 
of FI frameworks that inject errors at 
this level are described in Chen et al.,6 
Mahmoud et al.,7 He et al.,9 Reagen 
et al.,11 and Lotfi et al.12

It is worth underlining that although  
the FI frameworks in Ruospo et al.3 and 
De Sio et al.13 make use of high-level pro-
gramming languages, they do not inject 
errors into the high-level DNN model. 
Rather, they corrupt the RTL register/
signals or bits in the FPGAs’ configura-
tion memory bitstream, respectively. 
As discussed previously, this leads to a 
higher level of exactness.

Notably, one of the advantages of 
conducting resilience assessments 

based on software-level simulations is 
the ability to characterize the vulnera-
bility of the DNN independently of the 
target hardware device and, in particu-
lar, to conduct analyses on layers, data 
types, and network parameters. Nev-
ertheless, when a more comprehensive 
resilience assessment is needed, injec-
tion campaigns should also address 
the target hardware running the DNN. 
This is possible when the device’s HDL 
model is available,3,8 either at the RTL 
or at the gate level. In this case, hard-
ware-level FIs can achieve better accu-
racy of results, closer to the implemen-
tation on silicon. The main drawback 
is simulation time. RTL (or gate-level) 
simulations are known to be time con-
suming due to the complexity of the 
HDL and DNN models. For example, a 
small CNN with only seven layers sim-
ulated at RTL can take about 25 min to 
perform a single inference.3 

Furthermore, existing commercial 
simulation tools are neither tuned nor 
optimized to deal with the complexity 
of state-of-the-art DNN applications per-
forming billions of neuronal computa-
tions. This means that a hardware-level 
FI is accurate but very expensive in 
terms of simulation time. Indeed, hard-
ware-level resilience assessments typi-
cally consider only DNNs of limited size: 
a six-layer fully connected classifier in 
Salami et al.8 or a seven-layer CNN in 
Ruospo et al.3 Conversely, software-level 
simulation-based methodologies are not 
concerned with this nonnegligible lim-
itation. Finally, when the device’s HDL 
model is not available, the FI framework 
can extract architectural details and 
inject software errors that closely mimic 
realistic physical hardware faults, as 
shown in He et al.9 and Li et al.10

In terms of controllabilit y and 
observability parameters, the FI meth-
odologies described exhibit different 
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degrees. The highest controllability is 
obtained in simulation (at the software 
or hardware level), where the developer 
can create an accurate FI framework 
for this purpose. Conversely, the level 
of observability in simulation is not 
always high; while at the software level, 
it is possible to observe the internal 
events of the system, at the hardware 
level, this task may prove more chal-
lenging. Depending on the complex-
ity of the HDL model of the hardware, 
observing all internal states can be very 
difficult. For platform-based FI meth-
odologies, it may be straightforward to 

control where and when to inject errors, 
but as outlined before, the FI frame-
works can be subject to a specific com-
pilation chain, which could lead to less 
controllability and visibility. 

Observability is also reduced for 
this category. Observing changes in 
the internal states of the hardware 
can be very complicated and also 
depends on its complexity. Usually, 
in these cases, the output signals are 
observed. The same reasoning applies 
to the observability parameter of radi-
ation-based FI approaches. However, 
the level of controllability is drasti-
cally reduced. Indeed, since the source 
of errors is external, the developer 
is unable to control when and where 
faults are introduced.

Software-level simulation-based, 
hardware-level simulation-based, and 
platform-based FI methodologies are 
characterized by a high level of repeat-
ability; indeed, the FI procedure can be 
repeated several times using the same 
injection framework (probably just by 
adjusting a few configuration param-
eters). For radiation-based techniques, 
this is unrealizable. After the irradia-
tion test, the devices, most of the time, 
cannot be reused.

Another important metric to con-
sider is early availability. Simula-
tion-based software-level FIs can be run 

early in the design cycle, without relying 
on the availability of an HDL model. Plat-
form-based FIs can also be performed 
by emulating or running the DNN on 
an FPGA, CPU, or GPU, which may or 
(in most cases) may not represent the 
final platform on which the DNN is to 
be deployed. Finally, if the radiation test 
targets the complete DNN-based system, 
the FI procedure should be executed at 
the end of the full design cycle on the 
final silicon implementation.

To conclude, it is worth noting that 
it was difficult to precisely compare 
the time required to run a single FI 
among all existing FI methodologies. 
Indeed, there are many variables that 
determine the FI execution time, such 
as the parallelization of experiments, 

the instruments adopted, and the spe-
cific radiation source.

Another influential factor is the 
number of FIs performed; as men-
tioned before, the exhaustive simula-
tion of DNN faults is typically beyond 
computational possibilities. There-
fore, statistical inferences are com-
monly performed to reduce complex-
ity by injecting a reduced number of 
faults while still obtaining statisti-
cally significant results.

Open challenges and 
future directions
This article discusses some of the 
most representative works propos-
ing FI methodologies, highlighting 
advantages and disadvantages. In 
this section, the main open issues 
that need research and innovation 
are underlined.

In a recent publication,18 the authors 
demonstrated that systematic FIs in the 
configuration memory of static RAM-
based FPGAs could not be generalized 
to all devices of that type. Experimental 
analyses conducted on 16 Xilinx Artix-7 
and 10 Lattice iCE40 devices showed 
that results vary from device to device 
and that temperature influences the FI 
results. This means that parallelization 
of the FI procedure may yield inaccu-
rate results.

Moreover, the study of different 
fault models (for example, delays, 
bridging, and open lines) covering the 
new fault mechanisms of deep-submi-
crometer technologies is an open chal-
lenge. Indeed, only the effects of tran-
sient and permanent faults have been 
investigated in this topic.

Finally, because all FI method-
ologies have advantages and disad-
vantages, the research community is 
pushing for hybrid solutions that can 
get the best out of each approach. For 

BECAUSE ALL FI METHODOLOGIES HAVE 
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HYBRID SOLUTIONS THAT CAN GET THE 
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example, a very recent approach19 
proposes a simulation-based cross-
layer framework for the reliability 
analysis of CNN-based applications 
against soft errors in GPUs. It com-
bines the high exactness of hard-
ware-level FIs with the low FI time of 
software-level FIs.

Hy br i d F I s  h a v e a l r e a d y b e e n 
used for the resilience assessment of 
generic applications, such as the FI 
tool based on simulation and emula-
tion cooperation presented in Ejlali et 
al.20 We believe that for future works, 
Table 1 could serve as a basis for 
researchers to select the best hybrid 

strategy that considers all the met-
rics examined.

In recent years, there has been a grow-
ing interest in studying the resilience 
of DNN-based systems. This article 

presents a review of the main methodolo-
gies used for this purpose. The reviewed 
works have been classified into four 
main categories, namely software-level 
simulation-based, hardware-level  
simulation-based, platform-based, 
and radiation-based FI methodolo-
gies, depending on the level of abstrac-
tion; the source of errors (internal or 

external); and the overall injection 
procedure. Their main characteris-
tics are highlighted and qualitatively 
compared with the aim of providing 
a guideline for all those who want 
to examine the resilience of their 
DNN-based systems. The literature 
study highlights challenges and open 
research issues. For instance, in our 
long-term view, there is a need for more 
accurate FI metrics, tools, and statis-
tic-based methodologies able to handle 
the nonnegligible complexity of mod-
ern DNNs. The proposed discussion is 
meant to serve as a basis for advanced 
research in this area. 
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We propose the Taguchi method, the diversity, and the 

average number of evaluations of a solution to support an 

explanation regarding decisions made by a computational 

intelligence algorithm. These metrics support uncovering 

interactions in a cooperative team of computational intelligence 

algorithms to solve the base station deactivation problem.

Most of our daily activities confront optimi-
zation problems. For example, what is the 
cheapest route (in terms of gasoline) to go 
from home to work? What is the fastest way 

to go to school? Optimization, then, involves looking 
for the best solution among several solutions to mini-
mize or maximize an objective (or a set of objectives, as 

in multiobjective optimization). We can solve our daily 
optimization problems without applying optimization 
algorithms because these problems’ dimensions (input 
size) are small. But, unlike our everyday optimization 
problems, the dimensions of engineering and commer-
cial optimization problems may grow too fast.1

To deal with these problems, computer scientists 
developed optimization algorithms that mimic biologi-
cal and natural intelligence to provide a sufficiently good 
solution for human users. Evolutionary computation 
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and swarm intelligence are some 
examples. They are known as popula-
tion-based algorithms (PAs) because 
they evolve a set of candidate solu-
tions (possible solutions to the prob-
lem at hand) from which the final 
solution will emerge. Also, they form 
part of a branch of artificial intelli-
gence, namely, computational intelli-
gence (CI). CI studies mechanisms that 
exhibit an ability to adapt to new situ-
ations.2 In the present work, we focus 
on explainability in PAs that provides 
transparency, uncovering PAs’ inner 
interactions and effects in human 
terms. In this way, human users 
adopt the solutions obtained from  
the algorithms.

Although each type of PA can suc-
cessfully solve complex real-world 
optimization problems, the trend 
is to combine them. This is because 
no one PA is superior to the oth-
ers in all situations.2 In this con-
text, we propose a leader–follower 

optimization algorithm composed 
of five PAs. This is mainly motivated 
to tackle the high-dimensional opti-
mization problem known as the base 
station (BS) deactivation problem. The 
general idea is to find the minimal 
set of active BSs in a 6G cellular net-
work to maintain service for at least 
99% of mobile users (MUs) who are 
reassigned due to BSs being shut 
down. CI will be the key enabler in 
future 6G systems to autonomously 
manage their elements and build an 
intelligent wireless environment.3

PAs generate well-performing solu-
tions to optimization problems in 
critical fields. However, the search pro-
cess foundation behind PAs to suggest 
a final solution is mostly noninterpre-
table to human users, as Figure 1 shows 
in the context of the BS deactivation 
problem. A candidate solution is a bit 
string representing a configuration to 
switch BSs on/off. A bit set on one indi-
cates that the ith BS should be active. 

Otherwise, the ith BS should be inac-
tive. After the PA performs the search, it 
can find a final solution (a suitable con-
figuration of active and inactive BSs) 
that is suggested to a human user. Since 
the human user does not understand 
how the “good” solution was obtained 
from the PA, his or her confidence in 
the given solution decreases. For the 
human user, this leads to a notion that 
the solution was fortuitously found.4 
Therefore, it is of paramount impor-
tance to explain to human users how 
the final solution is generated.

Explainability has been broadly 
a d d r e s s e d  i n  m a c h i n e  l e a r n i n g 
algorithms. However, there are few 
studies of this type in PAs.5 During the 
early 2000s, there were some attempts 
regarding explainability focused 
on a genetic algorithm (GA), such as 
genetic algorithm visualization of evo-
lutionary links (GAVEL)6 and GONZO.7 
A GA has elements inspired by spe-
cies evolution. So, it has generations 

FIGURE 1. The approach to suggest a final solution to a human user. The (a) set of candidate solutions, (b) search process of the CI 
algorithm, and (c) “good” solution that has been found.
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(iterations), individuals (solutions), 
a population (a set of solutions), and 
fitness (the goodness of the solution). 
Like evolution, GA solutions evolve 
following crossover and mutation 
operations. When this process con-
cludes, the GA has the solution for 
the problem at hand. In this context, 
GAVEL examines a GA to analyze how 
crossover and mutation operations 
lead to the final solution.

To determine this from the best solu-
tion found, GAVEL rewinds the evolu-
tion by creating an ancestry tree. Then, 
the tree gives a picture of the evolu-
tion of the best solution. Consequently, 
GONZO is a GA visualization tool to 
show the search space, the solutions’ 
positions in the search space, and the 
solutions’ fitness ratings. It has three 
views: the fitness-versus-time graph, 
the search space visualization, and 
the fine-grained solution view. In this 
way, GONZO can answer the following 
human users’ questions: How diverse/
converged are the solutions in the pop-
ulation? Are there clusters of solutions 
forming during the GA’s run? How 
does the local structure of the solutions 
affect the solutions’ fitness ratings?

Some recent work add resses 
explainability in other kinds of CI 
algorithms. For example, Hart and 
Ross5 propose an approach that takes a 
high-fitness solution from a GA. Then, 
this solution is probed using a surrogate 
model to determine which variables 
are important and how they influence 
fitness. On the other hand, Tezel and 
Mert8 mine populations from a GA and 
estimates of the distribution algorithm. 
They consider the populations as the tra-
jectory through the search spaces. Their 
work applies principal component anal-
ysis to explain the process used by the 
algorithms to provide a set of solutions. 
Another study is by Kacker et al.,9 who 

propose mutation trajectory networks 
(STNs) to characterize and visualize the 
search behavior of CI algorithms. The 
STNs are built by data from runs of the 
CI algorithms under study. Therefore, 
STNs allow human users to improve 
CI algorithm design and choose the 
most suitable CI algorithm to tackle 
a problem.

This article explains how the five 
PAs that build our proposed leader–
follower optimization algorithm inter-
act to offer a collective final solution. 
We hypothesize that having a coopera-
tive system with PAs as followers, inde-
pendently evolving a set of solutions 
according to different natural meta-
phors to find a solution, and sharing 
that knowledge with other followers is 
advantageous to deal with a problem 
with high dimensions. The BS deactiva-
tion problem enlarges its search space 
with each BS and MU added to the 6G 
cellular network. This future cellular 
network is conceived to meet the growth 
of MUs that comes with the explosive 
growth of BSs, too. In light of this, our 
leader–follower optimization algorithm 
exploits the process of gaining and shar-
ing knowledge from others as swarm 
intelligence2 and human-based algo-
rithms10 to cope with complex prob-
lems. This can influence each follower 
to move to promising search spaces 
and help followers trapped in infeasible 
search spaces escape from them.

Figure 2 illustrates our proposed 
framework to explain how each fol-
lower performs the search task. We 
analyze key metrics of the search pro-
cess in the PAs: the diversity (different 
points in the search space), the aver-
age of infeasible candidate solutions 
(infeasible points in the search space 
measured through the number of 
function calls to the penalty function), 
and the average of feasible candidate 

solutions (feasible points in the search 
space measured through the number 
of function calls to the objective func-
tion). In addition, the Taguchi method 
helps us to identify the most relevant 
parameters of the PA that affect the 
quality of fitness. These specific mea-
sures allow us to explain the ratio-
nale of the PAs to reach their decision 
(“good” solution) in human user terms. 
To the best of our knowledge, this is the 
first study to address explainability in 
a cooperative optimization algorithm.

To this end, we move to the next sec-
tion to describe our proposed leader–
follower optimization algorithm in 
detail. There, the BS deactivation prob-
lem is explained, too. Then, through 
measures taken from the search process 
of each follower, we give some insights 
into how the follower performs the 
search for a “good” solution. Following 
this, we close the present work, empha-
sizing the core role of each follower in 
terms of exploration and exploitation 
capabilities within the leader–follower 
optimization algorithm. Finally, we 
indicate future research directions.

COOPERATIVE SYSTEM
This section describes our proposed 
leader–follower optimization algorithm 
that combines five different PAs (follow-
ers). We show how the leader synchro-
nizes those PAs to share their solutions 
found so far. After that, we describe the 
algorithm that each follower performs to 
find a solution. Consequently, we define 
the BS deactivation problem and exper-
imental design. From this intelligent 
structure will emerge the solution for 
the BS deactivation problem.

Leader–follower 
optimization algorithm
Our leader–follower optimization algo-
rithm includes follower members of 
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FIGURE 3. The leader–follower optimization algorithm: the (a) followers sending their best local solution so far to the leader and the (b) 
leader sending the best global solution to the followers. BPSO: binary particle swarm optimization; DisABC: binary artificial bee colony; 
BPSOC: chaotic BPSO; AGE: GA with a steady-state population model; AGG: GA with a generational model.
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five different PAs (see Figure 3): binary 
particle swarm optimization (BPSO),11 
chaotic BPSO (BPSOC),12 a GA with 
a  steady-state population model 
(AGE),13 a GA with a generational 
model (AGG),14 and a binary artificial 
bee colony (DisABC).15 Through itera-
tions, every follower tries to improve its 
group of candidate solutions according 
to specific processes that mimic a natu-
ral phenomenon. In this context, the GAs 
imitate the Darwinian theory of species 
evolution. The PSO algorithms mimic 
the choreography of a flock. Finally, the 
ABC algorithm simulates the intelligent 
foraging behavior of a honey bee swarm.

Each follower algorithm searches for 
its best solution (that is, the best local 
solution) in its set of candidate solu-
tions during some iterations. Mean-
while, the leader algorithm checks the 
followers’ status: waiting or working. 
If the follower algorithms have a wait-
ing status, the leader algorithm asks for 
the best local solution they have found 
so far [see Figure 3(a)]. Then, the leader 
gathers those best local solutions and 
chooses the best one among them as 
the best global solution. Consequently, 
the leader sets its status to working and 
sends the best global solution to the fol-
lowers [see Figure 3(b)]. Once the follow-
ers receive the best global solution, they 
search for the worst candidate solution 
in their group of candidate solutions. 
The best global solution takes the place 
of the worst candidate solution (elit-
ism). After the number of iterations is 
met, the leader resolves the problem 
(that is, it finds the lowest number of 
active BSs and reassigns those MUs 
whose BSs have been deactivated).

Followers
In an optimization problem, the model 
is known along with the desired 
output. Then, the task is to find the 

input(s) leading to this output.14 Fol-
lower algorithms start searching for the 
best local solution when they receive a 
snapshot (a frozen instant of time) of 
a 6G ground mobile cellular network 
composed of a group of BSs and MUs 
linked to those BSs. The BSs in the 
snapshot need to be turned off so that 
they constitute the minimum number 
of active BSs to maintain service for 
at least 99% of MUs that appear in the 
snapshot. This must be done when the 
traffic load (that is, the group of MUs) 
is zero or low. Figure 4 demonstrates 
how each follower captures this prob-
lem where an input (that is, a candidate 

solution) is a given configuration of all 
BSs (that is, a combination of active and 
inactive BSs in the snapshot).

Since followers are PAs, they can 
process one set of candidate solutions 
per iteration. For this reason, Figure 4 
shows several inputs and configura-
tions of all BSs in the snapshot. The 
model calculates whether the input 
(the BSs in a given configuration) 
maintains service for at least 99% of 
MUs when the reassignment process 
is done. Then, the output emerges 
from an iterative process that mimics 
a natural metaphor. In the context of 
the problem we address, the outcome 

Traffic Load

Model

(a) (b)

FIGURE 4. A PA for the BS deactivation problem. The (a) inputs and (b) output.

1.5 km

200 m

Cell Radius of a Pico-BS

Cell Radius of a Macro-BS

Mobile User

Pico-BS

Macro-BS

FIGURE 5. A hexagonal cellular array.
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is the minimal number of BSs turned 
on to maintain service for at least 99% 
of MUs. This is an expensive compu-
tational process that classical opti-
mization algorithms can solve when 
they deal with a low number of BSs 
and MUs. As the number of BSs and 

MUs increases, the computational 
time also does. A PA evaluates many 
different configurations (inputs) in 
a reasonable computational time to 
obtain the one with the minimal set 
of active BSs (the output), as shown 
in Figure 4.

For purposes of testing our leader–
follower optimization problem, every 
snapshot (see Figure 5) has two types 
of BSs: 170 pico-BSs and one macro-BS. 
A pico-BS is a low-power BS covering a 
small area. Pico-BSs typically are for 
indoor deployments. In each snapshot, 

Begin

Coordinates of MUs,
Coordinates of Pico-BSs

Assignment of MUs

Candidate Solution

Discover Neighboring
Pico-BSs

Reassignment of MUs
to the Active

Neighboring Pico-BS

Compute the Percentage of
MUs With Service

Compute the Number of
Active Pico-BSs

End

Return the Candidate Solution
Value

Penalize the Candidate
Solution

Percentage of
MUs With Service

≥ 99%?
Yes

No

Return the Candidate
Solution Value

7

8

10

5

4

3

2

1

9

6

FIGURE 6. The steps for finding the minimal set of active pico-BSs to guarantee that 99% of MUs have service.
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as Figure 5 indicates, the pico-BSs are 
equally distributed in a macro-BS 
coverage area. In this context, every 
pico-BS is deployed 200 m away from 
the others in a hexagonal cellular 
array of 170 picocells. A macro-BS is a 
high-power BS that can cover a wide 
area. It is used for outdoor deploy-
ments. A network including a mix of 
macro-BSs and pico-BSs is known as 
a heterogeneous network (HN). An HN 
can cope with future exponential traf-
fic loads. It also ensures spectrum effi-
ciency and energy efficiency.16 In our 
simulation, the macro-BS has a radius 
coverage of 1.5 km to control the pico-
BSs deployment. Also, each pico-BS 
can support up to 30 MUs and has 10 
channels to share.

Each follower executes the steps in 
Figure 6 to find the minimal set of pico-
BSs to maintain service for 99% of MUs. 
In the beginning, the follower algorithm 
reads coordinates of MUs and pico-BSs, 
as in step 2 in Figure 6. This is done to 
perform the assignment of MUs to pico-
BSs to ensure that the snapshot initial-
izes with all MUs with service. In other 
words, an MU is linked to a pico-BS 
because 1) the MU is in the coverage area 
(125 m) of this pico-BS, 2) the pico-BS 
has not reached the maximum number 
of MUs to provide service (30 MUs), and 
3) the interference is tolerable when the 
MU is linked to that pico-BS.

Then, in step 4 in Figure 6, a can-
didate solution is read. A candidate 
solution is a group of active and inac-
tive pico-BSs. A bit string indicates 
this. The ith pico-BS is switched on if 
the ith position in the bit string has a 
value of one and is turned off other-
wise. In step 5 in Figure 6, each pico-BS 
finds its neighboring pico-BSs. This 
is done to perform the reassignment 
process in step 6. The MUs are reas-
signed due to their pico-BSs being shut 

down. The pico-BSs that are turned 
off are indicated in the current candi-
date solution. An MU is successfully 
reassigned if the following conditions 
are achieved: 1) the MU is in the cov-
erage area (250 m) of the neighboring 
pico-BS, 2) the neighboring pico-BS is 
active, 3) the neighboring pico-BS has 
not reached the total capacity of 30 
MUs, and 4) the interference remains 
at a tolerable level when the MU is 
included in the neighboring pico-BS.

Step 7 computes the percentage of 
MUs with service, based on the proposed 
combination of active and inactive pico-
BSs from the current candidate solution. 
This percentage measures the success of 
the reassignment process (that is, more 
than 99% of MUs have service). Then, 
in step 8, the number of active pico-BSs 
is computed, also considering the cur-
rent candidate solution. Consequently, 
in step 9, the follower verifies whether 
the current candidate solution complies 
with the percentage of MUs with ser-
vice. If so, the current candidate solu-
tion is a feasible solution, and the total 
number of active pico-BSs is returned; 
otherwise, it is an infeasible solution. 
Suppose the follower algorithm deals 
with an infeasible solution. In that case, 
the current candidate solution is “pun-
ished” by adding its current total num-
ber of active pico-BSs and the total num-
ber of pico-BSs deployed in the HN, plus 
one. When the number of active pico-
BSs in the current candidate solution is 
zero, the follower punishes the solution 
by adding the total number of pico-BSs 
deployed in the HN and one unit. Even 
though we look for the lowest num-
ber of active pico-BSs, zero active pico-
BSs means that none is active, which 
is not a possible solution in an actual 
HN deployment. This means that “0% 
of MUs have service because the whole 
group of pico-BSs is turned off.”

Note that the cell radius of the pico-BS 
changes when a pico-BS performs the 
assignment and reassignment processes. 
This is also a contribution of the pres-
ent work to cope with coverage holes. 
Coverage holes arise when pico-BSs are 
turned off and are zones that active pico-
BSs cannot cover, so the MUs deployed 
in that area are without service. Then, 
an efficient strategy to turn off BSs must 
reduce coverage holes. Through previous 
exhaustive experiments, we found that 
125 m was the cell radius for the assign-
ment task, while 250 m was the cell radius 
for the reassignment process. A follower 
performs an iteration when it evaluates 
the set of candidate solutions (from step 
4 to step 10 for each candidate solution). 
Finally, if the total number of iterations is 
not met, the follower performs another 
iteration; otherwise, the follower stops.

GAINING HUMAN TRUST
The provision of an explanation, whether 
from a human or machine, is a commu-
nicative act. Trust is about the good char-
acteristics of a human or machine that 
another human or machine perceives 
through a communicative act. Hence, 
receiving an explanation is likely to 
change a user’s trust in the explanation’s 
source. Trustworthiness is a user’s judg-
ment about a resource with capabilities 
to develop a specific task. The resource 
performance has a positive or negative 
effect on the user, and both are aware 
of that. In this section, we provide proof 
of mechanisms in PAs to gain human 
trust in the leader–follower optimization 
algorithm’s solutions to pave the way for 
trustworthiness in solving the BS deacti-
vation problem.

Exploration and exploitation: 
The driving forces
The follower algorithms are search 
methods that perform exploration 
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and exploitation phases. A search 
algorithm performs exploration (or 
global search) when it visits new 
regions of a search space; therefore, it 
can generate different candidate solu-
tions. The advantage of exploration is 
that the search algorithm is less likely 
to be trapped in a local optimum, and 
global optimality can be more acces-
sible. However, its disadvantage con-
cerns slow convergence and wasted 
resources because many new solutions 
may be far from the globally optimal 
solution.17 In contrast, a search algo-
rithm performs exploitation (local 
search) when concentrating on a prom-
ising region to find better solutions. 
The advantage of exploitation is that 
the process often leads to a very high 
convergence rate for the search algo-
rithm. Still, the disadvantage is that 
the search algorithm can be trapped at 
a local optimum because the final solu-
tion point is dependent on the starting 
point .17 Due to the preceding, a search 
algorithm needs to keep an appropri-
ate balance between exploration and 
exploitation17 to find good solutions 
within an acceptable time frame for 
the problem being addressed. How-
ever, finding a way to achieve such a 
balance is still an open problem.

Two followers are GAs. They have 
three operators with the following 
roles in the iterative search process:17

 › Crossover is the process of com-
bining two candidate solutions 
to produce offspring (two new 
candidate solutions). The cross-
over probability (pc) controls the 
occurrence of this operation. 
The impact of the same pc is 
stronger on the AGG than the 
AGE. This is because the AGG 
applies this operation on the 
whole population, while the AGE 

performs crossover only in a 
pair of parents. Mathematically, 
crossover is a mixing process 
with extensive local search in a 
subspace, so it is an exploita-
tion operator.

 › Mutation provides the main 
mechanism for global search, 
so it is an exploration opera-
tor and can be generalized as 
a randomization technique. 
However, if the mutation rate 
is sufficiently low, it moves the 
algorithm balance in favor of 
local search in a subspace. In 
conclusion, mutation can be con-
sidered a double-edged sword: 
it can increase the probability 
of finding the optimum while, 
at the same time, slowing down 
convergence.18

 › Selection provides a driving 
force for the system to evolve 
toward the desired states. It is 
essentially intensive exploita-
tion, increasing the convergence 
rate. This often takes some form 
of elitism, and the simplest form 
is to let the best genes pass on 
to the next generations of the 
population.

Two evolutionary operators exist 
in the DisABC through the following 
mechanisms. The bees in a colony are 
divided into three groups: employed 
bees (forager bees), onlooker bees 
(observer bees), and scout bees. The 
randomization mechanism is carried 
out by scout bees and employed bees, 
mimicking the mutation operator 
that results in a good global search 
abi l it y. I n cont ra st , loca l sea rch 
behavior emerges from a fitness-re-
lated selection. In general terms, the 
DisABC cannot explore the search 
space effectively on high-dimensional 

problems; the opposite applies with 
low-dimensional problems. Conver-
gence may be slow because the Dis-
ABC lacks a crossover operator, and 
thus, the subspace exploitation abil-
ity is pretty limited.

The evolutionary operators in BPSO 
and BPSOC consist of mutation and selec-
tion. A pattern search-type mutation 
allows particles to modify their position. 
In contrast, a selection is implicitly made 
using the current global best solution 
gbest found so far and through the indi-
vidual best pbest.17 The use of gbest seems 
strongly selective, which may be like a 
double-edged sword (implicit exploita-
tion–exploration processes). The advan-
tage is that it helps the swarm speed up 
convergence by drawing toward the cur-
rent gbest,17 which could lead to prema-
ture convergence.

BPSOC has a unique mechanism to 
move through the search space. This 
mechanism has chaos sequences to 
improve diversity and prevent prema-
ture convergence to a local optimal. 
BPSOC has a Lozi map, embedded in 
(1), on chaos() function

vid =  ~ * vid + c1 * chaos()  

* (gbest,- xid) + c2 * chaos()  
* (pbest - xid) (1)

where the position of the ith particle 
is xid and w is the inertia weight. The 
velocity of the ith particle is vid. Finally, 
c1 and c2 are positive constants used to 
scale cognitive and social factors.

In this work, diversity is calculated 
as Fyvie et al.13 propose. There, the 
contribution of diversity CD of the can-
didate solution c to the set of candidate 
solutions P is defined as

∑=
∑

∈

CD c P d c x( , ) ( , )
x P  

(2)
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where d(·,·) is the Hamming distance. 
Then, CD is the sum over all pairwise 
distances between the candidate 
solution c and the set of candidate 
solutions P.

Explainability of the leader–
follower optimization algorithm
Knowing how the evolutionary oper-
ators and unique mechanisms are 
involved in search algorithms, we 
move a step toward explainability, 
introducing the Taguchi method. This 
experimental methodology has a cata-
log of orthogonal arrays (OAs). An OA 
allows one to choose a product, pro-
cess, or parameter that works more 
consistently in the operating envi-
ronment.19 A metric used from this 
methodology is the effect, that is, how 
much changing the levels (values) of a 
factor changes the process response. A 
second metric from the same method 
is the main effect, which allows us to 
know which factor is the most relevant 

in the process response. We hypothe-
size that the main effect helps to define 
follower-leading behavior (exploita-
tion or exploration).

The selected OA in this work is  
L16(45), where L16 indicates 16 different 
factor level combinations; 45 means 
that up to five parameters (factors) can 
be tuned with four different values 

(also called levels). In Table 1, the “Com-
bination” column has 16 rows that cor-
respond to L16. Five columns, “F1” to 
“F5,” are the factors that represent the 
parameters to be tuned for each fol-
lower algorithm. Note that the preced-
ing does not mean that every follower 
algorithm has five factors in tuning. 
Rather, it means that there are up to 

TABLE 1. The Taguchi 
OAs on L16(45).

Combination F1 F2 F3 F4 F5

1 1 1 1 1 1

2 1 2 2 2 2

3 1 3 3 3 3

4 1 4 4 4 4

5 2 1 2 3 4

6 2 2 1 4 3

7 2 3 4 1 2

8 2 4 3 2 1

9 3 1 3 4 2

10 3 2 4 3 1

11 3 3 1 2 4

12 3 4 2 1 3

13 4 1 4 2 3

14 4 2 3 1 4

15 4 3 2 4 1

16 4 4 1 3 2

TABLE 2. The factors and their levels to be 
used on tuning algorithm parameters.

BPSOC

F1 Level F2 Level F3 Level F4 Level F5 Level

w 1 0.321 c1 1 1 c2 1 1 a 1 1.3 b 1 0.3

2 0.521 2 2 2 2 2 1.4 2 0.35

3 0.721 3 3 3 3 3 1.5 3 0.4

4 0.921 4 4 4 4 4 1.6 4 0.45

BPSO

w 1 0.321 c1 1 1 c2 1 1 — 1 — — 1 —

2 0.521 2 2 2 2 2 — 2 —

3 0.721 3 3 3 3 3 — 3 —

4 0.921 4 4 4 4 4 — 4 —

AGE

pc 1 0.3 Tt 1 2 pm 1 0.01 — 1 — — 1 —

2 0.5 2 4 2 0.05 2 — 2 —

3 0.7 3 6 3 0.1 3 — 3 —

4 0.9 4 10 4 0.2 4 — 4 —

AGG

pc 1 0.3 pm 1 0.01 — 1 — — 1 — — 1 —

2 0.5 2 0.05 2 — 2 — 2 —

3 0.7 3 0.1 3 — 3 — 3 —

4 0.9 4 0.2 4 — 4 — 4 —

DisABC

fo 1 0.01 bl 1 0.01 — 1 — — 1 — — 1 —

2 0.25 2 0.05 2 — 2 — 2 —

3 0.5 3 0.1 3 — 3 — 3 —

4 0.75 4 0.2 4 — 4 — 4 —

w: inertia weight; c1: cognitive factor; c2: social factor; a: parameter of Lozi map; b: parameter of Lozi map; pc: cross-
over probability; pm: mutation probability; Tt: tournament size; fo: onlooker phase; bl: local search phase.
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five factors to tune. Accordingly, in 
Table 1, the numbers one, two, three, 
and four are the different levels related 
to the algorithm parameters to be 
tuned. For example, suppose F1 is the 
number-of-bees parameter in the Dis-
ABC algorithm since we need to select 
the best size of the swarm to address 
the BS deactivation problem. So, level 
1 could take the value of 20 bees, level 
2 could take the value of 40 bees, and 
so on up to the level defined on the OA. 
Considering our output target (that is, 
the minimum number of active pico-
BSs), at the end of the tuning process, 

we keep the level on the number of 
bees (F1) that, on average, figures out 
the lowest number of active pico-BSs 
among the remaining levels.

Table 2 lists factors and their lev-
els to be used to build the 16 orthogo-
nal combinations according to Table 1. 
Each follower algorithm is executed 
10 times per orthogonal combina-
tion. In this way, solving the problem 
under review, we obtain the best set of 
parameters (that is, the best combina-
tion out of the 16 different orthogonal 
combinations) for each follower. For 
analyzing the effect of the parameters 

on the process responses, we use a main 
effects plot (see Figure 7), which shows 
differences of the level mean for one or 
more factors. In Figure 7, we analyze the 
main effect slope, which figures out the 
predominant behavior of each follower. 
The steeper the slope, the greater mag-
nitude of the main effect.

In BPSO, w is the most relevant 
main effect [see Figure 7(a)], and at very 
close range, it is c2, although w has a 
steeper slope between levels 3 and 4. 
Figure 7(b) shows that the curve with 
the steepest slope is w between levels 3 
and 4 for BPSOC, as in BPSO. Likewise, 
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the most relevant main effect on the 
AGE is pm [see Figure 7(c)]. In contrast, 
for the AGG, it was not possible to tune 
the parameters by using the Taguchi 
method. Therefore, we cannot analyze 
the AGG’s main effect slope. We set 
the AGG parameters by using values 
reported in the literature. Finally, for 
the DisABC, the main effect is bl [see 
Figure 7(d)].

Table 3 presents the set of parame-
ter values of each follower algorithm. 
These values are the ones suggested 
in the literature. So, BPSO and BPSOC 
have a w factor equal to 0.721, giv-
ing them an exploitation behavior. 
Besides, the AGG sets pm equal to 0.1, 
which means an exploration behav-
ior because of the high probability of 
mutation, while the AGE is biased to 
exploitation, with pm equal to 0.01, 
because of low mutation. Finally, the 
DisABC is biased by fo to exploration.

On the other hand, Table 4 details 
the follower parameters after the tuning 
process based on the Taguchi method. 
As a result, BPSO reduces its explo-
ration capability by using ~ equal to 
0.521, compared with the same param-
eter in Table 3. The parameter ~ in 
the final table for BPSOC equals 0.321, 
moving its search ability to high explo-
ration. Conversely, the AGE reduces its 
exploitation capability due to the pm 
value being 0.05. The AGG cannot find 
any solution throughout the tuning 
process, so its behavior remains biased 
to exploration. The DisABC increases 
both parameters, but considering its 
most relevant main effect, its behavior 
leads to local search while resolving a 
high-dimensional problem.

Figure 8 gives the results of the 
search process done by each follower. 
Zero active pico-BSs means no feasi-
ble solutions are found by the fol-
lower. BPSO has the best result using 

literature parameters, as Figure 8(a) 
shows. BPSO has an exploration bias, 
and it can solve the problem by cover-
ing 900 MUs with almost 120 active 
pico-BSs. BPSO variants have bet-
ter performance than the rest of the 
algorithms. A comparison of Figure 
8(a) and (b) shows that parameters 
proposed in the literature are better 
than those proposed throughout the 

Taguchi method for followers solving 
the problem under review.

Considering the parameters in 
Table 3, BPSO and BPSOC algorithms 
have exploitation bias. The diversity 
trend throughout iterations in these 
two followers [see Figure 9(a)], is acute; 
this means that convergence velocity 
toward pbest and gbest is fast.20 Fur-
thermore, diversity is slightly greater 

TABLE 3. The algorithm tuning parameters from research works.

Follower F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 Leading behavior

BPSO w = 0.721 c1 = 2 c2 = 2 — — Exploitation toward gbest and 
pbest

BPSOC w = 0.721 c1 = 2 c2 = 2 a = 1.4 b = 0.3 Exploitation toward gbest and 
pbest

AGE pc = 0.7 Tt = 2 pm = 
0.01

— — Low impact of crossover and 
exploitation

AGG pc = 0.7 pm = 0.1 — — — High degree of crossover and 
exploration

DisABC fo = 0.1 bl = 0.01 — — — Null degree of crossover and 
exploration

TABLE 4. The algorithm tuning parameters by the Taguchi 
method and the relevant main effect (in bold).

Follower F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 Leading behavior

BPSO w = 0.521 c1 = 1 c2 = 4 — — Low exploration toward gbest

BPSOC w = 0.321 c1 = 2 c2 = 3 a = 1.5 b =0.35 Exploration toward gbest

AGE pc = 0.7 Tt = 2 pm = 0.05 — — Low impact of crossover and 
exploration

AGG* pc = 0.7 pm = 0.1 — — — High degree of crossover 
and exploration

DisABC fo = 0.5 bl = 0.05 — — — Null degree of crossover and 
exploitation

*This follower was not possible to tune with the Taguchi method, so the parameters were set from values reported in 
research works.
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in BPSOC because of the Lozi map 
effect (this is a unique mechanism in 
BPSOC). On the other hand, diversity 
in the DisABC and AGE is low because 

of the low impact of crossover prob-
ability. The diversity trend in both 
algorithms is the same as in BPSO 
variants because of the performance 

of the DisABC on high-dimensional 
problems and exploitation behavior 
in AGE. Figure 9(b) shows the effect of 
diversity on the solution quality. As 
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diversity increases, the solution qual-
ity increases. This can be supported by 
comparing Figure 9(a) and (b): BPSO 
and BPSOC have 60 calls by each parti-
cle to evaluate the objective function, 
while BPSO has 20 calls to the penalty 
function, and BPSOC has 12 calls. The 
ratio of the calls to the objective func-
tion versus the calls to the penalty 
function is greater than the rest of  
the followers.

Figure 10 details the results of the 
leader–follower optimization algo-
rithm and each follower. The followers 
were executed 30 times. Also, every 
follower had 100 iterations and 30 
initial candidate solutions. We evalu-
ated 19 different traffic loads (100, 200, 
300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1,000, 
1,200, 1,400, 1,600, 1,800, 2,000, 2,400, 
2,800, 3,200, and 3,735 MUs). Through 
previous simulations, we found that 
3,735 MUs was the limit traffic load 
that the HN can service under the hex-
agonal cellular array of 170 active pico-
BSs (see Figure 5) and the preceding HN 
conditions. The best result of a single 
follower performing the search task was 
about 110 active pico-BSs when there 
were 800 MUs. As Figure 10 shows, the 
team of algorithms still deactivates pico-
BSs beyond the traffic load of 800 MUs, 
considering the relation between active 
pico-BSs and supported MUs.

It is important to note that in the 
leader–follower optimization algo-
rithm, the AGG always is the first fol-
lower algorithm to report a feasible solu-
tion (170 active pico-BSs) to the rest of the 
follower algorithms (see Table 5). The 
AGG achieves this thanks to its explora-
tion behavior and a high degree of com-
bining (pc = 0.7) in the entire population, 
leading the rest of the followers to feasi-
ble search spaces. BPSOC, with its explo-
ration bias and higher diversity, often 
improves feasible solutions found by the 

TABLE 5. The first follower algorithm on reporting a feasible solution.

Execution Iteration Traffic load Best Algorithm

7 5 1,200 170 AGG

8 5 1,200 170 AGG

9 5 1,200 170 AGG

10 5 1,200 170 AGG

1 5 1,500 170 AGG

1 5 1,800 170 AGG

2 5 1,800 170 AGG

3 5 1,800 170 AGG

4 5 1,800 170 AGG

1 5 3,735 170 AGG

2 5 3,735 170 AGG

3 5 3,735 170 AGG

4 5 3,735 170 AGG

5 5 3,735 170 AGG

6 5 3,735 170 AGG

7 5 3,735 170 AGG

8 5 3,735 170 AGG

9 5 3,735 170 AGG

10 5 3,735 170 AGG
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AGG. Then, the AGG and BPSOC are the 
two algorithms that most influence the 
ability to find feasible solutions in the 
leader–follower optimization algorithm.

Figure 11 displays the effect of the 
parameter values in the leader–follower 
optimization algorithm that slightly 
improve its performance by using val-
ues biased to exploration. Each point 
in Figure 11 is the mean of 30 runs. 
Between 1,000 MUs and 1,600 MUs, 
followers with the parameters reported 
in the literature deliver better solu-
tions. It is clear that beyond 1,600 MUs, 
there is no difference. Thus, selecting 
one configuration of parameters or the 
other is not relevant.

T he leader–follower optimiza-
tion algorithm can find solu-
t ion s even i n cha l leng i ng 

scenarios, tuning follower algorithms 
with values reported in the literature 
(see Table 3). BPSO and BPSOC find 
better solutions by performing deeper 
exploitation (with parameter ~ equal to 
0.721). This is proved in the ratio of the 
calls to the objective function and the 
penalty function. Both values are higher 
than the ones in the AGE, AGG, and Dis-
ABC that have exploratory behavior. 
The AGG and BPSOC contribute the 
most to the performance of the leader–
follower optimization algorithm. They 
work as a team, while the AGG finds 
promising subspaces. BPSO exploits  
those subspaces and moves toward 
gbest. Consequently, BPSOC explores 
the same subspaces at low velocities 
because of the higher diversity. We 
found that the most relevant effect on 
each follower algorithm explains  
its behavior.

For future work, we plan to apply a 
machine learning algorithm to know 
what kind of solutions are favored by 
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the leader–follower optimization algo-
rithm. The algorithm could mine fea-
tures that can explain how the solu-
tions are composed (for example, the 
location of the pico-BSs, pico-BS capac-
ity, interference level in the pico-BS, 
and so on) to achieve the minimum 
number of active pico-BSs. 
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Trustworthy artificial intelligence researchers should seek 

to better detect and characterize systematic deviations in 

data and models (that is, bias). This article provides data 

scientists with motivation, theory, code, and examples 

on how to perform disciplined discovery of systematic 

deviations in data and models at the subset level.

Data scientists and decision-makers seek to 
understand their data at the subset level. This 
subset-level of understanding can reveal anom-
alous patterns relevant to trustworthy artificial 

intelligence (AI), such as under/over representation in data, 
predictive model bias, and distribution shifts. Critically, 
these patterns may not be evident at a global (all records) 

level or at individual-record levels. For example, know-
ing that approximately 24% of census respondents make 
more than US$50,000 per year provides no information 
about how that outcome is distributed across age, educa-
tion, or employment levels. Furthermore, knowing that a 
44-year-old married woman who works 24 h a week makes 
less than US$50,000 per year contains little information on 
how that generalizes to larger groups.

To bridge this gap between the global and individ-
ual levels of understanding, data scientists will often 
stratify an outcome of interest across individual features 
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such as age, gender, ethnicity, or edu-
cation. Many dashboards-like solutions 
perform these “cross tab” tasks to better 
understand how the outcome of interest 
is distributed across the predetermined 
subsets. If this manual process reveals 
that one of the predetermined subpopu-
lations has outcomes that deviate from 
its expectation, then researchers may 
invoke a claim of bias or shift in the data 
or model. Although well intentioned, 
these researchers are not appropriately 
accounting for the true scale of scanning 
over subsets of data and models, which 
means they may miss the true bias in their 
data or be unable to statistically defend 
the deviation that they found manually. 
Therefore, the goal of this trustworthy AI 
article is to provide data scientists with 
motivation, theory, code, and examples 
on how to perform disciplined discovery 
of systematic deviations in data and mod-
els at the subset level.

Anomalous subset discovery is 
challenging for two primary reasons. 
The first reason is that there are expo-
nentially many subsets to consider. 
Even moderate-sized datasets will 
contain trillions of possible subsets to 
investigate for anomalous deviations 
away from expectations. In the face of 
such an insurmountable task, investi-
gators will often simplify their search 
to a tiny fraction of subsets which hin-
ders the larger goal of discovery. Nobel 
prize winner Herbert Simon studied 
this human bias called satisficing and 
bounded rationality in the 1970s.

“Decision makers can satisfice 
either by finding optimum solu-
tions for a simplified world, or 
by finding satisfactory solutions 
for a more realistic world.”16

Trustworthy AI researchers study-
ing fairness and bias fall into this exact 

same tension 50 years later. They often 
perform a search over a simplified 
world looking for a satisfactory solution 
because maximizing over the exponen-
tially large space is difficult.

The second common issue of work-
ing with data at the subset level, is the 
statistical challenge of claiming signif-
icance of the detected pattern due to 
extreme multiple hypothesis testing. To 
borrow a phrase, “if you torture your data 
enough, you can get it to say anything.” 
Undisciplined (manual) searching over 
subsets creates a quagmire of false dis-
coveries and unreproducible results.

To address these concerns for trust-
worthy AI applications, this article uses 
techniques from a growing body of work 
known as subset scanning.13,18 Subset 
scanning exploits mathematical proper-
ties of commonly used measures of diver-
gence called scoring functions (for exam-
ple, likelihood ratios) that allow for exact 
and efficient maximization over subsets 
of feature values. Critically, this property 
allows discovery and understanding of 
data at the subset level while overcoming 
the computational complexity and sta-
tistical challenges associated with expo-
nentially many subsets to consider. Sub-
set scanning ideas originated at Carnegie 
Mellon University in the 2000s out of the 
scan statistics literature with a focus on 
epidemiology and disease surveillance. 
However, the work is now expanding 
with connections to information theory, 
rule-mining, predictive bias and fair-
ness,20 out-of-distribution detection,5 dis-
tribution shifts,9 and causal discovery.11,14

Before continuing into more details 
of subset scanning and its applications to 
trustworthy AI, we conclude this intro-
duction with a motivating example of 
identifying anomalous subpopulations 
in one of the most recognized datasets in 
machine learning and data science: the 
Adult census data.10 Subset scanning 

discovered novel subsets of the data 
with extreme under (or over) representa-
tion of the outcome of interest.

The binary target outcome in Adult 
is whether the individual had an annual 
income exceeding US$50,000. Approx-
imately 23.6% of the records have this 
outcome (see Figure 1). Trustworthy AI 
research may be concerned with how 
this outcome is distributed across age, 
gender, race, education, and many other 
features collected as part of the census.

Scanning identified the following 
subset of records: All individuals who 
had no capital gains and had one of 
the following four relationship status: 
“not-in-family,” “other-relative,” or “own-
child,” or “unmarried.” This subset con-
tains 52% of the records but only 10% of 
the individuals exceeding US$50,000 
income. Given the outcome of inter-
est is Y and a subset in a given data are 
defined as S and probability is defined 
as P, another way of stating this result 
is that the global (marginal) probability 
of the outcome is P(Y = 1) = 0.236 but this 
subset has a conditional probability of 
P(Y = 1 | S) = 0.047. Only 4.7% of the indi-
viduals in this group made more than 
US$50,000, and this group represents 
more than half of the data! This large 
divergence between P(Y) and P(Y | S) can 
also be viewed as the amount of infor-
mation that knowing S provides about 
the outcome Y. More details on the scor-
ing functions optimized in subset scan-
ning are provided next.

Subset scanning performs this effi-
cient search over trillions and trillions 
of possible subsets in just a few seconds 
using standard personal computers (no 
GPUs required). The runtime for the 
multidimensional subset scan (MDScan 
algorithm) on the Adult data set is sum-
marized in Figure 2. The runtime is 
reported against the size of the search 
space measured by the number of features 
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and the number of subsets with the lat-
ter growing exponentially. We encour-
age interested readers to try the publicly 
available code and notebooks (https://

github.com/Trusted-AI/AIF360/blob/ 
master/examples/demo_mdss_detector. 
ipynb) to recreate some of the results 
for themselves. The code is available 

in the open source AI-Fairness 360 
tool kit.3

SCORING FUNCTIONS FOR 
MEASURING DEVIATIONS
Measures of deviation such as cross- 
entropy and likelihood ratios form 
the basis of many statistical machine 
learning tasks. They quantify diver-
gence using probabilistic or informa-
tion-theoretic founded assumptions. 
The goal of subset scanning in the con-
text of detecting bias (and trustworthy 
AI more broadly) is to identify subsets 
of data and models where these mea-
sures of deviation are maximized.

Previous work has shown that com-
monly used measures of divergence 
(scoring functions) satisfy the (addi-
tive) linear-time subset scanning prop-
erty (ALTSS).13,18 A feature containing 
k unique values (such as 15 values in 
“occupation” from the Adult data set) 
contain O(2k) possible combinations 
of feature values. For scoring func-
tions that satisfy the ALTSS property, 
the vast majority of these subsets are 
provably suboptimal and cannot be 
the highest scoring (most anomalous) 
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FIGURE 1. The proportion of adults making greater than US$50,000 and the size and proportion of the same outcome in the 
subset identified by subset scanning in (a) Adult and (b) Folktable datasets. Only 4.7% and 3.8% of the adults in the anoma-
lous subsets of Adult and Folktables, respectively, have the outcome compared to the 23.6% and 39.1% expected from the 
corresponding whole population. 
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subset. In fact, only linearly many, 
O(k), subsets have the potential to be 
the highest scoring. The ALTSS prop-
erty of scoring functions decreases 
the search space from exponential 
to linearly many subsets to consider 
while still guaranteeing that the most 
divergent (highest scoring) subset 
of the O(2k) possible subsets will be 
identified. This fundamental prop-
erty of scoring functions is then used 
as a building block to enable more 
sophisticated search algorithms such 
as the multidimensional subset scan 
(MDScan)13 described next.

Table 1 lists the measures of devi-
ation (scoring functions) referenced in 
this article. The first two rows assume 
all records have the same expectation 
for the outcome Y. When the expec-
tation-based binomial scan statistic 
(first row) is evaluated at its maxi-
mum likelihood estimate (qmle), then 

it is equivalent to a directed version 
of the J-Measure (second row). The 
third row is different in that it allows 
the expectation to vary for each indi-
vidual record. More details on this 
distinction are provided next.

The expectation-based binomial 
scan statistic satisfies ALTSS.18 This 
scoring function is a likelihood ratio 
based on the binomial distribution. It 
identifies anomalous subsets where the 
number of Y = 1 outcomes in a subset S 
shows evidence of being increased by 
a multiplicative factor q, (sometimes 
referred to as a relative risk) above 
the expected count. More specifically, 
the highest scoring subset is one that 
shows the most evidence of q > 1.

The second scoring function in Table 1  
is a directed version of the informa-
tion-theoretic J-measure.17 J-measure 
quantifies the average information 
about the outcome Y when conditioning 

only on the records in subset S. It is the 
size of the subset times the cross entropy 
or Kullback–Leilbler divergence between 
the global (marginal) probability of the 
outcome Y and the probability of the 
outcome Y conditioned on the subset 
S. We make the additional assumption 
that the positive directed version of the 
J-Measure is 0 whenever P(Y | S) < P(Y). 
This allows it to only detect increases in 
the outcome of interest. Scanning in the 
negative direction is also possible. This 
directed version of J-Measure proposed 
here satisfies the three desired proper-
ties of a measure;15 however, the original 
undirected J-measure does not.

One may derive an alternative form 
of these two scoring functions using 
terminology from classification rule 
mining. These scoring functions are 
finding the subset S that maximizes the 
correct balance of the support1 and lift4 
of the rule (S  Y) as shown as follows:

TABLE 1. The scoring functions ‑ is to find the subset S that maximizes the divergence 
between the expected outcomes in S and observed outcomes in S. 

Scoring functions (measures of deviation at subset level)

Name 
Derivation in observed outcome yi and expected  
outcome, p or pi . 
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P(Y) = p: the expectation (mean) of the outcome over the entire data; pi : the expectation (predicted probability of the outcome from some model) for a single record, i;. KL(.,.): 
Kullback–Leibler divergence.  
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Supp (S  Y) · ln (Lift (S  Y))
+ Supp (S  ¬Y) · ln (Lift (S  ¬Y)). (1)

The third scoring function in Table  1 
is the expectation-based Bernoulli 
scan statistic, also known as the bias 
score.20 This scoring function differs 
from the previous ones in two ways. 
First, it allows the expectation of the 
outcome to vary per record and does 
not rely on the global mean of the out-
come. This makes it particularly use-
ful in scanning over predictions made 

by classification models that were 
trained on separate data (see “Setting 
Expectations” section). Second, the 
previous two scoring functions look for 
an increase in the number of observed 
outcomes in a subset (as compared 
to the expected number) whereas 
bias scan looks for an increase in the 
observed odds of the outcome in a sub-
set compared to the expected odds.

The scoring functions in Table 1 are 
written to detect an increase in the out-
comes. These functions can also scan for 

decreases by maximizing over 0 < q < 1 
instead of q > 1 and defining the Directed 
J-Measure to be 0 whenever P(Y | S) > P(Y) .

Finally, we emphasize that this is 
far from an exhaustive list of scor-
ing functions that satisfy the ALTSS 
property. Likelihood ratios from other 
members of the exponential family as 
well as many nonparametric scan sta-
tistics can be maximized efficiently 
over subsets of feature values.

SCALING SCANNING FROM 
SINGLE TO MULTIPLE 
DIMENSIONS
MDScan13 exploits the additive linear- 
time subset scanning property of scor-
ing functions to efficiently scan for anoma-
lous subsets spanning multiple features. 
The additive linear-time subset scanning 
property12,18 allows exact and efficient 
maximization of scoring functions over a 
single feature by only considering linearly 
many subsets of its feature values. Using 
boolean logic terms, these subsets of fea-
ture values from a single feature repre-
sent the “or” operator such as occupation: 
{tech-support or prof-specialty}. In con-
trast, a subset spanning two or more 
features represents the “and” operator 
between features. An example of this 
would be relationship status: {unmar-
ried or not-in-family} and occupation: 
{tech-support or prof-specialty}. More 
generally, subsets of this form are said to 
be in conjunctive normal form which are 
“ANDs of ORs” and these subsets form the 
exponentially large search space when 
scanning over multiple features.

MDScan is an iterative ascent pro-
cedure where each step is efficient and 
exact due to the ALTSS property of the 
scoring function being maximized 
(see Algorithm 1 for pseudocode). Each 
step scans over an individual feature’s 
values to determine if there is a large 
divergence between the observed and 

ALGORITHM 1: PSEUDOCODE FOR MDSCAN
1  # Input and output definition; 
 input:  Dataset: 
 D = {(xi, yi)| i=1,2,...,N},
 Set of features:
 F= [f1,f2,..., fm, ..., fM]
 output: AnomSubset, 
 AnomScore 
2 # Initialization; 
3 AnomSubset ← {}; 
4 AnomScore ← −∞; 
5 UnCheckedF ← F; 
6 #Iterate until convergence; 
7 while UnCheckedF isNot {} do 
8 # Randomly select unchecked feature; 
9  fm ← Random(UnCheckedF); 
10  # Mark the feature as checked;
11  UnCheckedF ← UnCheckedF \ fm;
12  # Compute the anomalous score;
13 Score, Subset ← ALTSS 
 (fm | AnomSubset); 
14 # Compare the new score with previous best;
15  if Score > AnomScore then
16  # Update the score, subset and reset the flag to unchecked;
17  AnomScore ← Score; 
18  AnomSubset ←  Subset;
19  UnCheckedF ← F; 
20  else
21  Go to Step 4; 
22 # Return the most anomalous score and its subset;
23 return AnomSubset, AnomScore
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expected outcomes for some subset 
of the feature values. Each time a new 
high-scoring subset is found in the 
ascent then all features are rescanned. 
This is in stark contrast to greedy tree-
based methods that do not reconsider 
previous splits. The ascent continues 
until no single change to the subset will 
increase its score. At this point the ascent 
procedure has converged and multiple 
random restarts are used to approach 
the global maximum.

SETTING EXPECTATIONS
At the heart of detecting systematic 
deviations between observed and 
expected outcomes is the task of how to 
set the expectations from data and mod-
els. Three scenarios for setting expecta-
tions are considered in this article, and 
each scenario has a set of tasks relevant 
for trustworthy AI. These scenarios are 
summarized in Figure 3 as A, B, and C. 
These scenarios are distinguishable 
from each other between Intrinsic 
and Extrinsic expectations.

Intrinsic expectation is when the 
data being scanned is also used to 
form the expectation of the outcome. 
Extrinsic expectations are when the 
expectations are formed from data 
other the scanning data. Scenarios A 
and B have intrinsic expectations.

Scenario A: Intrinsic expectation 
from outcome mean
Scenario A is the simplest of the three 
and the motivating example from the 
Adult dataset in the introduction of 
this article demonstrates the scenario 
well. The expectation of the outcome 
for all subsets was set by the mean of 
the outcome in the data, P(Y) = 0.236. 
This expectation means that approx-
imately 24% of records in any sub-
set should have the outcome Y. Once 
the expectation for the outcome of 

interest is set, then MDScan is able 
to maximize the appropriate scoring 
function over all subsets of feature 
va lues. W hen ma x i m izi ng d iver-
gence away from the outcome mean, 
(that is, Scenario A) the goal of scan-
ning is to identify subsets that are 
extremely over or underrepresented 
in the outcome. These may be vul-
nerable populations that are experi-
encing higher-than-expected rates of 
an undesired outcome (or protected 
subpopulations that are experiencing 
high rates of a preferred outcome).

Another example of scanning for 
vulnerable subpopulations comes 
from the National COVID Cohort 
Collaborative (N3C) data.8 Invasive 
ventilation (intubation) of hospital-
ized COVID patients is one of many 
possible outcomes of interest in this 
large cohort. Approximately 6.7% of 

hospitalized patients were intubated. 
Subset scanning provides a disci-
plined way of discovering subpop-
ulations where intubation rates were 
much higher than expected. Scenario 
A-scanning revealed patients older 
than 50 (or age unknown) that did 
not have dementia and lived in either 
the South or West parts of the United 
States had anomalously high rates 
of intubation.

The (naive) expectation from the out-
come mean was that this subset would 
also have 6.7% intubated patients. How-
ever 14% of the patients in this subset 
were intubated. The subset observed 
3756 intubations (compared to the 1940 
expected), which is q = 1.94 times more 
than expected. Another intepretation 
of this result is that patients in this sub-
set were 2.24 times more likely to be 
intubated as compared to the average 

A B C

Intrinsic Expectation
(Expectations Come From

the Same Data Being Scanned)

Extrinsic Expectation
(Expectations Come From
a Different Dataset than
the One Being Scanned)

Tasks:
Detecting Vulnerable or

Protected Sub-Populations

Mining Informative
Classification Rules

Tasks:
Identifying Feature

Interactions Not Captured
by the Model

Detecting Predictive Bias
Induced by Held-Out
(Protected) Attributes

Tasks:
Detecting Data Distribution

Shifts Such as Concept Drift

Detecting Heterogeneous
Treatment Effects in
Randomized Trials

Expectation From the
Outcome Mean

Expectation From Outcome-
Prediction Models

FIGURE 3. Expectations may be formed under three different scenarios of increasing 
complexity. The simplest, Scenario A, is when the expectation for each record’s out-
come is simply the mean of the outcome in the dataset. Scenario B allows the expec-
tation of each record’s outcome to vary according to some predictive model trained 
on the same data. Finally, Scenario C is the most complex and allows the expectation 
(predicted probability) to be based on a model trained on a different dataset than the 
one being scanned. Potential trustworhty AI tasks of these three scenarios are high-
lighted in each cell.
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patient. More details on this subset are 
provided below.

In addition to detecting vulnerable 
subpopulations, Scenario A can also 
be viewed as making contributions 
to Explainable AI through mining 
informative, interpretable classifi-
cation rules. The identified subset of 
individuals in the Adult data set with 
zero capital gains and one of four rela-
tionship status had an anomalously 
high amount of support and lift. That 
is, the rule covered a large number 
of records (more than half the data) 
and had a large difference between 
P(Y) and P(Y | S). Subset scanning 
(away from the expectation set by the 
intrinsic mean) provides a powerful 
alternative to popular apriori-based 
methods for identifying informative 
classification rules.2

Scenario B: Intrinsic expectation 
from outcome prediction model
Scenario B also has intrinsic expecta-
tions that are informed by the same 
data being scanned. However, it dif-
fers from Scenario A in that the out-
come expectation may vary for each 
record. Scenario A has a very naive 
predictive model that assigns the 
same probability of the outcome to 
every record (the mean). Scenario B, 
however, replaces that naive model 
with any classification model that 
provides a (calibrated) predicted prob-
ability pi  for record i to have the out-
come. This subtle difference between 
Scenarios A and B changes the scan-
ning focus from the data (Scenario A) 
to the model (Scenario B). Scenario B 
is scanning over the model predictions 
to discover subsets where the model 
is making systematic errors in its pre-
dictions as compared to the observed 
outcomes. This is predictive bias and 
subset scanning identifies the subset 

of data records where predictive bias 
is highest.

Predictive bias from an intrinsic 
model may exist for a couple different 
reasons. One reason is that the model 
is underfitting the data and has failed 
to capture an interaction that exists in 
the data. A real-world example of this 
from the N3C data are provided next. 
Another reason for predictive bias to 
exist in an intrinsic expectation is due 
to held-out (protected) features that 
are not used to form the expectation 
but are part of the subset scanning 
search space. Withholding age and 
gender features of the Adult data set 
when training a predictive model for 
income may induce a predictive bias 
in some subset of feature values. Sub-
set scanning in Scenario B will detect 
these systematic deviations in a disci-
plined, scalable way.

Returning to the N3C dataset, we 
now consider the outcome of hospi-
tal mortality. These are patients that 
died in a hospital setting and do not 
consider patient deaths outside the 
hospital. Approximately 13.4% of hos-
pitalized patients died. Scenario B 
does not use this outcome mean as 
the expected outcome for all patients. 
Instead, a simple (first-order) logistic 
regression model was trained on the 
data to provide a predicted probabil-
ity pi for each record. The model had 
an area-under-receiver-operator char-
acteristic curve of 0.71, which is on 
the low side but respectable for a sim-
ple, interpretable model trained on 
complex data. Scanning in Scenario 
B searches for the subset where this 
model is making the most systematic, 
biased predictions.

An anomalous subset identified 
in this scenario were cancer patients 
under the age of 50. The logistic regres-
sion model pred icted 80.4 deat hs 

among this group. However, in reality 
there were 195 observed deaths among 
young cancer patients. The observed 
odds of mortality among this group 
were 2.6 times higher than the odds 
of mortality predicted by the model. 
This predictive bias exists because 
of a strong interaction between mor-
tality, cancer, and young patients. 
First-order logistic regression does 
not a l low f or  s u c h i n t e r a c t ion s 
between age and cancer when mod-
eling the odds of mortality and there-
fore underfits the data in this subset. 
Young cancer patients have a funda-
mentally different relationship with 
COVID mortality than young patients 
or cancer patients separately. This 
interaction was revealed by scan-
ning for systematic deviations with 
expectations learned from an intrin-
sic model.

Scenario C: Extrinsic expectation 
from outcome prediction model
Finally, we consider Scenario C, which 
is the most complex formulation of 
expectations. Setting expectations in 
Scenario C is similar to Scenario B in 
that each record i may have a different 
expected outcome pi informed by some 
classification or prediction model. 
However, unlike Scenario B, Scenario 
C’s classification model is trained 
on different data than the data being 
scanned for systematic deviations. 
Scenario C has an extrinsic expectation 
for the outcome.

Systematic deviations in Scenario 
C can come from a much wider vari-
ety of sources than the predictive bias 
in Scenario B. This is not because the 
extrinsic model is “wrong” but rather 
because of fundamental data shifts 
between training and scanning data. 
Subset scanning can detect these dis-
tribution shifts that cause the most 
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bias in the extrinsic model at the sub-
set level.

An applied example of Scenario 
C is detecting heterogeneous treat-
ment effects in randomized trials11 
(that is, causal discovery). This is done 
by training a classification model to 
predict the outcome of interest (set-
ting expectations) on the control arm 
and then predicting the outcome of 
interest with this model on the treat-
ment arm. Any systematic deviation 
between the outcomes in the treat-
ment arm and the expectations set by 
the control arm can be attributed to 
the effect of the treatment due to the 
randomly assigned treatment status. 
A real-world example of discovering 
heterogeneous treatment effects with 
subset scanning comes from the Bet-
terBirth study. This study tested the 
intervention of training care provid-
ers on how to use a Safe Childbirth 
Checklist developed by the World 
Health Organization.6 Unfortunately, 
no  average treatment effect was 
detected. This means the outcomes in 
the control arm were similar to those 
in the treatment arm.

Scanning detected an anomalous 
subpopulation in the treatment arm 
of the BetterBirth study that had 2.6% 
neonatal mortality. This was deemed 
anomalous because the same subset 
in the control arm had 3.7% neonatal 
mortality (OR: 0.70,95% CI:0.62 −0.79). 
Our goal with these types of results 
from data-driven hypotheses is to 
encourage funders of clinical trials to 
allow data science methods to analyze 
trial results instead of relying on strict 
pre-analysis plans which hinder dis-
covery. Scanning options in Scenario C 
allow for the most creative use of data 
and models and will continue to be an 
active area of research for computer 
and social scientists a like.

SCANNING FOR  
SIMPLER SUBSETS
Multidimensional subset scan is able 
to scale to datasets with dozens of 
features and maximize measures of 
divergence over trillions of possible 
subsets. However, this scaling power 
can also be a curse because the most 
anomalous subset in these datasets 
may span eight features and contain 
20 or more literals to describe it. There-
fore, a key component of the MDScan 
algorithm is the incorporation of a 
complexity penalty that acts as a regu-
larization term on the search process. 
This regularization term penalizes 
subsets based on the number of literals 
used to describe the subset of feature 
values. The subset, relationship sta-
tus: {unmarried or not-in-family} and 
occupation: {tech-support or prof-spe-
cialty} has a description length of 
four literals (spanning two features). 
Using the likelihood ratio interpreta-
tion of scoring functions, this penalty 
on complexity may be thought of as a 
prior probability that informs the like-
lihood into a posterior. Without a com-
plexity penalty in place, all subsets are 
equally likely to be the highest scor-
ing one. With the complexity penalty 
in place, subsets with longer descrip-
tion lengths are less likely to be the 
most anomalous subset. These penal-
ties were first described by Speakman 
et al.18 and then formalized into com-
plexity penalties by Zhang and Neill.20

To better demonstrate the impact of 
the complexity penalty on MDScan, we 
return once again to the N3C COVID 
patient dataset and the invasive ven-
tilation (intubation) outcome used as 
an example in Scenario A previously. 
The anomalous subset used in that 
example was described with a total of 
six literals: No dementia (1) and living 
in South or West regions (2) and age in 

the ranges 50–65, or 65+, or unknown 
(3). This subset was returned when a 
complexity penalty of 25 was used to 
penalize overly complex (long descrip-
tion length) subsets.

Figure 4 shows the 6-literal subset 
as the green dot. Integers on the dots 
denote the description length of the 
subset. The x-axis of this figure mea-
sures the size of the subset as the pro-
portion of the total number of records. 
The y-axis displays the observed out-
comes contained in the subset as a por-
tion of the total number of outcomes 
in the data. Any subset lying on the 
blue line is not anomalous because it 
contains a similar number of expected 
and observed outcomes. Subsets above 
the line have more observed outcomes 
than expected and the farther from 
this line, the more anomalous the sub-
set is. These graphs have axes similar 
to Lorenz curves but should not be con-
fused with cumulative distributions 
of wealth.

The role of the complexity penalty 
is to find anomalous subsets with dif-
ferent description lengths (number 
of literals). Running MDScan with 
a large penalty on complexity (150) 
returns a subset described by a sin-
gle literal: body mass index: {Obese}. 
This 1-literal subset is less anomalous 
than the 6-literal subset. It contains 
a similar number of observed intu-
bations as the 6-literal subset (nearly 
identical y-axis) but it is larger and 
therefore expected to contain more 
intubations (larger x-axis). In other 
words, the purple ➀ dot is closer to 
the blue line than the green ➅ dot. 
However the 1-literal subset may be 
much easier to interpret than the 
6-literal subset and balancing this 
tradeoff is done by varying the com-
plexity penalty. Relaxing the pen-
alty down to 100 allows MDScan to 
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identify a subset described by two lit-
erals: Region: {South} or {West}. This 
group contains nearly 30% of the data 
records and approximately 46% of 
the ventilations.

Removing the complexity penalty 
allows MDScan to aggressively slice 
and dice the dataset in search for the 
most anomalous subset of feature-val-
ues. In this setting it resulted in a sub-
set described by 15 literals (blue dot). 
Although this subset had the “best” 
combination of expected and observed 
outcomes, it is too obtuse for domain 
experts to understand. Automatically 
choosing the best complexity penalty 
for a given discovery task is an area 
of future research. Meanwhile, it is 
recommended that investigators try a 
range of penalty values and perform 
an “elbow” heuristic for a large change 

in the returned subset score as a func-
tion of the complexity penalty.

SCANNING FOR SIGNIFICANT 
SUBSETS
Computer scientists may be impressed 
with the speed and scalability of subset 
scanning methods. However, statisti-
cians are likely annoyed by the obvious 
problems of multiple hypothesis test-
ing that arise when maximizing scor-
ing functions over trillions of possible 
subsets (hypotheses). To be clear, statis-
tical significance of deviations found 
by subset scanning cannot be tested 
using the standard techniques that are 
designed around a single hypothesis 
test. Doing so would essentially guar-
antee rejection of the null hypothesis 
because of how aggressive scanning 
seeks for evidence against it.

To account for this extreme multi-
ple hypothesis testing problem, subset 
scanning uses randomization testing7 
to maintain a low false discovery rate. 
Randomization testing creates replica 
datasets where the observed outcome 
from each record is replaced by ran-
domly assigned new one. In a replica 
world the null hypothesis is true and 
the observed outcomes are drawn from 
the same distribution as the expected 
outcomes. MDScan is then called to 
detect and score the highest scoring 
subset in the replica world. This will 
return a score of an anomalous sub-
set that existed by chance. R different 
replica worlds are created and scanned. 
The distribution of scores from these 
R replica worlds provide a significance 
threshold such that scores above the 
threshold would result in a false posi-
tive only a portion of times. Similarly, 
a p-value of an observed score may 
be calculated by comparing which 
portion of the replica world scores 
exceeded the observed score. At least 
R = 100 replica worlds are recommended 
in order to form a smooth distribution of 
anomalous subset scores when the null 
hypothesis is true. Alternatives to ran-
domization testing for significance is an 
area of future research.

Systematic deviations in data and 
models are everywhere. How-
ever, looking for satisfactory 

deviations in manual, undisciplined, 
unrepeatable ways does a disservice to 
trustworthy AI and data science more 
broadly. In this article, we provided 
motivation, theory, code, and examples 
for disciplined detection of systematic 
deviations at the subset level of data 
and models.

This narrative required three com-
plimentary parts. First is how deviations 
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are defined and measured. These are 
the scoring functions based on likeli-
hood ratios, information theory, and 
rule mining that quantify how far way 
observations are from their expec-
tations. Second is an algorithm that 
efficiently maximizes these scoring 
functions over the exponentially 
large search space of feature-values: 
MDScan. Third is the critical compo-
nent of how expectations are formed. 
Expectations may be as simple as 
the observed mean of a binary out-
come. They could also be incredibly 
complex deep neural networks that 
are susceptible to subtle distribution 
shifts in data. How expectations are 
formed changes the focus of MDScan 
to either scanning over data or scan-
ning over models.

No machine learning task is com-
plete without a regularization term and 
subset scanning is no different. Not all 
anomalous subsets are created equal 
and MDScan allows the search process 
to give preference to simpler subsets 
with shorter description lengths. This 
lever allows MDScan to return a single 
feature-value as the anomalous subset 
or to relax the constraint and let scan-
ning push the (obtuse) boundaries of 
anomalous pattern detection at the 
subset-level.

The article concluded with notes 
about statistical significance and why 
it is important to not use off-the-shelf 
testing metrics. Subset scanning may 
be viewed as testing all hypotheses in 
a data set and returning the one with 
the most evidence. This power must be 
appropriately controlled through rig-
orous randomization testing.

John Tukey is famously quoted 
as saying: “Science does not begin 
with a tidy question nor does it end 
with a tidy answer.”19 Trustworthy 
AI researchers, particularly those in 

the fairness and bias areas, must be 
reminded of this truth. “Biases,” these 
systematic deviations in data and 

models, are likely far more complex 
and far more useful than is currently  
given credit. 
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sively and believed to lead to greater trust in groups and 
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socio-legal discourse. However, it has often been argued 
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that AI transparency is needed in order 
to build trust in the decision-making of 
AI systems and also understand their 
implication on the larger socio-politi-
cal and cultural context within which 
they exist and operate. With AI systems, 
particularly decision-making and rec-
ommender systems, being deployed in 
all domains from health care and law 
enforcement to retail and e-commerce, 
questions regarding whether the algo-
rithm is accurate and should be trusted 
require opaque “black-box” algorithms 
to become transparent.1 While trans-
parency is generally useful in the case 
of decision-making systems, especially 
when decisions are being suggested 
to aid human decision-makers, it isn’t 
entirely clear whether the same is true 
for all types of AI systems and contexts 
of application. Additionally, this is trans-
parency of the algorithms alone, outside 
of its situated context, and excluding the 
user interactions. Such a specific defini-
tion of transparency, arguably, is unlikely 
to have an effect on trust. On the other 
hand, some research has found transpar-
ency to lead to information overload, and 
negatively affect trust in consumers.2 
However, in general, there is a need for 
more empirical research on transparency 
requirements from a user perspective, 
in various contexts, for any real conclu-
sions to be drawn.3 We believe that the 
current scarcity of such research is the 
result of a fragmented understanding of 
AI transparency, and highlight the need 
to expand the conceptual scope of AI 
transparency to not only include the AI 
system, but also the various stakeholders 
interacting with the system, the context 
of use of the system, and the larger social 
implications of its continued use.

INTRODUCTION
While conceptually transparency is 
rooted in a socio-legal context, within 

AI research, it has come to be predom-
inantly understood as transparency 
of the algorithm, closely related to the 
emerging field of explainable artificial 
intelligence (XAI).1 However, XAI has 
been criticized for being techno-centric, 
led by individual XAI researchers’ intu-
ition on explanations,3 and with limited 
consideration to the existing research 
on both transparency and explana-
tions within the social sciences.4 This 
phenomenon has been described as 
“inmates running the asylum.”4 And 
within this context, transparency is 
defined simply as the ability to under-
stand an algorithm and its decision 
making, through nuances such as 
simulatability, decomposability, and 
algorithmic transparency, all of which 
focus on the algorithm.5 We argue that 
this is a narrow conceptualization. AI 
transparency should extend beyond the 
algorithm into the entire life cycle of AI 
development and application, incorpo-
rating various stakeholders.

Larsson and Heintz have argued 
for a broader conceptualization of AI 
transparency beyond the algorithm 
and elaborated upon the socio-le-
gal context of AI transparency,1,6 
although, it still remains domain-spe-
cific. But it can be useful to understand 
how these domain-specific concep-
tualizations are interconnected, and 
we argue that a wider framing of the 
concept of AI transparency can help 
achieve that. We build that argument 
within the context of AI by identifying 
three distinct levels at which AI trans-
parency can be realized, distinguishing 
three central elements in applied AI, 
the AI system, the user, and the social 
context. Bringing transparency across 
these elements together, we envision 
a cross-domain framework to build 
truly transparent, and consequentially, 
trustworthy AI. We conceptualize these 

levels as 1) algorithmic transparency, 
as seen previously in XAI; 2) interac-
tion transparency, realized through 
human-AI interaction; and 3) social 
transparency, realized through institu-
tions, laws, and socio-cultural norms. 
This, we believe, can serve as a road 
map to better organize and prioritize 
gaps in trustworthy AI research, enable 
a clearer understanding of the larger 
social context of AI, and help identify 
cross-domain collaboration opportu-
nities for various stakeholders in AI 
research and development.

Terminology
This section serves to clarify what we 
mean by some of the key terms we use in 
this article. Lately, AI research has been 
inundated with numerous, overlap-
ping, sometimes interchangeable terms, 
describing various associated concepts. 
The multidisciplinary nature of current 
conversation around AI also means that 
the same terms can sometimes be under-
stood differently in different fields. This 
could potentially be one of the reasons 
for the fragmented understanding of 
transparency. To alleviate any misinter-
pretation, this is our key to the terminol-
ogy used in this article.

Trustworthy AI. According to the 
Ethics Guideline for Trustworthy AI 
outlined by the European Commission 
High-Level Expert Group on AI, for AI 
to be trustworthy it must meet three 
broad criteria, it must be 1) lawful, 2) 
ethical, and 3) robust.7 Evidently, this is 
a very broad definition. The concept of 
trust itself does not have a universally 
accepted definition. Transparency is 
clearly highlighted in the guideline as a 
crucial element of trustworthy AI.

AI transparency. We use the term 
AI transparency as an umbrella term 
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encompassing several notions of 
the concept of transparency from 
various disciplines that speak to 
making AI more understandable and 
human-compatible both individually 
and societally.1,2,3,4,5,6 In this article we 
propose sparse usage of this term (and 
transparency in general) in favor of 
the three specific levels of AI transpar-
ency that better articulate the different 
contexts and stakeholders involved. 
This, we suggest, will help alleviate 
confusion arising from the myriad of 
understandings of transparency.

Explainable AI. Explainable AI or 
XAI can be defined as algorithms that 
explicitly consider human comprehen-
sibility of their decisions as a criterion 
in their computations.8 They encom-
pass tools and methods to explain algo-
rithmic predictions made by black-box 
AI. Generally, they tend to produce post 
hoc explanations. Currently, the field of 
explainable AI deals with a wide vari-
ety of research, from highly computa-
tional and algorithmic, to methods of 
representation of information.

Explanation. While explainability is 
the ability to explain algorithmic deci-
sion making in human-compatible 
terms, the explanation itself is a much 
more qualitative element pertaining 
to the nature of information exchange 
between the human and AI (in the con-
text of AI).8 Explainable AI deals with 
the algorithm, but the explanation itself 
has nothing to do with the algorithm, 
rather, it speaks more to the resultant 
interaction between the AI and the user. 
We make this distinction explicit since 
the criticism of XAI is precisely that 
while AI developers may have an under-
standing of XAI methods, in most cases 
they probably do not have a nuanced 
understanding of explanations.8

Levels of AI transparency
Conceptualizing AI transparency 
beyond the algorithm is not a novel 
endeavor. Several scholars have pro-
posed their own frameworks. Wortham9 
highlights system transparency and 
organizational transparency as being 
key to building trust in AI. And Lars-
son6 expands upon transparency in 
the legal context with seven nuances of 
the concept: proprietorship, avoiding 
abuse, literacy, data ecosystems, dis-
tributed/personalized outcomes, algo-
rithmic transparency and concepts, 
terminology, and metaphor. While 
these conceptualizations make signif-
icant expansions over the widely used 
concept of algorithmic transparency, 
they do not touch upon all aspects of AI 
development and use. We believe such 
a holistic approach is needed to truly 
achieve trustworthy AI.

AI systems are not only algorithms, 
but through their use, give rise to com-
plex interactions between individuals 
and devices, within specific contexts 
and environments, which are, in turn, 
governed by social norms, cultural 
expectations, and laws. The complex 
interplay of these interactions is, we 
have found, not adequately captured 
in AI transparency research. Concep-
tually, Meijer10 distinguishes three 
broad perspectives on transparency: 
transparency as a virtue, relation, and 
system. The first perspective encapsu-
lates transparency as norm or inher-
ently desirable value in public actors. 
The second perspective captures the 
relational notion where one actor is 
made transparent to another, and 
transparency exists as a consequence 
of this relationship. The third per-
spective speaks about the complex 
network of relations that exist within 
a system that work together to pro-
duce transparency.10 Echoing Meijer’s 

perspectives in the context of AI, we 
propose an overarching framework 
where transparency is realized on 
three levels, the AI system/algorithm, 
the user interaction, and the social 
context. They can roughly be seen as 
representing transparency within the 
AI system, between the AI and the 
human user, and between the AI and 
society at large (see Figure 1). However, 
while Meijer10 seems to treat the per-
spectives as three separate views on 
transparency, we argue that the three 
levels we propose in relation to AI 
are inherently connected, likely even 
interdependent, and work together to 
make AI systems transparent.

Broadly, this conceptualization is  
in some ways aligned with the ethos of 
the “transparency by design” frame-
work by Felzmann et al.,11 and we 
view their nine principles as comple-
mentary to our framework. The prin-
ciples being “1) be proactive, not reac-
tive; 2) think of transparency as an 
integrative process; 3) communicate 
in an audience-sensitive manner; 4) 
explain what data are being used and 
how it is being processed; 5) explain 
decision-making criteria and their 
justifiability; 6) explain the risk and 
risk mitigation measures; 7) ensure 
i n s p e c t a bi l it y a nd aud it a bi l it y ; 
8) be responsive to stakeholder que-
ries and concerns; and 9) report dili-
gently about the system.” 11 However, 
it can be argued that the principles 

FIGURE 1. Levels of AI transparency.
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largely pertain to algorithmic trans-
parency (with some exceptions) and 
relate to a specific set of stakeholders. 
Through the three levels we seek to 
cast a broader lens on transparency. 
The principles however prove useful 
in further elaborating upon some con-
cepts covered here.

It is important to note that the rel-
evance of each individual level may 
vary for different stakeholders. For 
example, algorithmic transparency 
may be crucial to developers and audi-
tors of the system, but not necessarily 
as important to the end user, to whom 
interaction transparency might take 
precedence. The three levels can be 
used to create stakeholder maps that 
can help identify collaboration needs 
and opportunities when develop-
ing and deploying AI algorithms. For 
example, the hypothetical stakeholder 
map in Table 1 shows an overview of 
how the levels of transparency may 
potentially map to various stakehold-
ers (in terms of relevance). Neither the 
stakeholders, nor the mapping pre-
sented here are exhaustive and will 
likely differ based on the AI system 
in question and the context it is used 
in. But we propose that creating such 

stakeholder maps can help identify 
areas of cross collaboration as well 
as explicitly address transparency 
requirements on different levels.

Algorithmic transparency
Most widely (mis)understood as AI 
transparency in general, algorithmic 
transparency is seemingly the most 
researched and well understood of 
the three levels. The primary problem 
being that complex AI systems process 
humanly unmanageable amounts of 
data in humanly incomprehensible 
ways, resulting in unknown biases 
in the resulting decisions. Such algo-
rithms are sometimes referred to as 
“black boxes.” Several notable exam-
ples of black-box algorithms exist 
that have made biased decisions not 
intended by its developers, for exam-
ple, Amazon’s AI recruiting tool was 
found to be biased against women, 
and correctional offender manage-
ment profiling for alternative sanc-
tions (COMPAS), a criminal recidivism 
prediction algorithm employed by 
some states in the United States, that 
has been shown to be racially biased 
against African Americans.6

Closely associated is the concept 
of openness. The ability to access 
and scrutinize code, data sets, and 
accompanying systems is essential for 
accountability, and an important part 
of AI transparency.1 The two examples 
listed previously are proprietary algo-
rithms, making them harder to study 
and evaluate. Additionally, complex 
arguments regarding data collection, 
privacy, biased data, historical data, 
and the like have stemmed from algo-
rithmic transparency research. And 
there are still important questions to 
be answered here, such as transpar-
ency with regards to synthetic data. 
Algorithmic decisions are generally 

going to be influenced by the charac-
teristics of the data used to train the 
algorithm, as well as the data the algo-
rithm is used on. Understanding this 
interaction between the algorithm 
and the data are at the core of algorith-
mic transparency.

Various methods to open these 
black boxes and “explain” the deci-
sions made by these algorithms have 
been proposed under a relatively new 
research domain called Explainable 
AI. Using several methods, most often 
secondary AI algorithms designed 
to decode the primary “black-box” 
algorithms, the decisions are broken 
down into human-comprehensible 
terms. For example, Shapley additive 
explanations (SHAP) is a popular XAI 
algorithm that produces explanations 
by highlighting the feature weights 
within the black-box AI that most influ-
enced a given prediction/decision. 
This information is presented through 
graphs.5 XAI methods however are not 
always accurate and are also generally 
inaccessible to non-domain experts. 
The explanations, which often take the 
form of probabilities or graphical rep-
resentations can also be unintuitive 
and convoluted. And also mentioned 
previously, XAI has been criticized for 
relying on individual XAI research-
ers’ intuition on explanations,3 and 
with limited understanding of expla-
nations within the social sciences.4 
We argue that the “explanation” itself 
is less suited as part of algorithmic 
transparency, and more suited as part 
of interaction transparency that we 
elaborate in the next section. Alterna-
tively, other methods for algorithmic 
transparency have also been proposed 
without needing posthoc explanations 
of algorithmic decisions. Interpretable 
AI is one such method where simple, 
human-comprehensible algorithms  

TABLE 1. An example 
stakeholder interest map.

Algorithmic Interaction Social

Developer X 

Designer X 

Owner X 

User X X 

Regulator X X 

Society X 
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are used instead of black-box models. 
It is usually understood that complex 
models with large data sets yield bet-
ter and more accurate predictions; 
however, Rudin12 has recently demon-
strated that leaner, inherently inter-
pretable models can be just as effective 
in certain domains.

Generally, though, the solutions 
to achieve algorithmic transpar-
ency tend to cater to domain-experts. 
This is likely due to a justified bias in 
research pertaining to “high-stakes” 
AI systems such as in health care, 
where AI is generally used by experts 
as decision-support systems. Whether 
algorithmic transparency is needed in 
everyday contexts to end users, such 
as during online shopping, is not well 
understood. Although the limited 
research that does exist finds that this 
type of transparency may not mat-
ter to users in everyday contexts.13 
Algorithmic transparency is probably 
most relevant to domain-experts and 
auditors/regulators.

Interaction transparency
Miller claims about explainability 
that, “Ultimately, it is a human–agent 
interaction problem. Human–agent 
interaction can be defined as the 
intersection of artificial intelligence, 
social science, and human–computer 
interaction (HCI).” 8 As we have stated 
before, we argue instead that it is not 
explainability, rather the explanation 
itself that is the human–agent interac-
tion part of the problem (explainabil-
ity is the algorithmic operationaliza-
tion of an explanation).

As AI systems get more complex 
and advanced, so too does their abil-
ity to interact with the users as well as 
influence their shared environment. 
The ability of AI systems to learn and 
adapt to their users brings forth an 

entirely different interaction para-
digm and affordances toward trans-
parency through the interaction. But 
discourse on AI transparency has 
evolved as though various elements of 
interaction don’t influence it. Research 
on how AI transparency translates in 

an applied setting is limited,13 what 
it means to the user is not well under-
stood, and how to design for it is not 
clear either.13 How transparency 
translates in interaction is seemingly 
the least studied of all three levels we 
have highlighted in this article.

Tangibility, embodiment, and entan-
glement form a compelling basis for 
interaction transparency. Increas-
ingly, our interactions with AI are 
embodied. We wear AI in smart 
watches, we let AI change and adjust 
our environment in smart homes, 
smartphones are intrinsically linked 
to the social fabric of modern lives, 
and we experience these devices as an 
extended continuum of our body. As 
objects that can be touched and inter-
acted with, the affordances through 
the materiality of these objects could 
be used to further embody the expe-
rience and entangle the individual 
with the device. Ghajargar et al.14 con-
ducted a design workshop to ideate 
and build upon the concept of “Grasp-
able AI” as an extension of the scope 
of explainable AI, using tangible and 
embodied interaction and the mate-
rial body of the object to create rich, 

contextual, situated explanations that 
could enable transparency.

Lakoff and Johnson15 write exten-
sively about the nature of language 
and the relational metaphors we use 
with regards to our body to make 
sense of the world, making our experi-

ences necessarily embodied. The use of 
metaphors can be extended outside of 
language to objects, designing inter-
action possibilities with one object 
through the embodied experience of 
another analogous object. For exam-
ple, representing e-books as real books 
digitally, and transferring existing 
knowledge about interaction possi-
bilities with real books onto e-books. 
“The stronger this coupling, the more 
natural and pervasive the metaphor(s) 
involved, the more naturalistic and 
transparent the interaction becomes.” 16  
“Third-wave HCI” embraces the con-
cepts of tangibility and embodiment 
to understand knowledge produc-
tion in interaction. Frauenberger17 
proposes Entanglement as a new par-
adigm in interaction design arguing 
for objects and the environment as 
forming equal social actors to human 
actors within interaction, and that 
knowledge is cocreated between all 
actors as part of the interaction rather 
than existing entirely in an objective 
reality or as an external social phe-
nomenon. This theory aligns perfectly 
with the argument we make about 
transparency (knowledge) arising as a 

GENERALLY THOUGH, THE SOLUTIONS TO 
ACHIEVE ALGORITHMIC TRANSPARENCY 
TEND TO CATER TO DOMAIN-EXPERTS.
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result of interaction. To illustrate this, 
Frauenberger gives the example of a 
hypothetical device Flow that provides 
information about the ease or anxiety 
levels of different actors in an inter-
action, and postulates that the input 
form the device may become an inher-
ent part of interaction with time, mak-
ing this new sense (input) shape future 
interactions, exhibiting an entangle-
ment between the technology and the 
users.17 In the context of this article, 
this example can be interpreted as 
enabling a form of transparency, pro-
viding information about the state of 
anxiety of an actor in an interaction, 
information that would otherwise 
not be available to the actors. With AI, 
such entanglements can be used as 
tools to open new avenues of interac-
tions as well as transparency.

Ultimately, it is through the inter-
action that knowledge exchange 
between the AI system and its users 
takes place. An intimate coupling of 
behaviors between AI and user is a 
form of transparency that could poten-
tially enable a nuanced understanding 
of the strengths and limitations of an 
AI system, strengthening human trust 
in it. Embodied/entangled interac-
tion design can play a much larger role 
in enabling transparency than has 
seemingly been recognized, and much 
research is needed in this space.

Social transparency
Today, AI, specifically machine learn-
ing, is being applied in almost every 
domain that has access to big data, 
and domains that do not are rushing 
to create those opportunities.1 Big tech 
has made AI-enabled services ubiqui-
tous, leaving experts and researchers 
to play catch-up with relevant legal 
frameworks, and understand its larger 
social impact.

Law and regulation. With high-pro-
file cases such as Cambridge Ana-
lytica still in our recent collective 
memory, the conversation around 
data privacy and algorithmic respon-
sibility is highly relevant.6 Given 
that applied AI is so commonplace 
in society, several governments have 
begun to formulate frameworks to 
regulate it. Transparency in AI is 
widely considered an ethical obliga-
tion.18 This statement is evidenced by 
recent developments within the EU, 
where a high-level expert group has 
drafted seven key facets to evaluate 
when implementing AI in the Ethics 
Guideline for Trustworthy AI, high-
lighting transparency as a key facet.7 
In a recent study, it was found that 
transparency in some form was men-
tioned as a the most common element 
in 84 different ethics guidelines on AI 
across the world.18

The approach to AI transparency 
is necessarily domain and application 
specific.1 And this is reflected in how 
the EU regulates AI as outlined in the 
proposal for an Artificial Intelligence 
Act presented in 2021, by dividing 
the applications into four broad, risk-
based buckets, unacceptable risk, high 
risk, limited risk, and minimal risk.19 
High-risk AI is scrutinized much 
more heavily, and the transparency 
requirements of high-risk AI are much 
higher,19 and operate on multiple lev-
els of transparency as categorized 
previously. Limited-risk AI also has 
transparency obligations according 
to the proposed AI regulation, inso-
far as the users have the right to know 
when interacting with an AI.19 This 
risk-based approach is also echoed in 
recent work by Rudin,12 who proposes 
the use of interpretable models as an 
alternative to black-box AI in high-
stakes AI applications. Rudin’s12 work 

echoes a common theme in a majority 
of AI research, not just in computer 
science but also the social sciences, 
with a key emphasis on high stakes 
AI. Arguably, the risk-based approach 
is the first attempt in trying to incor-
porate the situatedness (highly con-
text-dependent nature) of AI systems 
within a legal framework. However, 
risk levels are one way to define con-
text in which AI operates, while some 
form of categorization is necessary 
to differentiate between various AI 
systems and their contexts of use, it 
remains to be seen whether this is the 
ideal approach.

Society and culture. In European 
consumer and data protection, much 
emphasis is placed on information as a 
means of transparency and on individ-
ual responsibility toward that informa-
tion. This has resulted in implementing 
solutions like cookie consent banners 
for transparency in data collection. 
However, these individual privacy 
agreements are far too many, causing 
information overload and indicating a 
flawed approach.2 Critics have argued 
that a collective approach is likely more 
beneficial to society, and have advo-
cated for institutionalized solutions 
instead, akin to the institutionalized 
solutions seen in the aviation or food 
industries, whereby we as consumers 
don’t need to inspect and build trust 
in individual companies or products 
making up the industry. Rather, trust is 
formed in the system as a whole, whose 
individual parts are highly regulated 
by laws that encourage transparency.20 
Closely related to the idea of institu-
tionalized trust is organizational trans-
parency, where transparency enables 
accountability, thereby forming trust. 
It isn’t known whether such an indus-
try-wide standardization is possible 
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with regards to AI, but there are indica-
tions that consumers would prefer such 
as solution too.

Overarching the conversation aro-
und AI transparency, data privacy 
and “datafied” living in general is lit-
eracy. Digital literacy is at the core of 
end users’ ability to comprehend the 
technology they are interacting with, 
and consequently for transparency to 
be realized.6 Studies have found that 
a majority of users have very little 
understanding of online data collec-
tion.2 With data being an integral part 
of AI, and consumer-oriented AI rely-
ing on online data collection, one can 
then extrapolate, perhaps, that liter-
acy regarding AI in general is probably 
extremely low. While some have argued 
that trustworthy AI should not default 
to placing the burden of literacy on the 
consumer, preferring institutions and 
regulations to mediate instead,20 it is 
still worrying that active measures in 
improving literacy are scarce.

Lastly, ethics and norms are not 
necessarily universally consistent. 
Larsson writes that, “this could for 
example regard different groups, eth-
nicities, religions, demographics with 
different notions of what is regarded as 
right and wrong for everything from 
families, nudity, gender, sexuality, 
to free speech, media habits, driving 
behavior, and so on.” 6 These nuanced, 
often sensitive, social challenges with 
regards to AI transparency will require 
careful consideration.

Given that AI transparency is 
often understood as a prereq-
uisite for trustworthy AI, but 

at the same time is a fragmented con-
cept, this broad framework expands 
the scope to include various levels 
that AI transparency encompasses. 

The framework provides the ability to 
identify and weigh different notions of 
transparency based on the context to 
enable informed prioritization. Based 
on our review, we identify potential 
research areas that can contribute to 
the current understating of AI trans-
parency and its role toward trust in 
AI. First, user-centered research on 
AI transparency is limited. Much 
remains to be learned about the user 
needs with regards to AI transparency 
in various contexts, as well as the role 
interaction plays in generating trans-
parency. Second, further research 
needs to be conducted on alternative 
methods to achieve transparency that 
don’t involve great volumes of infor-
mation and individual responsibility. 
More work is needed toward establish-
ing the collective responsibility (insti-
tutionalized trust) argument which 
is seemingly at odds with parts of the 
current direction of AI regulation 
worldwide. Last, novel approaches 
in the form of embodied interaction 
should be embraced and researched 
to solve novel interaction problems 
posed by novel technology within the 
broad AI domain.

In conclusion, given the widely 
accepted notion that AI transparency 
can greatly contribute toward building 
trustworthy AI, our proposed three-
layer approach to AI transparency 
through 1) algorithmic transparency, 
2) interaction transparency, and 3) 
social transparency, sheds some light 
on the various stakeholders and con-
texts involved. It expands the scope 
of AI transparency beyond the algo-
rithm. And most importantly, it illus-
trates the complex and multifaceted 
nature of transparency, and empha-
sizes the need for multidisciplinary 
research and cross-domain collabora-
tion in the field. 
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In a recent study, we found that the ratio of female- 
to-male authors in computer systems conferences 
is particularly low, even compared to the rest of 
computer science (CS).1 The large and statistically 

significant underrepresentation cannot be fully ex-
plained by review bias, differences in collaboration 
patterns, and numerous other demographic and con-
ference factors alone.2

INTRODUCTION
Having previously answered the question of “how many 
women are in computer systems research?”, we now 
ask “why are there so few women in computer systems 

research?”, expanding beyond mea-
surable facts and venturing into the 
domain of hypothesis and specula-
tion. This simple question likely has 
no simple answers, and this article 
does not attempt to provide any de-
finitive ones either. Instead, we at-
tempt to break down this big question 
into a number of smaller, speculative 
questions, and gather what evidence 
we can find to provide, if not outright 
answers, at least justification for the 

questions and for future investigation.
There are many dimensions—economic, societal, his-

torical, and structural—that influence this gender gap.3,4 
We may never be able to explain it fully; however, we can 
examine many of the factors that have been previously 
identified as possible contributors to the gender gap in CS 
and other sciences in an attempt to assess whether they 
have an outsize effect on systems in particular. (For this 
study, we define systems as the study and engineering of 
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concrete computing systems, which in-
cludes research topics such as operating 
systems, computer architectures, data 
storage and management, compilers, 
parallel and distributed computing, and 
computer networks.) Based on our ex-
perience in the field, our conversations 
with fellow female researchers about 
their experiences, and the existing 

literature on the gender gap in other 
fields, we attempt to examine possible 
contributors to the gender gap in CS 
and other sciences in the specific con-
text of the systems field.

In this viewpoint, we examine 
10 such factors, supporting our dis-
cussion with quantitative evidence 
when possible. Our main source of 
data is a manually curated dataset of 
72 reputable CS conferences, all from 
2017. The conferences from the fields 
we identified as systems included a 
total of 7,507 unique authors, with 
the remaining 16,971 unique authors 
from nonsystems conferences. All 
6,949 peer-reviewed research-track 
papers in these conferences and their 
authors were included in the data. 
We manually matched most authors 
with a perceived gender, based on 
pronouns and photos, rather than 
using automated approaches using 
name-based inference because the 
accuracy and recall of this inference 
can be quite low for some popula-
tions. In total, we analyzed 27,743 au-
thors (19,761 unique). The complete 
methodological aspects of identi-
fying and cleaning the appropriate 
data as well as the main statistical 
findings about the underrepresen-
tation of women in the field can be 
found in our original study.1

Here, we combine our current 
dataset with prior studies to try to 
evaluate the impact of each of the 10 

potential factors on the increased gen-
der gap in systems, each presented as a 
hypothesis that it has a more significant 
effect on the gender gap in systems in 
particular. The 10 hypotheses are orga-
nized into two groups: six where our 
data provide evidence for or against an 
increased effect and four for which we 
have no specific data but can speculate 

based on the characteristics of systems 
research. For each factor, we briefly 
explain its observed effects on the 
gender gap from previous studies and 
then try to find support in the data (or 
lack thereof) for an increased effect 
of this factor in systems.

FACTORS FOR WHICH 
WE HAVE QUANTITATIVE 
EVIDENCE

Hypothesis 1: Too few women 
peers and mentors
Paradoxically, a large gender gap in a 
field could itself be partially caused 
by an existing large gender gap. 
The lack of female mentors, peers, 
and role models dissuades women 
from entering or remaining in a field 
where they can feel unsupported 
and singled-out.5,6,7,8,9 Addition-
ally, it appears that women in sys-
tems have a small but significant 
preference to publishing with other 
women—who are already scarce.1 
This gender homophily is certainly 
not unique to this field, but it rein-
forces the notion that having fewer 
women in systems makes it less in-
viting to new women.

Moreover, in the overall 6,949 CS 
papers we looked at, when the senior 
(last) author is a woman, non-senior 
authors include 17.5% women, com-
pared to only 9.6% when the senior 
author is a man. However, of the 2,439 

papers in systems, only 9.9% have 
a female senior author, compared 
to 14.8% in nonsystems papers. The 
paucity of systems papers with senior 
women suggests that junior women 
have about a 50% better chance to find 
a senior woman to collaborate with 
outside of systems.

Hypothesis 2: Highly collaborative 
fields are less welcoming 
to gender minorities
Another potential consequence of 
having fewer peers and fewer publica-
tions for women is that finding simi-
lar collaborators for a research proj-
ect may be more difficult in certain 
fields,10,11 especially those that typi-
cally require larger research teams.1 
So the largely male teams may feel 
less welcoming to women authors, 
compared to fields that rely less on 
large collaborative efforts. Indeed, 
in our dataset, systems had the larg-
est team sizes (5.08 mean coauthors 
per paper versus 3.56 in other fields), 
possibly because this field often re-
quires large collaborative efforts to 
implement complex systems. (Men 
also averaged 2% larger team sizes 
than women, but this difference was 
not statistically significant.)

Hypothesis 3: Women 
are better represented in 
human-centered fields
It has been shown that owing to tra-
ditional social roles, women tend to 
be more people-centered and commu-
nally oriented than men in their career 
choices.12,13,14 On the other hand, most 
science and technology careers are not 
perceived as focusing heavily on these 
values.8,9 Even within CS, the repre-
sentation of women appears much 
higher in fields ostensibly centered 
on humans, such as human–computer 
interaction and computer education 
(Table 1). Although many computer 
systems directly and indirectly bene-
fit society, the field could be perceived 
as one that primarily focuses on ma-
chines and not on societal or commu-
nity benefits. That perception alone 

The largely male teams may feel less welcoming to 
women authors, compared to fields that rely less on 

large collaborative efforts.
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may further deter women’s entry into 
the field.

Hypothesis 4: Women 
are underrepresented in 
engineering fields
CS is a varied discipline that combines 
aspects from mathematics, algorith-
mics, and engineering. In particular, 
work in systems is very similar to other 
engineering disciplines, with its em-
phasis on efficiency, tradeoff manage-
ment, and practical applications. At 
least 9% of the systems papers in our 
dataset have one or more authors af-
filiated with an academic engineering 
department, although the percentage 
of authors with an electrical or com-
puter engineering degree is poten-
tially even higher. It is therefore not 
surprising that the representation of 
women we find in systems papers is 
very similar to some estimates for en-
gineers in general.15,16

Hypothesis 5: Fewer women 
pursue research in industry
Women engineers also appear to be 
significantly underrepresented in in-
dustry research.17,18 As a field related 
to engineering, we might expect sys-
tems to exhibit similarly large gen-
der gaps for industry researchers. In 
addition, since systems research and 
development is increasingly central to 
the success of both technology start-
ups and large-scale companies such 
as Google, Amazon, and Microsoft, we 
might also expect the high demand for 
skilled workers in industry to amplify 
this factor.

Despite our expectations, the hy-
pothesis that an industry affiliation 
leads to a higher gender gap in research 
is only weakly supported by our data. 
By extracting the e-mail address asso-
ciated with each author in our systems 
papers, we can roughly categorize each 
author with a uniquely identifiable af-
filiation as either in government, ac-
ademia, or industry.2 Of the 13.9% au-
thors with an industry affiliation, 8.8% 
were women, not much lower than the 
overall rate of women.

Hypothesis 6: Women 
leave research careers at 
a higher rate than men
It is well known that women in the sci-
ences and CS leave academia at a higher 

rate than men (the so-called “leaky pipe-
line”).4,9,15,19 Looking at the ratio of re-
searchers in our dataset who appear 
to have stopped publishing by 2019, 
we find, surprisingly, that women did 
not leave research at a higher rate than 
their male counterparts; only 16.9% of 
women ostensibly stopped publishing, 
compared to 24.4% of men. As another 
measure of the retention rate of women 
to senior positions, we can also look at 
the ratio of female last authors, since in 
CS and especially in systems, authors 
are often ordered by contribution, with 
the senior author at the last position. 
In our dataset, only 12.3% of systems 
papers with three or more authors 
have ordered them alphabetically. 
Women last authors appear in 9.9% of 
our systems papers, which is actually 

closer to the ratio of all female authors 
in systems, 10.3%, compared to the ra-
tios in nonsystems papers (14.8% and 
16.3%, respectively), suggesting a sim-
ilar or lower attrition rate for women 

in systems. Rather than having an at-
trition problem, it is possible that the 
field has a bigger challenge attracting 
women to the field in the first place.

FACTORS FOR WHICH WE 
HAVE NO QUANTITATIVE 
EVIDENCE

Hypothesis 7: Systems research 
requires more precollege 
programming experience
The gender disparity in precollege 
computing and programming expe-
rience has been studied extensively 
as a factor affecting postsecondary 
participation in CS.5,6 Systems re-
search in particular may require an 
intimate understanding of program-
ming systems and may benefit from 

TABLE 1. The percentage of female authors in peer-reviewed conference 
papers across fields of CS, omitting authors with ambiguous gender. 

Field Total Authors Female Authors*

CS education 457 42.2%

Human–computer interaction 4,066 26.3%

Knowledge systems 1,793 16.1%

Software engineering and languages 961 13.7%

Artificial intelligence 8,908 11.8%

Computer systems 9,678 10.3%

Theory and algorithms 1,241 8.3%

Overall 27,104 14.1%

* Authors count multiple times when they appear on more than one paper. The difference in female author ratio 
between systems and nonsystems fields is statistically significant (p < 10−9).

Rather than having an attrition problem, it is 
possible that the field has a bigger challenge 
attracting women to the field in the first place.
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precollege programming experience, 
as has been found for the systems sub-
field of high-performance comput-
ing.8 Precollege girls were also found 
to be less likely than boys to dissect 
a computer.12 Since women are less 
likely to learn about hardware and 
software at a young age, they may 
be less experienced than men with 
the low-level programming tasks re-
quired in systems.

Hypothesis 8: Women 
are underrepresented in 
more expensive fields
Studies have shown that in fields where 
research financial expenditures are 
higher, women consistently publish 
less than men.20 Systems research 
often requires expensive equipment 
such as experimental computer ar-
chitectures, supercomputers, or cloud 
resources. It is therefore plausible that 
the higher cost of systems research 
leads to lower participation and pub-
lication rates by women, as opposed to 
other, less costly CS fields.

Hypothesis 9: Systems research 
implies worse work–life balance
If systems research is indeed more 
competitive than some other academic 
fields (for which we found no published 
evidence), it may require a bigger com-
mitment to work for success. Similarly, 
many of the technology companies 
that attract skilled systems research-
ers have a reputation for long work-
ing hours. These factors could lead to 
a work–life balance that is worse for 
systems than it is for some other CS 
research fields. Some women may al-
ready feel that a CS career is hard to 
reconcile with raising a family,12 and 
the perception of systems careers as 
particularly demanding may exacer-
bate this problem.

Hypothesis 10: Women’s 
participation rate in a field 
varies by geography
Several studies have found that re-
gional, cultural, and societal factors 
can significantly affect the number of 
women in a field.5 For example, even 
the geographical variance in implicit 
gender stereotypes can explain gender 
disparity in math and science perfor-
mance.21 In our dataset, the represen-

tation of women varies considerably 
by country.2 Even among the top 20 
countries (by number of authors), rep-
resentation varies from 2% in Portugal 
and Japan to 14% in Sweden (11.4% in 
the United States, the largest coun-
try with 55% of systems authors). We 
don’t have evidence for gender stereo-
types or cultural differences that are 
specific to computer systems, but we 
could hypothesize that when it comes 
to systems, some of the preceding hy-
potheses have the potential to sharpen 
preexisting cultural biases toward CS 
and sciences in general, such as the ef-
fects on work–life balance.

The possible explanations for the 
gender gap we listed here are by 
all means not exhaustive. Other 

well-known factors we didn’t discuss 
include occupational stereotypes, abil-
ity, confidence, demographics, dis-
crimination, bias, competitive work, 
and a sense of belonging or of being 
valued. We found no specific reasons 
to believe that these additional factors 
have an increased effect in systems 
research. However, we have heard an-
ecdotal complaints from women prac-
titioners about the toxic masculine 
culture in systems labs and some sys-
tems conferences. Read, for example, 
Margaret Martonosi’s statement on 

diversity in at the MICRO-50 confer-
ence in the ACM SIGARCH blog.23

Attempting to generalize the 10 spe-
cific factors we discussed is challenging 
because the observed aggregate gender 
gap is the result of many individual de-
cisions based on individuals’ circum-
stances and experiences. One common 
thread, however, is the chicken-and-egg 
nature of the problem. Most of the fac-
tors (causes) are themselves exacer-
bated by the current dearth of women 
in the field (effect), which has persisted 
for years. We therefore believe that ad-
dressing this chicken-and-egg problem 
cannot succeed with diversity initia-
tives in hiring or conferences alone.2 
Such initiatives are clearly welcome, as 
are other interventions to reducing the 
gender gap in CS.6,22 But for systems in 
particular, we think a concerted effort is 
warranted to significantly increase the 
number of women across the field, mak-
ing it more welcoming to women and 
minorities in general and bootstrapping 
a long-term solution.

At an institutional level, one ap-
proach may be to hire a cluster of women 
researchers together instead of piece-
meal. Given the existing gender gap 
we described, this is admittedly easier 
said than done, but hiring one woman 
at a time may actually contribute to the 
problem rather than the solution, as we 
described. To address this challenge, 
an institute may take a long-term per-
spective of encouraging a large group of 
women to enter the field early in gradu-
ate (or even undergraduate) school, of-
fering them a clear career horizon with 
reasonable prospects of returning as 
faculty. At a national level, governments 
and large professional organizations 
such as IEEE and ACM could commit to 
long-term scholarships and grants for 
women in the field, starting perhaps as 
early as high school and continuing to 
support them through the formation 
of a research lab, perhaps all the way to 
tenure. At both levels, we posit that a 
sustainable solution requires a large ini-
tial investment to reach a critical mass, 
thus helping to attract and retain future 
women in systems.

At an institutional level, one approach may be 
to hire a cluster of women researchers together 

instead of piecemeal.
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Usability has been addressed especially by the 
field of human–computer interaction, which 
has also introduced lots of methods and pro-
cesses aimed at improving usability. Usabil-

ity is an important quality characteristic of software, 
systems, and services, and it is vital for facilitating rich 
interactions between users and technology. Usability is 
defined as one of the main software product and sys-
tem quality attributes in many international standards, 
such as ISO 9126. In this standard, usability refers to the 
ability of a product to be understood, learned, used by, 
and attractive to the user when used under specified 
conditions.1 The second common definition for usability 
is in standard ISO 9241-11, where usability is defined as 

being the extent to which a product 
can be used by specified users to 
achieve specified goals with effec-
tiveness, efficiency, and satisfac-
tion in a specified context of use.2 

USABILITY AND USER EXPERIENCES
The importance of usability has been acknowledged, for 
example, in information systems research, where the 
constructs of usefulness (the degree to which a person be-
lieves that using a particular system would enhance his 
or her performance) and ease of use (the degree to which 
a person believes that using a particular system would be 
free of effort) have been identified as essential factors for 
successful technology adoption. As a result of changes in 
the sociotechnical landscape, the concept of usability was 
further expanded in the early 2000s with the user expe-
rience aspect—at first, as the satisfaction component of 
the usability definition itself and, later, as its own distinct 
domain of design and evaluation to also cover the feel-
ings and experiences of individual users (see, for example, 
Bevan et al.3). The relationships between user interface 
design, usability, user experience, and service design are 
presented in Figure 1.
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Usability evaluation is a crucial part 
of usability methods. Usability eval-
uation should be started very early in 
the design and development process so 
that the results can truly be taken into 
account in the design and so that it will 
not be too expensive to make changes 
because the design will have not yet 
been developed too far. Finding issues 
only in the late part of the development 
process is problematic because making 
changes to a finished or almost finished 
system is too expensive and time-con-
suming. At the early stage of design 
and development, the role of usability 
evaluation is to gather qualitative feed-
back and requirements, whereas, in the 
later phases of the development, the fo-
cus should be on if these requirements 
are met. Therefore, next, we take a look 
at the benefits that better usability and 
user experience provide.

BENEFITS OF USABILITY AND 
USER EXPERIENCE
There are many benefits for all stake-
holders from using user-centered de-
sign for the development process and 
aiming for better usability in both 
the traditional software development 
context and the open source software 
(OSS) development context.4 Users can 
benefit from better usability through 
higher productivity when the most 
frequent tasks take less time, and us-
ers make fewer errors. The develop-
ment organization can benefit from 
better usability through a reduction 
in the time and resources needed for 
product development due to a reduced 
need for changes in later development 
phases because the usability methods 
help find needs for changes in require-
ments and design early on.5 

In the OSS development context, 
good usability can help OSS commu-
nities get more nontechnical users and 
happier users because their software 
is easy to use and has a good reputa-
tion. Increased user satisfaction from 

a good user interface and usability 
is an important factor for the image 
and also a competitive factor in the 
company’s OSS development context. 
Furthermore, user-centered iterative 
and incremental development that 
aims at better usability also gives OSS 
projects more time for redesign and fa-
cilitates the involvement of nontech-
nical community members as active 

participants in the design and devel-
opment, providing feedback and pro-
viding redesign solutions in the proj-
ect forums. This might also encourage 
nontechnical community members to 
provide peer support in the project fo-
rums, which would help both commu-
nity-based OSS projects and company 
OSS projects.

Furthermore, better usability would 
likely decrease the need for users to 
contact the peer-support channels 
with usability-related issues, and there 
is less pressure for redesign. Repeated 
support requests related to usability 

issues in the most frequent tasks can 
cause frustration to peer-support mem-
bers of the community.

CHALLENGES OF BRINGING 
USABILITY AND USER 
EXPERIENCE INTO AN OSS 
DEVELOPMENT CONTEXT
OSS has become widely used in every-
day life, and the user base of OSS and 

open source systems has expanded 
from technology-oriented develop-
ers into nontechnical users. This has 
caused more problems related to the 
level of usability of OSS because a soft-
ware that is developed by technically 
oriented developers for their own use 
is likely not that easy to use from the 
perspective of a less technology- or 
development-oriented user, who com-
pares the OSS to commercial software 
and expects similar levels of ease of 
learning and ease of use.

The status of usability and user 
experience is problematic in OSS 

Service Design

User Experience

Usability

User
Interface

Subjective Design and 
Evaluation Levels 

Objective Design and 
Evaluation Levels 

FIGURE 1. The relationships among user interface design, usability, user experience, 
and service design. (Adapted from Rajanen8; used with permission.) 

Finding issues only in the late part of the 
development process is problematic because 

making changes to a finished or almost finished 
system is too expensive and time-consuming.
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development because most OSS proj-
ects do not know about the impor-
tance of usability, and, therefore, there 
are no usability experts helping. This 
is especially true of smaller OSS proj-
ects during their crucial first years, 
when most of the design is made and 
after which it is more and more diffi-
cult to make radical changes to the 
user interface, task flows, and the 
usability. Furthermore, OSS develop-
ment originates from the needs of the 
developers themselves, who do not 
typically consider other users or their 
characteristics, mental models, and 
needs until the software has become 
popular among nontechnical users. 

The quality of an OSS system is mostly 
reliant on the experience of the devel-
opers and their ability to collaborate 
and make compromises because, con-
trary to closed source software devel-
opment, OSS development is more free 
form and meritocratic.

The increased number of users due 
to successful OSS solutions has led the 
user base of OSS solutions to grow in 
ways that were not imaginable a cou-
ple of decades ago, when OSS was more 
on the fringe and used by few very 
technology-oriented hackers. Now, de-
velopers no longer design and develop 

OSS just for their own use, to scratch 
their own itch, but also for a vast num-
ber of nontechnical users with limited 
skills in technology use. This nontech-
nical user base should be taken into ac-
count when developing OSS solutions 
so that OSS will continue its increase 
in popularity and use. Nontechnical 
users expect OSS to have the same 
level of ease to learn, ease to use, and 
intuitiveness as commercial software 
solutions. Now, most OSS users are 
these kinds of nontechnical users, who 
do not want to experience or report 
bugs or usability problems but just ex-
pect a certain level of usability and a 
good user experience. 

As the popularity of OSS solutions 
grows and the number of nontechnical 
users increases, so do the requirements 
and expectations for better user inter-
face design, good usability, and good 
user experience. Nontechnical users 
are not typically involved with the 
development of the OSS, as they con-
sider software to be tool that should 
fulfill their needs; they are not inter-
ested in participating in the develop-
ment of this software tool, or they do 
not even know that it would be possible 
to do so. OSS developers do not usually 
reach out to these nontechnical users to 

gather their requirements or to test de-
sign solutions. However, usability de-
sign and evaluation as well as user-cen-
tered design processes are rare among 
OSS projects. Often, OSS developers do 
not know the concept of usability; can 
mix it in with graphic design; and can 
consider usability as an “add-on” that 
could be easily added mechanically to 
the next software version, if so desired.

In OSS development, contributing 
something that the community views 
as valuable—usually software code—
translates into prestige, which makes 
it possible to influence the design and 
the future direction of an OSS proj-
ect. However, it has been shown to be 
difficult for usability and user expe-
rience experts to contribute and gain 
merit within the OSS development 
context. As OSS developers and com-
munities do not know about usability, 
it is very difficult for usability experts 
to gain enough merit in the develop-
ment community to have an impact. 
Often, any attempts by usability ex-
perts to provide their expertise for 
OSS projects and make the OSS easier 
for nontechnical users to use is met 
with indifference or even hostility—
the developers claiming, for example, 
that usability is just a matter of taste, 
that usability is not relevant for OSS, 
or that “this OSS is not meant for girl-
friends.”4 Contributions by usability 
experts have been ignored; they have 
been excluded outside of the commu-
nity; and, even when usability experts 
have been successful in contributing, 
their contributions have been reverted 
by an individual developer.6 

One issue that user interface design-
ers and usability practitioners face is 
that developers may consider usability 
and user interface design to be largely 
a matter of subjective taste. Because of 
this view, developers might disregard 
even the absolutely objective usability 
measurements as merely opinions of 
usability practitioners and users, and 
they discard these measurements as 
not having objective validity in re-
ality, no matter how much objective 
usabilit y mea s u rement d at a a nd 

FROM THE EDITOR

Open source programmers, as the saying goes, develop open source to 
scratch their own itch. Thus, many open source programmers are also users 
of their software and feel there is no need to involve product managers and 
usability experts. After all, that’s them. Some of the time, this works. More 
often, it does not, and many users are wondering who came up with obvi-
ously inadequate user interfaces and workflows. In this article, Mikko Ra-
janen discusses how to integrate user experience design into open source 
software development, a long overdue addition. Let’s hope more projects 
will pick up thoughts like this! Be happy, be healthy, be safe! —Dirk Riehle
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so that OSS will continue its increase  
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analysis are presented.7 Therefore, 
there have been calls to replace the 
subjective satisfaction component in 
the concept of usability with objective 
factors of harmony and symmetry of 
design as well as to have the subjective 
user satisfaction component in the 
concept of user experience, which is, 
by definition, subjective and based on 
the feelings and emotions of individ-
ual users.8 

The decentralized and develop-
ment-driven OSS context does not fit 
very well with user-centered usability 
processes. Building trust for usability 
experts and showing the merits of bet-
ter usability are the key ways for us-
ability experts to be able to effectively 
contribute to OSS projects; different 
strategies may be utilized, depend-
ing on the size and culture of the OSS 
project. Usability experts might try to 
establish their authority and trust by 
showing their competence in usabil-
ity with facts and data or by trying to 
slowly integrate into the community 
through other means.

While usability should be an in-
tegral part of the development pro-
cess from the very beginning, often, 
there is a lot of development already 
done before a usability expert gets 
involved with an OSS project. Task 
flows and functionalities have been 
set, and the user interface has been 
developed without design or testing 
with real users. Thus, it is very diffi-
cult for a usability expert to jump on 
an already moving train and fix the 
problems in the user interface, task 
flows, and functionalities. However, 
the skills and expertise of usability 
experts are needed in OSS develop-
ment projects to ensure the continued 
success of OSS among nontechnical 
users. Therefore, we should take a 

look at the possible solutions of inte-
grating usability experts into the OSS 
development context.

SOLUTIONS AND 
BEST PRACTICES FOR 
INTEGRATING USABILITY 
AND USER EXPERIENCE INTO 
OSS DEVELOPMENT
While OSS projects are generally very 
different from each other with re-
gard to their size, culture, ways of 
working, organizational structure, 
and goals, there are some general solu-
tions and best practices for integrating 

usability processes and methods into 
OSS projects. OSS projects could ac-
tively seek nontechnical contribu-
tions from the very start of project 
creation. Finding experts who could 
do user interface design and devel-
opment; usability design and eval-
uation; and graphical assets, such 
as icons and visual design, would be 
very important for small and start-
ing OSS development projects. There 
could be a forum or social media plat-
form where OSS projects could pitch 
their design visions and try to attract 
nontechnical contributors, especially 
usability experts.

To improve the status of usability 
in OSS, OSS projects should actively 
seek persons who have the skills and 
motivation to improve usability. Soft-
ware developers do not typically have 
these required skills or motivation, as 
they have a more technological out-
look, and they concentrate on improv-
ing the software behind the scenes. 
One of the greatest challenges to be 
solved is how usability experts can 
gain merit and become recognized 
within OSS communities. 

The phases of a usability expert 
contributing to an OSS project are 

presented in Figure 2. Each of these 
phases presents a challenge for the 
usability expert if there is no sup-
port from the OSS project commu-
nity—for example, in t he form of 
a u s a bi l it y champion among the 
developers.9 OSS communities need 
to understand how usability experts 
can help to increase the popularity 
and reputation of their OSS among 
nontechnical users, how developers 
should learn about the importance 
of usability, and how important it is 
to design and evaluate user inter-
face designs and task flows as well 
as get feedback from nontechnical 

1) Getting to 
Know the OSS 
Project Culture 
and Customs

2) Gaining Merit 
in the OSS 

Project

3) Adapting the 
Usability 

Methods and 
Processes

4) Conducting 
Usability 

Methods and 
Processes

FIGURE 2. The phases of a usability expert contributing to an OSS project.

FIGURE 3. The phases of an OSS developer contributing usability to an OSS project. 
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One of the greatest challenges to be solved is 
how usability experts can gain merit and become 

recognized within OSS communities.
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users. This is a challenge, especially 
in small- and medium-sized OSS proj-
ects, where developers might not have 
any idea what usability is. Also, OSS is 
typically developed from small, sepa-
rately developed modules, so it can be 
difficult to outline an overall uniform 
design among all modules.

Furthermore, usability design and 
evaluation are relatively easy and 
straightforward to learn and do, and 
observing real end users interacting 
with the system is an eye-opening ex-
perience that reveals problems at both 
the user interface and the task flow 
level very fast. Therefore, OSS projects 
not having usability experts involved 
with their project would do well to or-
ganize even informal tests where they 
could observe nontechnical typical us-
ers trying out the most common tasks 
with their OSS. 

While, ideally, there would be usabil-
ity experts available and welcomed to 
each OSS project, there are not enough 
usability experts to contribute to all of 
the numerous OSS projects. One solu-
tion would be for more usability- and 
user-oriented OSS developers to step 
in, become usability champions for 
the OSS projects they are already con-
tributing to, and adapt usability meth-
ods and processes to the context and 
ways of working of the particular OSS 
project they know very well. While the 
usability expert would have to gain 
enough merit one way or another in an 
OSS project to actually have an impact, 
learn about the culture and customs 
of that OSS project, and assess how us-
ability methods and processes would 
have to be adapted to this context, the 
OSS developer likely already has merit 
and is recognized within the project 
community. Furthermore, this OSS 
developer is already familiar with the 
culture and customs and, therefore, 
could adapt the usability methods and 
processes on the go. Figure 3 outlines 
the phases of an OSS developer con-
tributing usability to an OSS project.

In distributed and collaborative 
environments, such as an OSS project, 

good usability is enabled through five 
important factors: 

 › a collaborative environment 
and suitable tools to enhance 
communication between project 
stakeholders, including non-
technical users and contributors

 › an established decision-making 
process that helps when com-
municating with nontechnical 
users and contributors, such as 
usability experts

 › a good and trust-based relation-
ship among developers, users, 
and usability experts

 › a usability expert who knows 
the user-centered design process 
and can apply it from the very 
start of a new OSS project 

 › usability champions among the 
developers, who know the im-
portance of good usability to the 
success of the OSS project from 
the very beginning.

U sers expect similar levels of 
usability and user experience 
from OSS as they have experi-

enced using commercial software, and 
better usability and user experience 
are crucial for increasing the popular-
ity of open source solutions, so open 
source developers and communities as 
well as researchers and practitioners 
should find new ways of bringing bet-
ter usability methods and practices into 
the OSS development context. 
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A few years ago, such a scenario (see “Mornings in 
the Metaverse”) and most of its elements would 
have been science fiction. Today, however, simi-
lar scenarios are either already possible or soon 

will be. While scientific and popular literature about VR and 
metaverses, such as this, is abundant, much of it focuses on 
enabling technologies. Few works focus on other related and 
sometimes even more critical nontechnology matters. This 
article discusses some issues related to metaverse-based 
instructional settings.

TECHNOLOGY AND METAVERSES
The technologies enabling Caroline’s fictionalized metaverse 
are well documented. There are too many to explore in this 
article, but an excellent overview can be found in an article by 
Faraboschi et al.1 However, even with these technologies, we 
are still far from generating genuinely representative worlds 
in which realistic avatar images can function as humans do 

in the real world. For example, most 
would agree that the graphical por-
trayals of today’s metaverse worlds 
are not significantly better than the 

original Second Life worlds2 that preceded them, and avatar 
images are still works in progress. A recent example, reported 
by Forbes, is Mark Zuckerberg’s dissatisfaction with his own 
company’s rendition of his avatar.3

Let’s focus on the hardware essential for metaverse trav-
elers—headsets. A Google search lists a broad range of these 
for currently available metaverse platforms. Are there draw-
backs to their use? In particular, are there health drawbacks?

Regenbrecht et al.4 discuss health and safety concerns 
of headset use for both augmented reality and VR. They 
warn about problems of perceptual distraction and blind 
spots, ergonomics, and the long-term effects of exposure. 
Indeed, it seems that the jury is still out on this matter, es-
pecially when many headset models warn against their use 
by children (students) younger than 12. (See, for example, 
“Is VR Bad for Your Eyes?”5) 

Stepping back and focusing on broader technol-
ogy-related issues, let’s think again about the virtual 
classroom that Caroline, her classmates, and Mrs. Rob-
inson inhabit. Is this plausible today? A Google search 
on the keywords “education” and “metaverse” generates 
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almost 1 billion hits! Interest in this 
topic is widespread and growing. Ma-
jor technology players, such as Alpha-
bet (Google), Meta (formerly Facebook), 
Microsoft, etc. have vast funds to spend 
(waste?) on long shots. However, there 
are still few comprehensive educa-
tional metaverse platforms available 
for educational institutions to license 
for classrooms like Caroline’s—if the 
funds were available.

One notable example is the Ca-
nadian company Edverse (https://
edverse.ca), which claims that “Edverse is 
a magic virtual educational world [that] 
allows teachers to create their own envi-
ronment.” This platform and others dis-
coverable in the Google search attempt 
to “offer a path for bringing best educa-
tional practices into the metaverse,” as 
described in the Brookings Institution’s 
Center for Universal Education policy 
brief “A Whole New World: Education 
Meets the Metaverse.”6

Even then, can the metaverses of to-
day and the near future meet the educa-
tional needs of a society whose students’ 
math and reading skills have regressed 
so much from the pandemic? (See, for 

example, the CBS News report “The 
Results Are Sobering: Math, Reading 
Scores See Decline Amid Pandemic.”7) 
With educational priorities and eco-
nomics constantly shifting, a signifi-
cant drawback to educational metaverse 
adoption is that the keystone of their 
use, high-quality-model VR headsets, 
can be very expensive. With that in 
mind, think about the costs to education 
systems wishing to deploy educational 
metaverses. When will Caroline’s edu-
cational ecosystem become a practical 
reality for budget-strapped education 
systems? Not very soon, probably.

OTHER METAVERSE 
MATTERS
Regardless of the technologies, expen-
sive or otherwise, complex scenarios 
can rarely be implemented as easily as 
Caroline’s virtual one seems to be— and 
sometimes, it’s not technology that’s to 
blame. Consider Shakespeare’s advice 
to “kill all the lawyers”8—usually cited 
when legalities obstruct and confound 
well-intentioned plans. Let’s examine 
two potentially problematic elements 
that might be barriers to realizing 

Caroline’s metaverses. These are the 
matter of intellectual property and the 
matter of privacy—both issues that 
mainly reside in the realm of legality.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
In the metaverse scenario described 
previously, Mrs. Robinson directed her 
class to read the WebWorld document 
she created and distributed, take a vir-
tual tour of ancient Rome, and access 
textual and A/V material regarding 
a published Shakespearian play. This 
begs the questions: Where did all this 
material originate from? Did Mrs. Rob-
inson have the legal right to incorpo-
rate/distribute some or any of these 
materials in her class?

Fair use
Most educators believe that they know 
all about “fair use.” If you’re sure you 
do, you might want to rethink this af-
ter you peruse the U.S. Copyright Office 
Fair Use Index.9 Here are the four main 
factors constituting fair use:

1. “Purpose and character of the 
use, including whether the use is 

MORNINGS IN THE METAVERSE

Hey, wake up! It’s 7:30 a.m., and you’ll be late for class! 

Also, be sure to take your vitamins!” yells Caroline’s virtual 

reality mentor (VRM). 

Caroline slowly rolls out of bed, washes up, takes her daily 

vitamin pill, pours some coffee, and dons her Meta Quest VR 

headset. Instantly, her avatar is sitting at her classroom desk 

surrounded by 30 other classmate-avatars shuffling around 

and doing what students usually do before a class is called to 

order. Some are adjusting their makeup, others are reviewing 

the highlights of last night’s sports events, and a few in the 

back of the room have their heads on their desks, napping!

Suddenly, Mrs. Robinson, the first-year college history class 

instructor-avatar, appears at the front of the virtual classroom 

and shouts over the din, “Quiet everyone! I hope you all read the 

WebWorld document about the history of Rome that I created 

for you to read before today’s class. I know that most of you 

hardly read anything anymore, but I spent a lot of time putting 

that together. So now settle down, watch the screen, and tour 

the Roman Forum as it was in 44 B.C. Then, open this eBook 

I’ve selected for you when your tour is done.” A document icon 

appears in each student’s headset’s field of vision (FOV). “Look 

at the contents of page 38, so we can discuss the politics of 

Rome during Julius Caesar’s time.”

Caroline touches the “Enter Rome” button at the center of her 

FOV, and her VRM gives her a personalized tour through a 3D 

rendition of the Roman Forum, circa 44 B.C. After a few minutes, 

she leaves the “city,” reaches for the document icon “in front of 

her,” and turns to a virtual rendition of page 38 in Shakespeare’s 

play Julius Caesar. While she reads Act III, Scene i, other VRMs 

provide other students with alternative renditions of Caesar’s 

assassination in different audiovisual (A/V) formats, each appro-

priate and specific to its student’s “learner profile.”

“
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of a commercial nature or is for 
nonprofit educational purposes”: 
Educators, maybe even Mrs. 
Robinson, typically justify 
classroom use based on this 
factor. However, this descrip-
tion states: “Courts will bal-
ance the purpose and character 
of the use against the other fac-
tors.” Therefore, educational/
classroom use alone does not 
qualify content as fair use.

2. “Nature of the copyrighted work”: 
This factor states, “Using a 
more creative or imaginative 
work (such as a novel, movie, 
or song) is less likely to support 
a claim of fair use than using a 
factual work (such as a tech-
nical article or news item).” 
In this case, a claim of fair 
use is more problematic when 
particular kinds of materials 
are used/reused (without the 
originator’s agreement).

3. “Amount and substantiality of 
the portion used in relation to the 
copyrighted work as a whole”: This 
factor states, “Some courts have 
found use of an entire work to 
be fair under certain circum-
stances. And in other contexts, 
using even a small amount of a 
copyrighted work was deter-
mined not to be fair because 
the selection was an important 
part—or the ‘heart’—of the 
work.” How much constitutes 
“even a small amount”? Did 
Mrs. Robinson use a lot or a 
little of some of the material 
assigned to the class? The reso-
lution of that question remains 
a matter for the courts!

4. “Effect of the use upon the po-
tential market for or value of the 
copyrighted work”: This factor 
is explained as “whether, and 
to what extent, the unlicensed 
use harms the existing or 
future market for the copyright 
owner’s original work.” Using 
Shakespeare’s published play 
probably no longer harms its 

future market since its real mar-
ket opportunity disappeared 
200–300 years ago. But we don’t 
know anything about what Mrs. 
Robinson “harvested” from the 
WebWorld to create her hand-
out. Of course, we are assuming 
that the tour of Rome was used 
under a license that she or her 
“real” school executed with its 
actual copyright holder.

The notion of fair use is more com-
plex than most instructors appreciate. 
It was also more complicated than 
Kinko’s Graphics Corp. (acquired by 
FedEx in 2004) realized until 1991, 
when they settled a lawsuit of almost 
US$2 million (nearly US$4.5 million 
today) brought against them by eight 
textbook publishers. The publishers 
objected to Kinko’s claim of fair use 
after Kinko’s photocopied their texts 
without permission for inclusion in 
classroom handouts.

Fair use seems relatively well de-
fined for “real-world” environments—
until it is adjudicated in a court of law. 
Do current fair use principles also ap-
ply in metaverses? To be clear, it’s pos-
sible (but not likely) that you will find 
guidance in the 478-page Copyright 
Law of the United States and Related 
Laws Contained in Title 17 of the United 
States Code.10

Open educational resources 
and Creative Commons
Creative Commons (CC) may provide 
more practical guidance. Created in 
2001, the six CC licenses “allow authors 
of creative works to communicate 
which rights they reserve and which 
rights they waive for the benefit of re-
cipients or other creators.”11 While not 
explicitly created for World Wide Web 
(or metaverse) materials, they have be-
come the de facto licensing standard 
for open educational resources (OERs).

The concept of OERs was defined in 
2019 at a United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO) conference as “learning, 
teaching and research materials in any 

format and medium that reside in the 
public domain or are under copyright 
that have been released under an open 
license [italics mine], that permit no-
cost access, reuse, repurpose, adapta-
tion and redistribution by others.”12

Over the years, OER licensing has 
come to be associated with CC licens-
ing—in particular, CC BY, which is the 
(least restrictive) license that “allows 
reusers to distribute, remix, adapt, 
and build upon the material in any me-
dium or format, so long as attribution 
is given to the creator. The license al-
lows for commercial use.”13 Note that 
the use of CC licenses, per se, in the 
definition of OERs was not a part of the 
original definition.

Another aspect of OERs that has 
evolved is that of no-cost access to 
materials. Originally, this meant one 
could access, at no cost, materials on 
the World Wide Web. It did not mean 
that the materials were free. How-
ever, this has morphed into materials 
being free of charge. This change is 
reflected in UNESCO’s recent (July 
2022) posting:

“OER are defined . . . as learn-
ing, teaching, and research 
materials in any format and me-
dium that reside in the public 
domain or are under copyright 
that has been released under 
an open license, that permit 
no-cost access [italics mine], 
re-use, re-purpose, adaptation 
and redistribution by others.”14

In many ways, OER and CC licens-
ing have replaced fair use as a poorly 
understood rationale for finding, 
using, and reusing online materials 
discovered on the World Wide Web. 
Like fair use, legal recognition of CC 
licenses varies, depending on . . . well, 
you can’t always be sure. (See “Creative 
Commons in Court” for a discussion 
and examples of the context in which 
CC licenses have been viewed in court-
room proceedings.15) Once again, will 
those real-world instances be legally 
relevant in metaverses?
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What kind of guidance can all this 
provide to Mrs. Robinson and other 
instructors who need to use/reuse/dis-
tribute instructional materials in elec-
tronic worlds? Can reliance on fair use, 

CC, and/or OERs give Mrs. Robinson 
unequivocal guidance on how to use 
learning materials in the metaverse? 
Maybe, or maybe not!

PRIVACY
When “e-learning” was first conceptu-
alized more than a half-century ago, 
its utopian future was predicated on 
the notion of “individualized learn-
ing.” This meant that, for any instruc-
tional objective, the pace and content 
of a student’s (electronic) instruction 
would be different than every other 
student’s. Student-to-student differ-
ences would be based on student “ap-
titudes” or learning profiles.16 Those 
profiles would be built from different 
aspects of an individual’s abilities, 
even their physical characteristics and 
personalities—for example, math and 
reading ability or even perhaps, in real 
time, heart and pulse rate, etc.

In Mrs. Robinson’s tour-of-Rome 
assignment, each student received 
a different kind of tour. While Caro-
line did read page 38 of the play, other 
VRMs provided other students with 
alternative renditions of Caesar’s as-
sassination in different A/V formats, 
each appropriate and specific to its 
student’s “learner profile.” Clearly, 
this kind of mentor-guided instruc-
tion would be ideal in educational 
metaverses of the future, where every 
learner might have an assigned per-
sonal avatar-mentor.

To provide this kind of instruction, 
many technical barriers will have to be 
overcome—and probably, over time, 

they will be. However, another category 
of issues that will continue to be more 
challenging is protecting student pri-
vacy/data. Despite the apparent need to 
access such data to build each student’s 

learner profile, legal considerations will 
once again probably generate barriers 
to such access. Some (most?) of those 
barriers are defined in the Family Ed-
ucational Rights and Privacy Act and 
the Protection of Pupil Rights Amend-
ment.17 While these laws do protect 
student and family privacy, they will 
also present significant barriers to our 
ability to create individual student learn-
ing profiles that could ensure the suc-
cess of metaverses such as Caroline’s 
and Mrs. Robinson’s.

F inally, since teaching in a meta -
verse is very different from re-
al-world teaching—at least for 

now—how should such instruction be 
evaluated (by students or institutions) 
compared to real-world education? An 
unfortunate aspect of student evalua-
tions of instructors in postsecondary 
institutions is that their reviews are 
often independent of the quality of the 
instruction and instructors. Students 
may or may not like an instructor’s ap-
pearance, clothes, or even height and 
weight, and base their reviews on such 
(usually) irrelevant matters. What hap-
pens when the instructor is an avatar in 
a metaverse, and the avatar does or does 
not match up very well to the real-world 
instructor? Mrs. Robinson may have 
had a rough night before she called her 
class to order that morning. She may 
even still be “imbibing” in the morn-
ing—or every morning! Will her avatar 
reveal these kinds of behaviors to her re-
viewing students? Let’s hope not. Let’s 

hope that if Mrs. Robinson’s avatar is a 
good instructor, both she and her avatar 
receive good student evaluations.

So here’s to you, Mrs. Robinson! 
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INTERNET OF THINGS

T echnological developments have had a drastic im-
pact on our lives and societies. Key trends include 
breakthroughs in machine learning as a subarea 
of artificial intelligence (AI), connectivity, and 

edge computing (for instance, cellular 
networks are evolving to provide compu-
tation and sensing beyond communica-
tion). These radical innovations include 
integrated physical and digital systems, 
which have led to inventions previously 
not possible. Today, many physical sys-
tems and components incorporate mi-
croprocessors and are connected for bet-
ter remote management and updates. 
These developments have given rise 
to a multitude of terms and concepts, 
such as the Internet of Things [(IoT), 
coined in 1999], cyberphysical systems 
[(CPS), coined in 2006], and Industry 4.0 
(coined in 2010).1

Despite many different definitions 
and interpretations of these and sim-
ilar terms,2 these concepts are repre-
sentative of an ongoing technological 
shift. This article introduces the reader 

to a postsecondary multidisciplinary CPS course that adds 
a domain to all engineering disciplines.

The goal of this course is to provide an overview and 
understanding of CPS and how they contribute to so-
ciotechnical change. This sociotechnical change is the 
change brought by the technological shift, combined with 
social challenges. This change is also driven by societal 
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needs and business opportunities re-
lated to a green transition, with the 
need to reduce greenhouse gas emis-
sions and reduce resource consump-
tion. One of the various ways CPS can 
be used is to encourage trends toward 
energy efficiency, use of renewable 
energy resources, electrification, and 
energy management. CPS provide op-
portunities to develop systems with 
entirely new capabilities, for example, 
vehicles at high levels of automation 
operating in major cities.

However, future interconnected and 
automated CPS will be of increasing 
complexity (for instance, including 
more elements, and more intercon-
nections between elements) and their 
introduction will provide new risks, 
even at a societal level (for example, 
water, food, and energy supplies re-
lying on correctly working and inter-
connected CPS). These systems will 
interact with and affect humans in 
many ways, raising concerns that go 
beyond technology and require sys-
temic engineering approaches. Their 
management will require creating 
new knowledge, collaborations, and 
competencies (education!).

At universities, including the Royal 
Institute of Technology in Stockholm, 
monodisciplinary courses generally 
dominate. Given this, we identified the 
need for a complementary course that 
would highlight several perspectives 
on smart CPS and provide systems 
engineering tools to students. The ca-
pabilities of future CPS are relevant 
for many engineers and traditional 
programs, including programs in the 
“physical domain” (for example, envi-
ronmental and mechanical engineer-
ing) providing perspectives on how 
CPS can add new functions and be used 
to develop new products and services, 
improve existing products, or improve 
the efficiency and sustainability of the 
product lifecycle. We also believe the 
course is useful for engineers in the 

cyber domain as it considers cyber-
physical integration and its implica-
tions for humans and society.

From engineering education, it is 
well known that providing systems 
perspectives and emphasizing collab-
oration among engineers from dif-
ferent backgrounds is essential. The 
metaphor of “T-shaped people” can 
be used to describe two abilities re-

quired by an engineer. The vertical 
part of the “T” represents expertise 
in one field while the horizontal part 
represents abilities to communicate 
and collaborate with other engineers. 
The π- (or comb-) shaped analogy 
extends this further, by having en-
gineers with two or more fields of 
depth, but still the horizontal part. 
Analogously, an “I”-shaped engineer-
ing corresponds to a student educated 
in the traditional engineering (for ex-
ample, electrical, mechanical, and so 
on) but without the horizontal part.3 

The course described in this article 
introduces CPS into the curriculum of 
engineering students, including the 
sociotechnical perspective into the 
education Pi.

OVERALL COURSE 
STRUCTURE
The field of CPS is broad; the course em-
phasizes systems views and integrations 

between domains and disciplines. The 
intended learning outcomes are de-
fined in connection to the modules.

The course is divided into four 
modules, as shown in Figure 1. Al-
though the first modu le prov ides 
insights into CPS, the second one 
focuses on the “smartness” (AI) con-
tents of them, and the third provides 
a focused systems thinking method 
and tool to analyze CPS. The project, 
running throughout the course, con-
nects all the modules and provides an 
opportunity for the students to apply 

EDITOR JOANNA F. DeFRANCO
The Pennsylvania State University; jfd104@psu.edu

FIGURE 1. The overall course structure, with the course timeline and the different 
activities promoting active learning throughout the modules.

Lecture

Guest Lecture Flipped Classroom Project
Workshop

Module 3Module 2Module 1

Module 4

Course Timeline

One of the various ways CPS can be used is to 
encourage trends toward energy efficiency, use 
of renewable energy resources, electrification, 

and energy management.
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their knowledge to a concrete case 
study. Figure 1 illustrates the peda-
gogic approach, which is elaborated 
on further in the next section.

In module 1, students gain the ability 
to describe, explain, and character-
ize CPS and related concepts (such as 
the IoT and Industry 4.0) and through 
examples learn how CPS relate to 

sociotechnical change. They also 
ga i n insights into CPS complexity 
and limitations of current methodol-
ogies. In module 2, they gain insights 
into methods from the field of AI and 
their advantages and disadvantages 
when applied to CPS. In module 3, they 
gain the ability to describe and ex-
plain principles of thinking in systems 
terms and apply system thinking and 
causal loop diagrams to their project. 
In module 4, they design (or redesign) 
a CPS through the knowledge achieved 
in all modules.

PEDAGOGIC APPROACH  
OF THE COURSE
In the course development, the adop-
tion of best practices in active learn-
ing was emphasized. Such practices 
have been shown to stimulate student 
engagement and in-depth learning.4 
Having used them before, it is also 
our experience that they provide a 
much more useful learning experience 
while also being stimulating for the 
course instructors. In the CPS course, 
we adopt interactive lectures through 
peer-to-peer interactions, group dis-
cussions, and a flipped classroom ap-
proach (for example, students review 
material before class time so that 
class time can be used for higher-or-
der thinking).

The lectures introduce the mod-
ule and the theoretical background. 

During lectures, quizzes and inter-
active tools are used to keep the stu-
dents attentive. We invite guest lec-
turers as industrial representatives 
to provide examples and industrial 
viewpoints. The guest lectures also 
provide the opportunity to network 
with relevant companies active in the 
area of smart CPS.

The flipped classroom sessions in-
clude a preparatory individual phase 
where the students have to select and 
read the selected material and prepare 
questions (for instance, topics they 
found difficult or insightful). They 
submit the questions beforehand so 
that we can scan through them and 
provide great insights into what the 
students perceive as difficult and in-
teresting. This allows us to tailor the 
first part of the session to address the 
students’ key concerns. Then, the stu-
dents discuss their questions and un-
derstanding with their peers in groups 
of three or four, with the purpose to 
summarize any further concerns. The 
flipped classroom approach facilitates 
student learning through examples 
and applications they are interested 
in, and the in-class discussion enables 
them to practice critical thinking and 
grasp each other’s perspectives.

The project work is a key part of 
the course, allowing the students to 
tackle a problem both on their own 
and collaboratively, enabling them to 
give and receive constructive, timely 
feedback.5 For the projects, we di-
vide the students into heterogeneous 
groups with people from different 
master’s programs. Before the project 
workshops, each group has to submit a 
written assignment. During the work-
shops, each group is assigned another 
group’s work to review and is asked to 

share feedback. These project work-
shops are key in opening the students’ 
minds to each other’s work and case 
studies, enabling them to learn and 
practice how to give and receive con-
structive feedback. After receiving 
feedback from their peers and teach-
ers, the students review their work 
and resubmit it.

COURSE CONTENT

Module 1: CPS introduction 
and overview
The first module provides an intro-
duction to the course and key concepts 
and frameworks for understanding 
CPS. This includes using concepts of 
viewpoints from systems engineer-
ing (studying CPS from different per-
spectives), concrete examples, and 
relating CPS to other relevant terms, 
such as the IoT. Systems thinking is 
emphasized as a “holistic” approach 
toward understanding systems, fo-
cusing on the way that the parts of a 
system interrelate and interact, and 
how systems operate and evolve over 
time in the context of larger systems.6 
A holistic approach refers to the belief 
that the parts of something are inter-
connected and explainable only by ref-
erence to the whole rather than with 
individual parts.

As project work for module 1, first, 
the students have to choose a case 
study (a system in a context). They are 
given examples of such cases (for ex-
ample, from the domains of transport 
and manufacturing), but they are also 
free to propose and choose other cases 
of their interest. After choosing a case 
study, the students describe it using 
the provided frameworks and perform 
an initial analysis (including a hazard 
and risk analysis), providing a basis for 
the project work.

Module 2: AI for CPS and beyond
This module covers several perspec-
tives on AI and its relation to, and 
importance in, CPS. The main learn-
ing outcomes for this module are to 
make the students understand AI 

These systems will interact with and affect 
humans in many ways, raising concerns that 
go beyond technology and require systemic 

engineering approaches.
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techniques, their advantages and 
disadvantages, trustworthy AI as-
pects, and their application in CPS. 
A special focus is kept on the oppor-
tunities and risks that AI brings to 
society and on AI in the context of 
trustworthy systems.7,8

Different case studies are a part of 
the module, providing illustrations 
and concrete examples from different 
industries. The flipped classroom and 
the project part of the module aim to 
incorporate, apply, and motivate a 
suitable AI technique(s); link it with 
the CPS system they chose in module 
1; when and where in the lifecycle of 
CPS the chosen AI technique(s) will 
be applied and, which problems will 
it potentially solve; and identify and 
summarize the research challenges re-
lated to AI. To cover the sociotechnical 
aspects, the students are asked to iden-
tify one extrafunctional requirement 
(from module 1) and provide a solution 
to it using a trustworthy AI technique, 
discuss their reflections on why the 
chosen trustworthy AI technique is 
suitable, and debate on the limitations 
or challenges that could arise from its 
implementation. This enables the stu-
dents to demonstrate an understand-
ing of AI methods through the design 
of an industrial application and in-
creases their abilities to describe, ex-
plain, and characterize AI techniques 
and their usage, along with their soci-
etal impacts.

Module 3: Using systems 
thinking and system dynamics 
to understand CPS
System thinking is introduced here 
as a paradigm that enables us to un-
derstand the structure and dynamics 
of complex systems and the relations 
and functions of the elements within 
the overall system.6 In the course, we 
highlight how system thinking can be 
applied to smart CPS. System dynam-
ics is proposed as a concrete modeling 
method to move from the understand-
ing of the structure to a model repre-
sentation of a system. Causal loop di-
agrams (for example, in Figure 2) are 

used to create maps of the interactions 
between the elements. The qualitative 
aspect of system dynamics is high-
lighted, without going into detail on 
quantitative modeling methods or soft-
ware description.

The students are introduced to 
the concepts of system thinking and 
system dynamics; they reflect on the 
first and apply the latter to the project 
work. As a result of this module, they 
build a small system dynamics model, 
consisting of a causal loop diagram 
that represents the system they chose 
as a case study in the project work, 

and enables them to study a problem 
of their choice connected to their 
case study. Moreover, the students 
are pushed to connect their prob-
lem to some sustainabilit y aspects 
(using the sustainable  development 

goals as a starting point) and there-
fore use system dynamics to analyze 
sustainability.

Module 4: Design project 
and presentations
As mentioned previously, the proj-
ect work is divided into three main 
parts, each linked with a module: the 

FIGURE 2. An example of a causal loop diagram, adapted from Nieuwenhuijsen et al.9 
The authors modeled the dynamics related to the introduction of new technology, 
identifying key system variables (technology maturity, fleet size, purchase price, and 
perceived utility). The variables interact with each other via feedback loops.
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The definition and understanding of CPS as the 
integration of multiple different subsystems and 
the use of different technologies to analyze the 

subsystem was seen as a key element.
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students choose a case study, describe 
it using CPS lenses, connect it to AI, 
and study a problem using system 
thinking. For each of the modules, 
they submit a hand in. The three stu-
dent submissions are then collected 
into a final project report. To the fi-
nal report the students are asked to 
add an executive summary at the be-
ginning, a conclusion, and potential 
future work at the end. They are also 
asked to add a personal section, con-
taining an individual ref lection on 
the project work.

As a conclusion to the course, each 
group gives a presentation of ~ 20 min, 
where an overview of the project and 
case study is given, including a sum-
mary of the contribution for each 
module and the individual contribu-
tion of each student. Each student is 
asked to participate in the presen-
tation, making sure that the time is 
divided equally between the compo-
nents of the group to evaluate each 
student’s contribution.

COURSE DELIVERY 
RETROSPECTIVE
The course was given for the first 
time in the fall of 2021 and 2022. The 
first course instance was very well 
received, and in the second instance 
we improved the course using the 
comments received during 2021. It 
succeeded in meeting the overall goal 
of providing perspectives on future 
smart CPS and their sociotechnical 
context and impacts. The definition 
and understanding of CPS as the inte-
gration of multiple different subsys-
tems and the use of different technol-
ogies to analyze the subsystem was 
seen as a key element. A novelty was 
also the introduction of trustworthy 
AI in module 2. In terms of the peda-
gogic approach, the project work was 
seen as a very positive add-on, and 
the students felt that the use of a case 
helped them connect the different 
modules. The group work was appre-
ciated in general, especially as the 
groups were formed with ensuring 

multidisciplinary among the group 
members in mind. The sociotechni-
cal scope (that is, going beyond the 
technology and studying the wider 
impacts on society) was appreciated 
as the social part of these systems is 
often neglected in other courses in 
engineering education. In this sense, 
the connection with sustainability 
was also appreciated. 

A s smart CPS will shape the 
future of our world, there is a 
need to see how they can con-

tribute to sustainability and any po-
tential negative implications they 
may have. 
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Exactly a year ago, we delved into the rise and ap-
peal of data science in this same column.1 Now, 
we look to see if the prediction holds. 

INTRODUCTION
In 2012, data science used to be a function seen only in 
artificial intelligence (AI) startups,2 but 10 years later, we 
saw data science as one of the most hyped jobs with banks, 
insurance companies, retailers, health-care providers, 
and government agencies.1,3 According to the U.S. Bureau 
of Labor Statistics, data science will see even more growth 
than any other field by 2029.3 Data science has also 
become more institutionalized because of educational 

offerings in the field today, whereas 
data scientists were first mainly 
recruited from quantitative fields 
like statistics or programming.1 It 
was also estimated that the data 
science platform market will grow 
in size from US$95.3 billion in 2021 
to US$322.9 billion in 2026 at a com-
pound annual growth rate (CAGR) 
of 27.7%.4

While we previously tackled the 
evolution of the field of data science and predicted what 
the future could look like, we will now dive deeper into 
the predictions made by academics, industry experts, and 
media alike for the ever-evolving field and investigate 
how close to this predicted future the industry is today. 
We will also look at the impact of AI and automation on 
data science as a profession.

UNDERSTANDING DATA SCIENCE TRENDS
Gray literature about data science mainly discusses the 
same overarching themes. Next are some of the recent 
data science predictions.

1. the automation of data science activities by AI

a.   the operationalization of data science through 
tools that capture the workflows of data 
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scientists and train enter-
prises on these workflows5,6

b.   the standardization of AI 
via low-code and no-code 
platforms.6

2. the growing future of data sci-
ence and data science jobs

a.   the need for coding skills 
and machine learning (ML)6

b.   the democratization of 
data scientists (that is, the 
use of nonspecialized data 
scientists).5

Applied AI is a current trend across sev-
eral industries due to its ability to solve 
classification, prediction, and control 

problems to automate, add, and augment 
business use cases. Some of the most 
noteworthy technologies include ML, 
which encompasses natural language 
processing (NLP); deep reinforcement 
learning; and knowledge graphs. These 
technologies are a part of a wider effort 
toward a more modular, automated, and 
monitored AI/ML lifecycle approach.5 
Some of these concepts are introduced 
later, and the next section addresses 
what they look like in the industry.

AUTOMATED CODE 
GENERATION
Aspects of data science are becoming 
increasingly automated using auto-
mated ML (AutoML).3,7 In recent years, 
ML methods have been used for NLP 
models and large language models for 
various tasks, including the generation 
of high-quality code. Consequently, a 
rising subset of the field is automatic 
code generation, which makes coding 
skills a less important job requirement 
for data science than they used to be a 
decade ago. These tasks are referred 

to with many names, including AI-
based code generation or completion mod-
els.3,8,9,10 A McKinsey global survey 
refers to these as AI pair programmers.5

Multiple industry analysts estimate 
that 80–90% of an organization’s data 
are unstructured and unstandard-
ized.11,12 As a result, data scientists 
spend about 37.75% of their time on data 
preparation or cleansing and 26.44% 
of their time on models. Another major 
roadblock to deploying ML models to 
production is recoding or translating 
models to other programming lan-
guages (PLs).7 Automated code gener-
ation applications, along with other 
automation efforts, aim to overcome 
these barriers to move toward more 
automated, simplified, and faster code 

generation instead of manual time-in-
tensive workflows. These tools are also 
meant to introduce the greater partici-
pation of “citizen developers,” the busi-
ness users without technical expertise, 
instead of relying on dedicated devel-
opers. Automated code generation also 
contributes to a more automated fu-
ture by allowing programmers to work 
solo instead of writing code together as 
“pair programmers” and helping with 
the efficiency and quality of code.5

This type of code generation can be 
categorized into three paradigms: de-
scription to code; code to code; and code 
to description.8 Description to code 
was found to be the most popular par-
adigm in literature and involves gen-
erating code from input forms like NL 
or images. Code-to-code applications 
generate code conditioned on other 
code.8,13 A popular application for this 
paradigm is automatic program repair, 
which takes faulty code as input and 
generates similar code without bugs. 
Another application is cross-PL, which 
translates code from one PL to another. 

Similar to cross-PL is refactoring, which 
cleans and paraphrases code to be more 
concise and better understandable to 
humans. One of the more recent appli-
cations is code completion, which pre-
dicts subsequent code based on input 
code, much like an autocomplete fea-
ture. Code to description, also known 
as source code summarization, is the least 
popular paradigm and is mainly used 
for documentation generation in NL.8

Low-code/no-code data science
According to a McKinsey global survey, 
AI pair programmers are the enablers of 
low-code/no-code platforms.5 Low-code 
platforms are standardized software 
development systems with GUIs that 
facilitate rapid prototyping and enable 
citizen developers to create applications 
by assembling blocks of prewritten code 
instead of writing code from scratch.5,14 
No-code platforms are similar except 
that they are not as customizable since 
they do not provide access to back-end 
code or allow the modification of preex-
isting code structures. Usually, no-code 
AI (or codeless AI) can be introduced 
through custom-developed platforms 
or models that a business can integrate 
into its current technology immediately 
without a learning curve.15,16 Hence, 
low-code platforms are more suitable for 
developers, and no-code platforms are 
more suitable for citizen developers. 

Low-code/no-code slightly differs 
from AutoML solutions. AutoML is more 
focused on increasing efficiency for data 
scientists, allowing them to work on 
more sophisticated projects, whereas no-
code solutions allow nontechnical users 
to quickly build AI and ML models with 
minimal technical skills.15 While this 
capability makes ML easy to use, models 
are harder to customize as compared to 
AutoML.14,15 Tools in this area range from 
open source libraries to end-to-end plat-
forms that ease the data collection process 
by integrating with application pro-
gramming interfaces; help cleanse and 
prepare unstructured data; allow model 
training and development; accelerate the 
testing and deployment of ML; and gen-
erate dashboards and reporting.5,11,17

According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
data science will see even more growth than any 

other field by 2029.
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Low-code/no-code AI was born out 
of the same needs as automated code 
generation: to allow access to AI with-
out requiring coding skills; incurring 
the costs of custom AI models; or find-
ing specialists to help with the issue of 
ML talent shortage.11,14,15,16 Currently, 
the technology and finance industries 
are absorbing 60% of AI/ML talent, 
creating a need for smaller businesses 
to rely on citizen data scientists and 
developers.15 Furthermore, by allow-
ing the democratization of AI and ML, 
these platforms also build a stronger 
business alignment by bringing tech-
nical requirements closer to business 
units and the automated deployment 
of models into production applica-
tions.17 Some low-code/no-code appli-
cations also allow augmented moni-
toring and maintenance to minimize 
performance degradation. With the 
increased processing power introduced 
with these platforms, better scalability 
can also be achieved.5,15,17

DATA SCIENCE IN THE 
INDUSTRY

The demand and supply
Data science remained among the most 
demanded jobs in 2022, according to 
LinkedIn and Glassdoor.18–20 The top 

roles include ML engineer, data scien-
tist, data engineer, and data analyst. 
According to a report by LinkedIn, 19 
of the 22 countries analyzed had a data 
science role among their top jobs.20 
Figure 1 summarizes an analysis of the 
reports. In our previous publication, 
we explained the distinction between 
“data generalist” and “data special-
ist” roles and noted that the industry 

would be leaning more toward special-
ists.1 We were right in our prediction as 
no single incumbent can possess all the 
skills required to successfully deploy 
AI or analytics systems.3,20 The data 
show that a “data scientist” job does not 
commonly exist on its own. The most 
popular job title was ML engineer, a 
specialist role. More specialist roles, 
such as “data engineer” and “computer 
vision engineer,” are also at the top.

Health-care and business intelli-
gence analytics were also predicted to 
be a rising subfield of data science in 
previous years. This is beginning to 
show in the job market and academia, 

as discussed in our previous column.1 
LinkedIn also reported that “product 
analyst” appeared as the second most 
demanded role in Germany, and “clin-
ical data manager” showed up as the 
17th in Canada.20 This also coincides 
with other industry reports that men-
tion product and service development; 
service operations; and marketing and 
sales as the leading business functions 

adopting AI in 2022.5 However, these 
roles are not as widespread yet as they 
are seen only once in the entire dataset. 
Health-care systems were also among 
the top industries adopting AI, but it 
is surprising to see fewer roles in this 
area. It is also interesting to note that 
all these roles were filled by men in the 
19 countries analyzed except for the 
role of a clinical data manager, which 
had a majority of females.20

Building on the list shown in Fig-
ure 1, we examine the top skills needed 
for each of the roles; the median range 
of prior experience required; and 
the previous roles these individuals 

FIGURE 1. Popular jobs in 2022 according to LinkedIn. 
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Data science remained among the most demanded 
jobs in 2022, according to LinkedIn and Glassdoor.
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transitioned from (see Table 1).20 Over-
all, the top skills required across multi-
ple jobs were ML, deep learning, Python, 
computer vision, NLP, and data visual-
ization. These results are aligned with 
Panetta’s prediction that data literacy 
will become essential for driving busi-
ness value by 2023.21 It is important to 
note that the prior experience required 
varies greatly from country to country 
and from role to role. Data scientists and 
data engineers have the widest ranges. 
In addition, the most common prior role 
that these data science jobs transition 
from is software engineer. This shows 
that even today, data scientists come 
from a programming or statistics back-
ground, the very fields that data science 
stems from.1 We summarize the links 
between each of the jobs in Figure 2.

A talent shortage remains in the 
field despite the demand and hype 
around it.1 The inability to work with 
large, diverse, and messy datasets was a 
challenge that has prevented success-
ful AI/ML deployment.22 In a recent 
study conducted by Forrester Consult-
ing, 48% of the respondents reported a 
lack of technical expertise to leverage 
ML despite the high demand discussed 
earlier.22 Other industry observers 
also note this lack of data literacy and 
skills.23 Gartner estimates that by 
2025, most chief data officers will fail 
to foster the necessary data literacy 
within the workforce to achieve stra-
tegic data-driven business goals.24 A 
McKinsey global survey also recog-
nizes the reluctance to high up-front 
investment in talent and resources, 

another barrier to developing AI and 
ML workflow for production.5

This talent shortage is a major 
concern for most of the industries. In a 
recent study conducted by Anaconda, 
it was found that 62.51% of the 3,493 
respondents from 133 countries were 
concerned about the impact of the tal-
ent shortage.7 The top five skills miss-
ing from the current workforce were 
engineering; probability and statistics; 
business knowledge; communication; 
and big data management skills. Only 
some of these skills were found in the 
jobs listed in Table 1. Perhaps the issue 
could be linked to the inadequate defini-
tions of the roles and job descriptions for 
data scientists. This is confirmed when 
student respondents of the survey men-
tioned the lack of clarity of required 

TABLE 1. Top skills for data science-related jobs.

Role Top Skills
Years of Prior Experience 
Required (Median Range) Top Roles Transitioned From

ML engineer Deep learning, ML, TensorFlow, 
computer vision

1.7–5.4 Software engineer, data scientist,  
data engineer

Data engineer Apache Spark, Hadoop, Scala 4.1–9.8 Software engineer, data analyst, business 
intelligence consultant/developer

Data scientist ML, Python, data science, data 
visualization

1.3–7.5 Software engineer, data analyst, business 
analyst, statistician, research analyst

Data management 
consultant

Data science, Python 5–8.2 Data analyst, IT consultant, data scientist

Computer vision 
engineer

Computer vision, OpenCV,  
image processing

2.8–3.7 ML engineer, software engineer,  
data scientist

Clinical data manager GCP, clinical trials, EDC, Medidata — —

Product analyst Tableau, Google BigQuery, SQL 3.7 —

GCP: good clinical practice; EDC: electronic data capture; SQL: Structured Query Language.

FIGURE 2. Links between data science-related jobs.  
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experience as one of the biggest obsta-
cles to advancing in the field.7

How “automated” are businesses?
There are many automated code-gen-
eration tools available on the market 
today. One of the most popular tools is 
Codex by OpenAI.10 It builds upon Ope-
nAI’s GPT-3, which is capable of writ-
ing its own Twitter posts, speeches, 
poetry, and news articles. As a further 
advancement of this model, Codex 
was trained on billions of lines of both 
prose and code available in the public 
domain.10,25 As a result, a user can en-
ter a brief description in plain English, 
and the system can generate code for 
it in 12 PLs and also translate between 
these languages.25 GPT-3 and Codex 
also power GitHub Copilot, a code com-
pletion tool that allows programmers 
to code faster, and Microsoft’s test no-
code/low-code Power Apps service.25 
Codex has open source alternatives 
called Polycoder and CodeT5. CodeT5, 
for example, could train more than 
8.35 million instances of code from 
GitHub repositories and is capable of 
text-to-text code generation; code com-
pletion; and code summarization.10

A drawback of these tools is that 
they are trained on past data. As such, 
they can recognize or mimic only what 
they have already seen. Additionally, 
coders can be steered in the wrong di-
rection if the tools are not regularly up-
dated or trained on clean code.21 Auto-
mated code generation models are also 
still not accurate or efficient enough 
to be deployed successfully.5,8,21 For 
example, OpenAI estimates that cur-
rently, Codex generates the right code 
only 37% of the time.21 Moreover, the 
developed code might have security 
vulnerabilities, which are already a 
major concern slowing the adoption of 
AI.8 Therefore, Codex is beneficial only 
for experienced programmers who can 
debug the generated code, defeating 
the purpose of automating and de-
mocratizing code generation for busi-
nesses.5,21 There has been some prog-
ress through AlphaCode by DeepMind, 
which can write code at a competitive 

level.26 Solving competitive program-
ming problems would still require in-
terpretation and originality from this 
AI, which is a step in the right direc-
tion. The AI was also able to perform at 
the 50th percentile in contests.26 How-
ever, this program remains in its very 
early stages.26

A McKinsey global survey predicts 
that 70% of new application develop-
ment will leverage low-code/no-code 
platforms by 2025 (versus fewer than 
25% in 2020).5 The talent gap for data 
scientists who can develop AI/ML is 
resulting in a higher demand for no-
code/low-code platforms.11 The CAGR 
for the growth in market size is esti-
mated to be 21%, reaching approxi-

mately US$600 million by 2026.5 Com-
panies have already reported a 90% 
reduction in development time using 
no-code/low-code applications.5 Some 
no-code AutoML platforms that de-
mocratize ML capabilities include Goo-
gle’s Cloud AutoML; Ludwig by Uber 
AI; Baidu’s EZDL; and Obviously.ai.11 
Nonetheless, uncertainties remain in 
the industry that stop this technology 
trend from achieving scale. No-code/
low-code platforms allow for only a 
modest amount of customization (no-
code does not offer any at all) com-
pared to traditional PLs. Monitoring 
and debugging are also difficult, espe-
cially if these platforms are integrated 
across several low-code/no-code plat-
forms.5 Once again, these platforms 
are currently more beneficial to expe-
rienced programmers and prevent the 
involvement of citizen developers.

The operationalization 
of data science
Data science is a powerful tool for dis-
covering insights from large amounts 
of data. AI and ML applications 

supercharge data science, allowing 
organizations to boost business goals; 
improve customer experience; and 
grow revenue.22 Overall, AI and ML 
have seen considerable growth in re-
cent years. According to a McKinsey 
global survey, there has been 94.4% 
easier and more affordable AI imple-
mentation since 2018 and 30 times 
more rapid innovation since 2015.5 The 
potential global value derived from AI 
is US$10 trillion to US$15 trillion with 
a notable financial impact on earn-
ings, revenue, and cost reduction.5,25

The same McKinsey survey also 
showed that 72% of organizations 
could not successfully deploy AI and 
ML.5 Getting the right data for AI and 

ML algorithms remains difficult for 
organizations despite the progress in 
tools and software capabilities.23 A 
study of 150 data management decision 
makers showed that ML is beginning 
to drive business impact.22 To reach 
successful levels of ML operationaliza-
tion, though, organizations must move 
past experimentation with ML to auto-
mation and deployment with tangible 
results. In 2020, Gartner predicted that 
by the end of 2024, 75% of enterprises 
would shift from piloting to opera-
tionalizing AI.24 The Forrester survey 
showed that even though ML adoption 
had increased in the past two years, it 
remained mainly in the experimenta-
tion stage, involving less than a quarter 
of the organizations surveyed.22

Despite the goals of operationaliz-
ing ML, organizations also struggle 
with data silos among people and 
processes.22,23 Decision makers noted 
that internal, cross-organizational, and 
external data silos slowed ML deploy-
ments and outcomes. Additionally, 
57% of respondents to the Forrester 
study believed that silos between data 

Overall, a top-to-bottom data culture needs to 
happen in order for the benefits of AI/ML  

to be fully realized.
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scientists and practitioners hindered 
operationalization.22 Organizations 
also face difficulties translating aca-
demic or scientific models into deploy-
able products due to a lack of connection 
between the models and tangible in-
sights for a business.5,22 The creation of 
data silos can also be credited to a lack of 
data literacy and a skills shortage in the 
workforce.23 Consequently, “dark data”’ 
(available data that are not being lever-
aged) also remain an issue for organiza-
tions, as mentioned in our previous col-
umn.1 Some organizational functions, 
such as finance, sales, and marketing, 
have been utilizing applications for de-
cades, but the same cannot be said about 
the frontline staff and professionals who 
manage day-to-day operations.27 Hence, 
the power of ML and AI is not being lev-
eraged by organizations due to the de-
tachment from day-to-day operations 
and failure of holistic deployment.27

In addition to the previous chal-
lenges, users also found the transpar-
ency, traceability, and explainability 
of data flows challenging.22 Interest in 
AI explainability is now rising as mod-
els become increasingly complex and 
are used for high-risk cases.5 Without 
a clear connection to return on invest-
ment, upper-level management had 
trouble understanding the benefits 
of AI/ML adoption, which reinforces 
data silos. This also results in either 
investing and not seeing value or not 
investing in data management systems 
altogether, which has been an issue 
that has slowed data science progress 
from the beginning.1,22,23 Overall, a 
top-to-bottom data culture needs to 
happen in order for the benefits of AI/
ML to be fully realized.1,3,27 Davenport 
and Patil3 point out that data scientists 
are often frustrated with the lack of sup-
port from the management, leading to a 

high turnover rate for data scientists. 
Interestingly, Glassdoor reports that 
Generation Z (born 1997–2012) rated 
“data scientist” as number four for most 
job satisfaction (average rating: 4.44), 
while the role did not make it to the 
highest rated jobs for any other genera-
tions.19 This trend could be a good indi-
cation, though, as there is more interest 
from the younger data scientists, which 
could lead to an increasing supply of 
data scientists in the field.

Data-centric AI and metadata- 
driven data fabrics are recent trends 
in the industry that could potentially 
address the data management issues 
in the field.24 Data-centric AI relies 
on data fabrics, a design concept that 
serves as an integrated layer between 
data and connected processes. Data fab-
rics target problems like high-cost and 
low-value data integration cycles; frequent 
maintenance of earlier integrations; and 

the rising demand for real-time and 
event-driven data sharing. Gartner 
compares data fabrics to semiauton-
omous self-driving cars that observe 
data routes and suggest more produc-
tive alternatives.28 When the data 
“driver” and ML become comfortable 
with repeated tasks,  improvisational 
tasks can be automated, and the “driver” 
is free to focus on innovation.15,28 But 
new and upcoming technologies such 
as semantic knowledge graphs, active 
metadata management, and embedded 
ML are required to utilize the data 
fabric design, which is an additional 
investment for businesses. Data silos 
must also be solved as existing stand-
alone solutions cannot facilitate a fully 
developed data fabric architecture. 
The fabric must collect and analyze 
all forms of unstructured metadata 
from integrated sources, which data 
silos prevent.28

DATA SCIENCE AND THE 
FUTURE OF WORK
Automating data science workflows 
understandably raises concerns from 
engineers, testers, and analysts whose 
jobs are highly automatable. They 
might be reluctant to switch toward 
these new technological trends be-
cause of a fear of job displacement. 
However, these technologies are not yet 
a serious threat to their jobs as they are 
still emerging fields.14,15,25 While low-
code/no-code platforms are intended 
to replace traditional data scientists or 
software developers, they are still not 
flexible enough to reduce development 
work at every stage.5 Automated code 
generation cannot yet replace a human 
either, needing the final output to be 
reviewed.25 So data scientists and en-
gineers will still be needed to guide 
data science to its predicted future. 
Greg Brockman, the chief technology 
officer of OpenAI, says that AI is not 
playing out as expected.25 Instead of 
replacing jobs, it is just taking away a 
large portion of work from them. ML 
and data science developers remain 
the highest paid software developers, 
with an average pay of US$129,000 a 
year in the United States, although 
no-code/low-code professionals earn 
close enough salaries ranging from 
US$107,000 to US$121,000 as of 2022.29

Some other concerns and risks not 
mentioned in this column must 
also be addressed before an even 

more widespread use of data science. 
These include cybersecurity, privacy, 
regulatory compliance, and ethical con-
cerns of data science. Some of these tech-
nologies also raise a question of own-
ership. Do the companies that provide 
the technologies that write the models 
own them, or do the companies whose 
data are used and the ones deploying the 
models own them? These topics are not 
only increasingly important for custom-
ers, shareholders, and regulators but 
are important to the next generation of 
young data scientists who care about the 
social impact of the field.3,5,7,19 

Data-centric AI and metadata-driven data fabrics are 
recent trends in the industry that could potentially 
address the data management issues in the field.
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A s today’s businesses become 
more distributed, require 
higher velocity, and con-
tinuously change applica-

tion and data ecosystems, the underly-
ing IT infrastructure is experiencing 
seismic shifts. As IT infrastructures 
become more dispersed, diversified, in-
telligent, a nd autonomous, I T oper-
at ion s must be reinvented.

TODAY’S IT INFRASTRUCTURE
Today’s IT infrastructure is under-
going a transition from a static, data 
center-bound, handcrafted, and siloed 
structure to a hybrid, fluid, automated, 
and stratified resource mesh. This tran-
sition is fundamentally changing sev-
eral areas of IT Infrastructure:

  › Computational infrastructure (com-
pute)1: Today’s compute platforms, 
delivered by physical “bare metal” 
servers and abstracted in virtual 
and microservice stacks, are no 
longer built to support a single 
application workflow. Instead, 
these platforms are increasingly 
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deployed as a capacity pool 
allocated for various application 
stacks. These computational 
pools are built on a variety of 
compute platforms beyond the 
general-purpose CPU, including 
chips designed for graphics, 
inference, modeling, analytics, 
blockchain, memory-centric 
computation, and high-perfor-

mance computing. Applications 
are increasingly being written 
to take advantage of specific 
chipsets and segmented to run 
specific functions on appropri-
ately specialized compute cores. 
In addition, today’s on-premises 
compute environments can 
“cloudburst” with nearly limit-
less resources for traffic fluctua-
tions and unexpected outages.

 › Storage: As today’s applications 
evolve, underlying storage hous-
ing associated application in-
formation is transitioning from 
monolithic arrays of block, file, 
and object data into a sophis-
ticated, adaptable, and rugged 
storage fabric distributed across 
data center location and cloud 
providers. These systems auto-
matically float data between fast 
and expensive memory-centric 
media and slower but cheaper 
devices. Modern storage systems 
use advanced features, such as 
deduplication, compression, 
encryption, replication, and 
archiving, to provide resilient 
data storage in the smallest foot-
print possible. Many data fabrics 
implement a global name space 
to virtualize dataset storage lo-
cation so that applications need 
not know where the data are 

physically stored to retrieve and 
modify them. This allows data 
to dynamically move among 
storage arrays, data centers, and 
even clouds transparently.2

 › Network: Connecting ever-ex-
panding and evolving com-
pute and storage assets across 
on-premises, cloud, and edge 
infrastructure is a daunting 

task. Today’s network infra-
structure is too large, fast, and 
complicated to be managed by 
humans alone. This has led to 
more automated approaches, 
such as intent-based network-
ing, software-defined net-
working, and software-defined 
wide area networking in which 
operations teams express their 
desire and systems determine 
network asset deployment and 
reconfiguration to meet these 
intents. Once deployed, these 
policies adapt the network to 
environmental changes, such 
as volume fluctuations and 
segment outages.3 “Today’s 
networks are becoming more 
adaptive, reliable, secure, and 
automated,” notes Suresh Katu-
kam, cofounder and chief prod-
uct officer at Nile, “with deep 
instrumentation and 360-de-
gree monitoring of all elements 
to feed analytics, baselining, 
and trending tools.”4

 › Data center: Whether enter-
prise-owned or leased from a 
colocation site, data centers 
continue to house IT infrastruc-
ture for many enterprises. In 
recent years, data centers have 
been distributed to support 
“follow-the-sun” operations, 

provide geographic redundancy, 
and meet regional compliance 
restrictions. Other enterprises 
are creating smaller micro- and 
even nano-data centers to put in-
frastructure closer to consump-
tion points.

 › Cloud: Nearly all enterprises 
today use infrastructure housed 
with public cloud providers. 
Most have developed a mul-
ticloud strategy to use the 
right cloud provider to provide 
specific infrastructure require-
ments. While there are a few 
cloud-only enterprises, most 
companies rely on a hybrid cloud 
architecture spanning data cen-
ters and cloud resources.

 › Edge: By 2025, more data will 
be created outside of the core 
(that is, data centers and cloud 
infrastructure) than in it. These 
enormous data volumes are 
exceedingly difficult to move 
due to physical latency and 
throughput issues that make it 
easier to move compute to data 
rather than the reverse. This 
phenomenon, known as data 
gravity, is pulling applications 
and the supporting infrastruc-
ture outside the controlled 
walls of cloud and data cen-
ters into the amebic world of 
sensors, devices, endpoints, and 
mobile platforms.5

TODAY’S IT OPERATIONS
Today’s IT operations are governed by 
various methodologies that control how 
IT organizations deploy, operate, sup-
port, and optimize IT infrastructure and 
services. These IT services are typically 
built on a deploy–measure–response 
lifecycle with humans in the loop con-
trolling and verifying each stage.

IT operations are conducted through 
a suite of defined services to manage 
events, problems, releases, capac-
ity, performance, change, configu-
ration, service levels, service requests, 
continuity, and infrastructure deploy-
ment via a structured service desk and 

Today’s IT infrastructure is undergoing a transition 
from a static, data center-bound, handcrafted, and 
siloed structure to a hybrid, fluid, automated, and 

stratified resource mesh.
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service catalog. These IT services are 
commonly defined and controlled by 
IT operations management and IT ser-
vice management frameworks, such as 
Control Objectives for Information and 
Related Technology, the Enhanced Tele-
com Operations Map, the Information 
Technology Infrastructure Library, the 
Microsoft Operations Framework, the 
Scaled Agile Framework, Six Sigma, and 
The Open Group Architecture Frame-
work. These services are implemented 
by various on-premises, software as a 
service-based, and hybrid tools.6, 7

With the rapid growth of cloud-
based infrastructure, many opera-
tional workflows are integrated with 
public cloud providers’ operations 
platforms, such as Amazon Web Ser-
vices Cloud Operations, Microsoft’s 
Azure Operations Management Suite, 
and Google Cloud’s Operations Suite. 
These platforms allow hybrid cloud 
workflows by extending IT operations 
services across both data center and 
cloud-based operations.8

Infrastructure deployment auto-
mation is rapidly becoming a mainstay 
for IT operations teams and provides 
automated deployment and config-
uration of compute, network, and 
storage resources. Technologies such 
as infrastructure as code, IT automa-
tion and orchestration, DevOps, and 
continuous integration/continuous 
deployment are enabling enterprises 
to stand up, tear down, and reconfig-
ure IT infrastructure and application 
workflows on the fly.9

Over the past several years, artifi-
cial intelligence-based IT operations 
(AIOps) have emerged as a promising 
development in automated incident de-
tection and remediation. AIOps use an-
alytical models to scan log entries, de-
vice telemetry, and/or network packet 
captures to learn a system, network, 
or enterprise’s “normal” operational 
baseline and then spot any deviations. 
These anomalies are then reported to 
operators for remediation and, increas-
ingly, used to trigger automated reme-
diation scripts without operator inter-
vention and oversight. AIOps tools 

also correlate various alarms, alerts, 
and uncharacteristic system behavior 
to determine root causes to aid manual 
and automated remediation.10

TOMORROW’S 
INFRASTRUCTURE
As tomorrow’s IT infrastructure con-
tinues its current trajectory to become 
more multicloud, hybrid cloud, and au-
tomated, emerging patterns will prevail:

 › Predictive infrastructure: As 
embedded AI models become 
more prevalent in IT devices, the 
underlying infrastructure will 
become more predictive. Systems 
will no longer just report when 
a failure occurs or a capacity 
threshold is reached. Instead, 
they will predict when to initiate 

preventive maintenance, adjust 
configurations, and even execute 
a calculated course of action. “We 
should think of intelligent infra-
structure more like an electric 
grid that is simple, reliable, and 
secure—always on and invisi-
ble. That’s a better definition,” 
observes Katukam.4 Systems will 
also predict upcoming capacity 
issues and suggest preemptive 
expansion, reconfiguration, and 
workload migration before sys-
tem limits are hit. Beyond this, 
systems will increasingly not 
just report remediation recom-
mendations but automatically 
undertake preventive measures 
themselves and report effected 
changes back to operational 
monitoring systems.11

 › Edge superstructure: Two trends 
will transform the edge as we 
know it. First, we will see the 
morphing of the Internet of 

Things, autonomous vehicles, 
smart devices, and endpoint 
devices from distinct edge in-
frastructure architectures into 
a heterogeneous edge super-
structure. Second, the center of 
data gravity will shift from core 
resources to the edge super-
structure and pull workloads out 
of the core. Edge compute, net-
work, and storage platforms will 
not only proliferate but deliver 
higher capacity, lower power 
consumption, increased perfor-
mance, and more independent 
operations without core system 
oversight. “To combat data 
gravity, tomorrow’s edge storage 
will rely more on metadata than 
the underlying data itself, will 
cache ‘hot’ data to reduce trips to 

the core systems and will stage 
data replication to the core for 
eventual consistency,” predicts 
Gou Rao, cofounder and chief 
technology officer of Portworx.12 
We will also see a stratification 
between edge and core compute 
systems through the evolution 
of “fog computing,” which will 
place micro- and nano-data cen-
ters (or, conversely, macro- and 
mega-edge systems, depending 
on your point of view) closer to 
consumption points.13

 › Grid-based data centers: As data 
center architecture evolves to 
follow the microservice model of 
hyperscaler cloud providers, we 
will see less custom data center 
infrastructure built for a specific 
system or workflow. Infrastruc-
ture will become disaggregated 
from the workflows its supports 
and, instead, be presented as 
compute, storage, and network 

Infrastructure will become disaggregated from the 
workflows its supports and, instead, be presented 
as compute, storage, and network capacity pools.
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capacity pools allocated for 
required workflow demands. 
While grid computing has been 
an architectural objective for 
several decades, recent advance-
ments in composable infrastruc-
ture and control software are 
making this a reality. As legacy 
systems are retired, grid-based 
disaggregated infrastructure 
will become the norm.14

TOMORROW’S OPERATIONS
The changes in infrastructure will 
have disruptive impacts on tomorrow’s 
IT operations, including

 › Ubiquitous operations: Opera-
tions will no longer be siloed 
into cloud, data center, and edge 
frameworks. Operational work-
flows and services will span all 
environments and be able to 
migrate capacity and workloads 
accordingly as demands dictate.

 › Smart operations: Operations will 
no longer just react to arising 
incidents but forecast failures 
proactively. Predictive mod-
els will also allow operational 
services to migrate workloads 
across environments before 
anticipated outages and capacity 
shifts. Operational services will 
also be cognizant of the cost and 
performance characteristics of 
the underlying infrastructure 
to optimize between these two 
opposing goals, depending on 
changing enterprise objectives.

 › Autonomous operations: As 
infrastructure becomes more 
autonomous, the operational 
framework controlling it will 
simultaneously mature. Tomor-
row’s autonomous operations 
will enable self-deploying infra-
structure through automated 
procurement, deployment, 
configuration, optimization, 
and provisioning with minimal 
human intervention and over-
sight. Once live, operational ser-
vices will automatically patch, 

upgrade, audit, license, and 
remediate issues. On the other 
end of the infrastructure lifecy-
cle, autonomous operations will 
deprovision, sanitize, and retire 
aging infrastructure. “Over the 
next five years, we’ll see the 
training wheels come off and IT 
operations will autonomously 
monitor, migrate, and remediate 
infrastructure issues,” com-
ments Rao.12

To summarize, the three primary 
evolutions in IT infrastructure require 
analogous changes to remove humans 
from the loop, eliminate boundaries 
between environments, and transition 
from reactive to proactive operations. 
In a word, tomorrow’s IT operations 
will become invisible.

CHALLENGES
Transitioning to invisible IT operations 
will present many challenges, including

 › Trust: The largest challenge will 
be trusting autonomous infra-
structure and operations to pro-
cure, deploy, and operate an en-
terprise’s key workflows reliably, 
economically, and responsibly. 
“Trust isn’t binary,” notes Rao. 
“The path forward will be an evo-
lution from human-in-the-loop 
to human-alongside-the-loop to 
human-in-review before we take 
the training wheels off.”12

 › Data gravity: While invisible 
operations will transition work-
flows between environments, 
data gravity will prevent appli-
cations from moving outside 
the physical latency limits of 
their data storage. Caching and 
replication technologies will be 
developed to counter this, but 
gravitational data pull will have 
a profound effect on operational 
workflows, especially at the edge.

 › Security: Invisible operations de-
velopment will be underpinned 
by parallel advancements in 
security to protect enterprise 

data, infrastructure, users, 
and workflows from nefarious 
actors. This will be an arduous, 
expensive, and complicated 
endeavor requiring new tools, 
techniques, and processes, espe-
cially at the edge.

The velocity and volume of evolving 
enterprise workloads are causing 
IT infrastructure to become more 

disaggregated, distributed, and predic-
tive and, consequently, IT operations to 
become more ubiquitous, smart, and au-
tonomous. These profound changes to 
the IT landscape will undoubtedly face 
challenges, but the drive for invisible 
operations will be irresistible. 
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Fault-tolerant quantum computers (FTQCs) will be 
a gold mine for humanity and business. Recent ar-
ticles predict that the quantum computing mar-
ket will expand 500% by 2028, so we know there’s 

a quantum race building where quantum computers 

could solve some of our most press-
ing and important problems. As a re-
sult, billions of dollars are currently 
pouring into the quantum computer 
industry to build the first FTQC. 
However, there is a dark side to this 
wonderful invention as quantum 
computers have been mathemati-
cally proven to have the ability to 
break the cybersecurity that most of 
the world uses. In this article, I dis-
cuss a few ways quantum computers 
may be used for theft or disruption 
sooner than we might think.

CRYPTOGRAPHICALLY RELEVANT 
QUANTUM COMPUTERS
When a quantum computer is powerful enough to break 
our current encryption, most people have no idea how the 
balance of power in the world could shift. Think about 
what could happen if an adversarial nation state had ac-
cess to national secrets, financial systems, and data, and 
treasure troves of personal data. A quantum computer 
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with this power is sometimes called a 
cryptographically relevant quantum com-
puter (CRQC), and in an ever-increasing 
digital world, we can all understand 
the gravity of such an event.

Recall Y2K, when we had to upgrade 
many of the computing systems in the 
world to prevent potential computer 
errors related to the formatting and 
storage of calendar data for dates in 
and after the year 2000. Now we have 
Q-Day or Y2Q, where the entire world 
needs to change the encryption so we 
can safely use the Internet.

Many ask, “When will a CRQC be 
available?” Like searching for gold in 
a mine, the answer1 is more opaque 
than many admit, with views clouded 
by technical jargon and ver y com-
plex descriptions.

If you have not heard of Q-Day, 
you are not alone; it is the time when 
FTQCs will be available and can break 
current asymmetric-key encryption 
(the encryption the entire world uses) 
and become CRQCs. Y2K and Q-Day 
have several things in common. They 
are/were both global computing ef-
forts, cost a lot of money, and have a 
time constraint. Although we knew 
about Y2K seven years beforehand, our 
awareness of Q-Day’s timing is opaque, 
yet we do know that billions are being 
spent to build an FTQC.2

The pending upgrade to postquan-
tum-resilient cybersecurity will be 
the largest upgrade in information 
technology history. Current World 
Economic Forum predictions3 indi-
cate that more than 20 billion devices 
will need to be upgraded or replaced 
to operate safely and successfully in a 
postquantum world to keep data safe. 
Q-Day will arrive, but we don’t know the 
exact timing like we did for Y2K. The 
first strategic crisis of the 21st century is 
already underway, and thankfully, we 
are aware of it and can act now.

The first well-known encryption- 
breaking proof came from Peter Shor 

in 1994. His algorithm4 showed that 
an FTQC with 4,099 coherent qubits 
could break the public-key encryp-
tion standards we use today. This al-
gorithm and coherent qubit counting 
have been a focal point of Q-Day tim-
ing. Deep technical debates on FTQC 
gains, daily physics breakthroughs, 
and technology funding are riddled 

with scientific details. Certainly, an 
FTQC with 4,099 qubits will be one of 
the big treasures buried in the quan-
tum mines. National governments 
are the main sources paying for this 
quantum breakthrough as national 
security and strategic surprise are at 
stake. India, Russia, Japan, the Euro-
pean Union, and Australia have sub-
stantial programs. However, the two 
main countries investing in this quan-
tum race5 are China and the United 
States. China is leading by far, spend-
ing an estimated US$13 billion since 
2015. U.S. spending during the same 
period is estimated at US$2.1 billion.

NOISY INTERMEDIATE SCALE 
QUANTUM COMPUTERS
However, there are other ways to get to 
a CRQC without needing 4,099 qubits. 
Noisy intermediate scale quantum 
computers (NISQs) and hybrid clas-
sic-quantum computing6 are quietly 
making strong strides toward solving 
nonpolynomial hard math in the near 
term. As these quantum techniques 
advance, we may find quantum-ap-
proximate optimization algorithms7 
or new hybrid classic quantum solu-
tions that can break current encryp-
tion before a large FTQC or CRQC is 
online. As an example, Zapata Computing 

used a heuristic algorithm called vari-
ational quantum factoring8 to show that 
a quantum hybrid solution has prom-
ise. This technique of blending classi-
cal and quantum computing allowed 
better tradeoffs between available 
quantum resources (primarily quan-
tum circuit depth and solution accu-
racy). These smart tradeoffs leveraging 

readily available quantum computing 
resources could be a workaround of 
the NISQ problem. Although the time 
until Q-Day is still unknown, these ad-
vances should alert us to be ready for a 
strategic surprise.

Other quantum scientists9 are ex-
ploring tradeoffs between circuit 
depth-efficient and qubit-efficient 
models as a mixed approach to encod-
ing schemes that are easier to deploy 
on a NISQ machine. Other scientists 
are reducing errors in NISQ machines 
by making them more visible10 and 
easier to work around. These new tech-
niques and algorithms offer faster 
paths to solve the nonpolynomial hard 
math problems protecting our encryp-
tion. This is another threat to breaking 
asymmetric encryption, even before an 
FTQC is ready. Studying these develop-
ments is important as the race to Q-Day 
speeds up, and the threat could become 
a reality sooner than we realize.

These new options using NISQ’s 
and hybrid compilers to break en-
crypted data shed light on other possi-
ble nation-state plans. As competitive 
nation states spend many billions of 
dollars on quantum computing, not all 
the funding in these nation states will 
be spent on developing FTQC’s and 
quantum hardware. Obviously, some 

The pending upgrade to postquantum-resilient 
cybersecurity will be the largest upgrade in 

information technology history.
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funds will be spent to rapidly decrypt 
data that have already been stolen. 
When a well-funded group11 of smart 
scientists and programmers pull in the 
same direction, they can accomplish 
surprising results. We should be aware 
of others developing these or similar 
techniques to accomplish devastating 
results. It is critical for us to prepare 
now before a dramatic strategic sur-
prise makes it too late.

Commercial and government ex-
perts are constantly reviewing the trac-
tion gained toward a CRQC using cur-
rent scientific methods. For reluctant 
bystanders, the future will be trouble-
some as it is volatile, uncertain, com-
plex, and ambiguous if we rely on rigid 
certainty for encryption standards.

There are solutions to the CRQC 
problem, which can now be imple-
mented. Postquantum cybersecurity 
(PQC) refers to a new form of cyber-
security that is resistant to quantum 
computing attacks from CRQC and the 
nearer-term approaches. Unlike exist-
ing encryption that will be broken by 
powerful quantum computers, PQC 
uses specific quantum-resilient algo-
rithms12 in combination with other 
features to ensure that enterprise and 
government organizations will have 
protections in place to withstand these 
attacks, even before CRQCs arrive. For 
PQC to be deployed quickly and effec-
tively, building in backward-compati-
ble PQC software solutions that protect 
our encryption on existing hardware 
allows us to react quickly as quantum 
computing advances happen.

Designing future systems with 
this resilience, and not just rug-
gedness for success, should 

be our standard. This will help in the 
opaque nature of the race upon us. 
Time is never on our side as defend-
ers. FTQCs or nearer-term alternative 
solutions may come online well before 
we expect. With a resilient offensive 

design and mindset, we should em-
brace crypto agility as our postquan-
tum information goals are not only 
achievable but are a race we can win if 
we put the right measures in place.
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Governments are realizing that the adoption of 
metaverse technologies such as augmented re-
ality, virtual reality (VR), and digital twins is 
essential to achieve their national economic, 

social, and political goals. Unsurprisingly, national and sub-
national governments have used various metaverse technol-
ogies such as VR and digital twins in the public sector for quite 
some time. In 2015, the Singapore government started work-
ing with French software corporation Dassault Systèmes to 
develop the city-state’s digital twin, known as Virtual Singa-
pore.1 Virtual Singapore offers the city’s 3D semantic model, 
in which the data’s meaning can be related to the real world. 
It can display land attributes, different forms of transport, 
and components of buildings and infrastructures.

Similarly, in 2018, Finland’s capital 
Helsinki launched “Virtual Helsinki”  
(https://www.youtube.com/watch? 
v=pNefQvZelFg). VR studio ZOAN 
created the metaverse, which is de-
scribed as a digital twin of the Hel-
sinki City Centre. Users can wear VR 
headsets to tour the city.2

More recently, several countries have pursued more 
expensive and grandiose metaverse strategies. This ar-
ticle delves into diverse strategies that several nations 
have developed and implemented to capitalize on the 
metaverse megatrend. Specifically, we focus on four na-
tions: China, Saudi Arabia, South Korea, and the United 
Arab Emirates (UAE).

NATIONAL METAVERSE STRATEGIES
Table 1 presents national metaverse strategies of four ma-
jor economies. The next sections review the key compo-
nents of their metaverse strategies.

CHINA
In October 2021, the China Institute of Contemporary In-
ternational Relations (CICIR), which is the 11th Bureau of 
the Ministry of State Security, launched what is referred 
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to as the Chinaverse initiative. The CI-
CIR released a report, “The Metaverse 
and National Security,” which ana-
lyzed the metaverse’s national secu-
rity challenges. This was arguably the 
Chinese Communist Party’s (CCP’s) 
first official statement on the topic of 
the metaverse. The CICIR report says, 
“It [the metaverse] will have a major 
social, political and economic impact 
on countries … and on political and 
cultural security … it could bring about 
major changes in the social structure.”3

The phrase “use the virtual to 
enhance the real, use the virtual to 
strengthen the real” describes China’s  
strategic approach to develop the 
metaverse. The phrase was reportedly 
first used in March 2022 by the assis-
tant director of Shanghai’s Economic 
and Information Technology Com-
mission, who is also a Chinese Peo-
ple’s Political Consultative Conference 

member. The recommendation here 
is to caution against an overemphasis 
on entertainment, which would argu-
ably increase the risks of speculative 
investment.4 This approach has been 
reinforced by the country’s major con-
stituencies. For instance, in September 
2022, the title of a Xinhua opinion- 
editorial column used the same phrase, 
which emphasized removing the “fake 
bubbles” and making a “real develop-
ment progress” using the metaverse.4

What is clear is that the Chinaverse 
is expected to be highly regulated. 
The country’s entertainment industry 
is strictly regulated and controlled. 
For instance, before video games are 
released to the market, they must be 
approved by the government. The 
contents considered to be obscene or 
with excessive blood and violence are 
banned.3 The Chinese government 
was also reported to be studying a 

registration system for metaverse us-
ers in an attempt to prevent them from 
influencing wider public opinion.5

China is also using the metaverse 
to promote the interests and agenda 
of the CCP. The government has es-
tablished a CCP teaching center with 
immersive technology to foster the 
CCP’s values. The center can be used 
to provide immersive training even 
in times of crises, such as a pandemic. 
The country is also working on a vir-
tual factory concept, which will help 
reduce the consumption of energy, 
water, and raw materials as there is 
no need to develop physical proto-
types before the production process.3

The metaverse’s potential as an 
education platform has already been 
shown. For instance, the CCP’s top 
cadre training school, the Chinese 
Academy of Governance, uses the 
metaverse system to enhance the 

TABLE 1. National metaverse strategies of some major economies.

Country Key elements of the metaverse strategy Sample projects/goals

China •  The country has a strategic approach: “use the 
virtual to enhance the real, use the virtual to 
strengthen the real.”

•  CICIR analyzed the metaverse’s national security 
challenges.

•  The country is reported to be studying a 
registration system for metaverse users.

•  Shanghai: the metaverse as among the four 
“frontiers for exploration.” 

•  The country is developing a teaching center with 
immersive technology to foster CCP values. 

•  Shanghai: US$1.5 billion investment. Goal: to develop 
10 leading companies and 100 small-sized firms and 
launch 100 products and services by 2025.

Saudi Arabia • The metaverse is a key part of Vision 2030.
•  The country launched the National Gaming and 

Esports Strategy.

•  The US$500 billion futuristic megacity NEOM will have 
its own metaverse. 

•  Gaming and esports market: US$6.8 billion by 2030, 
39,000 jobs. 

South Korea • The country launched K-metaverse 2022.
•  2022: investment of US$185 million in metaverse-

related projects. 

•  The country plans to select 70 K-metaverse companies 
and provide them with customized supports.

•  2021: Seoul announced a five-year plan to build the 
city’s digital twin; a beta test run of its first stage was in 
August 2022.

The UAE •  The country plans to measure economic success 
using gross metaverse product 

•  The country plans to focus on tourism, education, 
government services, retail and real estate.

•  The country plans to launch a task force to 
evaluate opportunities for exporting culture.

•  Dubai: aims to make the city among the world’s 
top-10 metaverse economies. Goal: attract more 
than 1,000 blockchain and metaverse companies 
and support more than 40,000 virtual jobs by 2030.

•  The Ministry of Economy: plans to have its headquarters 
in the metaverse. 

•  Dubai city’s digital twin will be in the metaverse. 
•  Sharjah: has plans for the “Virtual Transaction Centre—

Metaverse.” 

CICIR: China Institute of Contemporary International Relations; CCP: Chinese Communist Party.
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effectiveness of its party-building 
experience. Beijing-based VR firm 
Mengke is a major technology provider 
of the system. Users can remotely ac-
cess virtual activities such as party 
conferences and party history lessons. 
The system allows participants to 
move around. They can use their vir-
tual avatars and listen to virtual nar-
rators. The new system was reported to 
have saved time and travel costs.6

Among the country’s subnational 
administrative units, financial and 
commercial hub Shanghai has among 
the most developed metaverse strate-
gies. In December 2021, the metaverse 
was mentioned as among the four “fron-
tiers for exploration” by the Shanghai 
Municipal Commission of Economy 
and Information Technology as a part 
of its five-year development plan.7

In July 2022, Shanghai announced 
plans to invest 10 billion yuan (~ US$1.5 
billion) in metaverse development.7 
The city expects to build a metaverse 
economy worth US$52 billion by 2025.8 
A major goal of the investment is to 
develop 10 leading companies and 100 
small-sized firms in the metaverse sec-
tor. These firms are expected to launch 
100 metaverse products and services 
by 2025.9

In August 2022, Shanghai estab-
lished the “Metaverse and Virtual- 
Reality Interchange and Interconnec-
tion Research Institute.” The Insti-
tute’s mission also reinforces the coun-
try’s ambition and emphasizes the use 
of “the virtual to strengthen the real.” 
Its members include technology giants 
such as Huawei and Tencent.

SAUDI ARABIA
In early 2022, Saudi Arabia announced 
a US$1 billion investment in NEOM 
Tech & Digital Company, which is 
named after the country’s US$500 bil-
lion futuristic Red Sea megacity NEOM. 
The city is under construction, and the 
first phase is expected to be completed 
by 2025. The whole project, however, 
will take 30–50 years to finish.10

NEOM’S first major project is a  
zero-carbon city to be built in a 170-km 

straight line, known as The Line.11 A 
digital twin is being used in the con-
struction of The Line. The city plans 
to launch its own metaverse.12 The 
metaverse will make it possible for 
people from anywhere to visit NEOM 
virtually before making an invest-
ment.13 Among many features of the 
futuristic city, residents will be able to 
host “holographic” parties.13

The country has also launched 
the National Gaming and Esports 
Strategy14 and made an investment 
in metaverse gaming.15 The esports 
industry is expected to create 39,000 
jobs and contribute US$13.3 billion to 
the country’s gross domestic product 
(GDP) by 2030.16 Metaverse gaming is 
also expected to be a major component 
of the NEOM megacity project.17

The nation’s gaming culture is a 
key driver of the strategy. According 
to a study by Boston Consulting Group, 
the Saudi Arabian gaming and esports 
market will reach US$6.8 billion by 
2030. The country’s 23.5 million peo-
ple (67% of the population) identify 
themselves as game enthusiasts.18

SOUTH KOREA
A national blueprint has been devel-
oped by the South Korean government 
to develop the metaverse industry. Its 
ambitious national metaverse strat-
egy is a key part of its digital trans-
formation strategy. In 2021, South 
Korea launched the “Metaverse Al-
liance,” which involved more than 
200 entities. The country allocated 
approx i mately US$8 bi l l ion f rom 
its 2022 budget to facilitate digital 
transformation.19

The Ministry of Science, ICT and 
Future Planning and the National 
IT Industry Promotion Agency have 
launched a massive project referred 
to as K-metaverse 2022. A major goal 

of the project is to promote the coun-
try’s globally competitive companies 
in the metaverse sector. The Welcome 
(http://www.thewelcome.co.kr/#1) is 
in charge of K-metaverse 2022 project. 
The plan is to select 70 K-metaverse 
companies based on strict criteria and 
provide them with customized support 
in areas such as technological develop-
ment and human resources. Selected 

companies are planned to be at the 
early, middle, and advanced stages.20

In early 2022, South Korea an-
nounced a US$185 million invest-
ment to build a metaverse ecosystem 
throughout the nation.21 The invest-
ment aims to create jobs related to its 
development and build virtual plat-
forms for city services.15

In 2021, capital city Seoul an-
nounced a five-year plan to build the 
city’s digital twin as an alternative 
channel to provide access to municipal 
services for citizens. It also envisions 
promoting virtual tourism. In August 
2022, a beta test run of its first stage of 
the Seoul metaverse launched.21

THE UAE
In September 2022, the UAE government 
announced that the country will mea-
sure its economic success using gross 
metaverse product instead of GDP.22 
The minister of state for artificial intel-
ligence (AI) noted that the metaverse 
strategy would focus on tourism, edu-
cation, government services, retail, and 
real estate. The minister also announced 
a plan to launch a task force to evaluate 
opportunities for exporting the coun-
try’s culture using the metaverse23

The country has started using the 
metaverse to increase effectiveness 
and efficiency in its administrative 
functions. For instance, the Ministry 
of Economy has opened its headquar-
ters in the metaverse to connect and 

China is also using the metaverse to promote the 
interests and agenda of the CCP.
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collaborate. VR-immersive experi-
ences are provided for different stake-
holders, such as governments, global 
corporations, and the public. Advanced 
technologies are planned for deploy-
ment to sign bilateral agreements with 
other nations in the metaverse.24

A mong t he seven Em i rates of 
the UAE, Dubai has the most ambi-
tious metaverse plans. In July 2022, 

it launched the Dubai Metaverse 
Strategy, which aims to make the city 
among the world’s top-10 metaverse 
economies. Its goal is to attract more 
than 1,000 blockchain and metaverse 
companies to the city and support 
more than 40,000 virtual jobs by 
2030.25 Dubai also announced a plan 
to launch the city’s digital twin. The 
digital twin can help simulate actions 
and decisions virtually before imple-
menting them in the physical world.26

Among other Emirates, in Octo-
ber 2022, the government of Sharjah 
launched “Virtual Transaction Cen-
ter—Metaverse.” In the metaverse plat-
form, customer service agents process 
documents of its users. The metaverse 
platform also has information about 
government services provided by Shar-
jah’s Department of Town Planning and 
Survey in audio and video forms.27

DIVERSE METAVERSE 
TRAJECTORIES: VARIOUS 
MOTIVATIONS AND DRIVERS
The diverse metaverse trajectories at 
national and subnational levels exam-
ined previously help us understand the 
economic, political, and social goals of 
metaverse policies. Nations also differ 
in terms of their motivations and drivers 
that influence their metaverse policies.

China has been described as a com-
bination of an empire and a modern 

nation.28 In general, China’s state 
strategies toward information and 
communications technologies (ICTs) 
have been to balance economic mod-
ernization and political control.29 In 
the early 1990s, for instance, China 
focused its attention on the Internet 
before most of the other develop-
ing countries, arguably to maintain 
control over the population.30 This 

vision is likely to shape the Chinav-
erse. The Chinese government wants 
to develop a domestic metaverse that 
helps contribute to the CCP’s objec-
tives. The government’s vision is to en-
able the private sector to develop key 
metaverse technologies.3

Although China arguably considers 
the metaverse to be a less strategic sec-
tor compared to other emerging tech-
nologies such as artificial intelligence 
(AI) smart cities and the Internet of 
Things, some strategic plans have been 
introduced by the national and local 
governments to promote this sector. 
Observers have noted that China has 
adopted a wait-and-watch or reactive 
approach with regard to the metaverse. 
The Chinese government has closely 
watched U.S. companies with grandi-
ose metaverse projects such as Meta and 
Microsoft to understand the potential 
of the metaverse. If the metaverse turns 
out to be just a bubble with no economic 
basis or foundation, the progress made 
with underlying technologies can help 
develop other economic sectors. If it 
turns out to be a transformative inno-
vation, China will be in a position to be 
a global metaverse leader.3

Some governments hope that their 
policies can play a key role in mak-
ing their countries globally compet-
itive in the metaverse industry. For 
instance, South Korea’s goal is to be 

among the world’s top-five metaverse 
leaders by 2027.21 Sout h Korea’s 
metaverse sector got a big boost after 
the right-wing People’s Power Party’s 
Yoon Suk-yeol was elected the coun-
try’s president. Yeol is viewed as the 
country’s first crypto-friendly presi-
dent. In the election campaigns, Yeol 
and his rival, the Democratic Party’s 
Lee Jae-myung, made promises to pro-
mote a crypto-friendly environment 
to win votes of the young generation. 
Some observers viewed it as Asia’s 
first crypto election.31

The oil-rich Gulf Cooperation Coun-
cil (GCC) economies such as Saudi Ara-
bia and the UAE have recognized the 
importance of reducing their reliance 
on oil and are implementing strategies 
to diversify their economies.32 GCC 
governments have integrated emerg-
ing technologies such as AI into their 
national visions and strategic plan-
ning processes. They are incorporat-
ing the metaverse into their existing 
ICT strategies. For instance, the NEOM 
megacity project is a part of Saudi Ara-
bia’s Vision 2030 initiative.12 The proj-
ect is also viewed as a plan to reduce its 
reliance on oil revenue and diversify 
the country’s economy.33

The GCC countries also view that 
investments in new innovations, such 
as the metaverse, can help increase 
their technological competitiveness. 
For instance, the UAE’s metaverse in-
vestment aims to boost the country’s 
status as a global technology hub.

However, the GCC economies’ 
metaverse industries and markets face 
various structural, political, and socie-
tal barriers. Considering the metaverse 
gaming industry, for instance, Saudi 
Arabia has only ~ 100 pro esports play-
ers, which is 0.0005% of total gamers. 
The proportions for the United States 
and France are roughly six-times higher. 
Saudi players who aspire to become pro 
esports players have complained about 
unfavorable conditions in the country, 
such as a lack of funding to compete 
full-time and a lack of local competition. 
There is also a social stigma associated 
with an esports career.18

In 2021, capital city Seoul announced a five-year 
plan to build the city’s digital twin as an alternative 

channel to provide access to municipal services 
for citizens.
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These barriers have also emerged as 
key impediments to attracting invest-
ments and developing international al-
liances and partnerships. For instance, 
in 2020, the U.S. video game developer, 
publisher, and esports tournament or-
ganizer Riot Games announced a spon-
sor partnership with NEOM for the Euro-
pean championship for the game League 
of Legends; NEOM would have benefited 
from the partnership. However, the 
partnership faced strong opposition 
from various stakeholders, especially 
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, 
queer (LGBTQ) gamers because Saudi 
Arabia prohibits same-sex relationships 
as well as open LGBTQ activities. Within 
24 h of its NEOM deal announcement, 
Riot Games withdrew from the com-
mitment. Danish tournament organizer 
BLAST (https://about.blast.tv/) also ter-
minated its partnership with NEOM.17 
BLAST’s deal with NEOM involved help-
ing the megacity develop a regional es-
ports hub, advising on the creation of an 
esports academy and expanding esports 
in Saudi Arabia.34

These barriers have strong implica-
tions for the development of the Saudi 
Arabian metaverse industry and mar-
ket, especially in light of the fact that 
the country desperately needs private 
sector and foreign investments. Al-
though consultants have been paid sig-
nificant fees, little actual construction 
has taken place.33 Saudi Arabia an-
nounced a plan to raise US$300 billion 
by selling 5% of oil giant Saudi Aramco 
to invest in the NEOM project; this 
means a shortfall of US$200 billion.10

Governments are using emerg-
ing technologies to increase 
their state capacities and trans-

form processes and practices to increase 
effectiveness and efficiency in their ad-
ministrative functions. The metaverse 
is viewed as among the latest technol-
ogies to facilitate such processes. In the 
past few years, metaverse policies have 
gained momentum and legitimacy to 
stimulate the growth of national econ-
omies. Several nations have published 

their national metaverse strategies. 
These strategies vary widely in their 
aim and scope.

Socioeconomic and political factors 
have shaped the diverse trajectories 
and patterns of the metaverses. China’s 
metaverse is likely to be highly regu-
lated and controlled by the government. 
The country is less supportive of areas 
such as gaming and entertainment as 
these activities do not contribute to the 
mission of using “the virtual to enhance 
the real.” This is in contrast to Saudi 
Arabia’s strategy, which has developed 
the National Gaming and Esports Strat-
egy. The UAE and Saudi Arabia are ea-
ger to attract foreign investments in 
metaverse projects. The aforementioned 
discussion makes it clear that countries 
such as Saudi Arabia need to devise pol-
icies that are viewed favorably by inter-
national investors, and improve their 
negative international image to attract 
foreign investments in this sector. 
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The Functional Safety Standards Committee 
(FSSC)1 is responsible for functional safety 
(FuSa)-related standards in IEEE where FuSa 
means the part of the overall safety of a 

system or piece of equipment that 
depends on a system or equipment 
operating correctly in response to 
its inputs. 

INTRODUCTION
The FSSC is focused on architectures, 
methodologies, tools addressing 
FuSa, and other safety-related as-
pects of the intended functionality 
at the different levels of abstraction 
(system of systems, systems, hard-
ware, or software components) and 
across application fields such as au-
tomotive, industrial, avionics, and 
high-performance computing. It also 
covers the relationships of FuSa with 
contiguous domains such as system 
safety, cybersecurity, reliability, re-
al-time (RT) interactions, and artifi-
cial intelligence.

In its first year of activity, the FSSC concentrated its 
work mainly on four initiatives:

 › monitoring and supporting the IEEE P2851, 
the standard for FuSa data format for 
 interoperability within the dependability life-
cycle; the WG successfully completed the first 
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revision of the base standard 
draft this year

 › working, through a dedicated 
subgroup, on a white paper on a 
classification of existing FuSa 
standards and comparison of 
several safety-relevant defini-
tions included in those standards 
to disambiguate FuSa taxonomy

 › kicking off two Project Autho-
rization Requests (PAR) study 
groups, one of them successfully 
completing the procedure to 
initiate a new standardization 
project (IEEE P3332) and another 
ongoing on prognostics and 
predictive maintenance.

Those four initiatives are described in 
the following sections.

IEEE P2851
The P28512 standard defines a de-
pendability lifecycle of products with 
a focus on interoperable activities re-
lated to FuSa and its interactions with 

reliability, cybersecurity, Safety Of 
The Intended Functionality (SOTIF),  
and real time (RT). The standard also de-
scribes methods, description languages 
(DLs), data models, and databases (DB) 
that have been identified as necessary 
or critical to enable the exchange/in-
teroperability of data across all steps of 
the lifecycle  encompassing  activities 

executed at IP, system-on-chip (SoC), 
system, and item levels in a technolo-
gy-independent way across application 
domains such as automotive, indus-
trial, medical, and avionics safety-crit-
ical systems.

The goal of this work is to provide 
structures and directions to allow a 
seamless exchange of information and 
interoperability between activities at 
the same or different level of abstrac-
tion as well as activities across lifecy-
cles related to different dependability 
attributes across application domains 
such as automotive, industrial, med-
ical, and avionics safety-critical sys-
tems. The purpose of P2851 is to provide 

a framework and infrastructure for the 
execution and transfer of information 
between the lifecycle activities identi-
fied by existing standards such as ISO 
262623 and IEC 615084 (Figure 1).

The first revision of the P2851 base 
standard provides a domain-agnos-
tic view of the dependability lifecycle 
during product development, with 10 
distinct phases starting from depend-
ability management and ending in 
dependability evaluation. Each phase 
lists specific requirements related to 
methodologies, description languages, 
and databases for ensuring interop-
erability across levels, application do-
mains, and dependability attributes, 
thereby providing an overall frame-
work of interoperable activities within 
the dependability lifecycle. The fol-
lowing dependability attributes are 
considered in scope:

 › FuSa: These are requirements 
related to the avoidance of haz-
ards due to malfunctions. These 
may introduce their own RT 
requirements, for example, the 
need to execute a safety mech-
anism within certain timing 
guarantees.

 › SOTIF: Typically, this is under-
stood as the nominal performance 
necessary to avoid hazards.

 › Cybersecurity (CS): These are 
requirements related to the 
avoidance of hazards due to 
deliberate attacks.

 › Reliability: This includes mission 
profile and product lifetime. 
Many other reliability require-
ments are often inherited from 
auto reliability standards, for 
example, AEC-Q. 

 › Availability: This refers to the 
availability requirements 
necessary to support functional 
requirements.

 › Maintainability: This refers to the 
maintainability requirements 
needed to maximize a product’s 
useful life.

 › RT: These are the RT require-
ments to ensure deterministic 

FIGURE 1. The relationship between IEEE P2851 and other safety standards.  
DO: document.
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The first revision of the P2851 base standard provides 
a domain-agnostic view of the dependability lifecycle 

during product development.
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performance and meet worst-
case execution time targets.

Figure 2 presents a simplified view 
of the need to ensure requirements con-
sistency between the dependability at-
tributes within the iteration of an activ-
ity. The iteration could require jumping 
back to any higher level of the flow as 
needed. The staggering of functional, 
performance, reliability, safety, and 
CS requirements in this example is to 
convey that first the function should be 
understood to an adequate level, which 
then allows performance to be revealed, 
which in turn allows the safety require-
ments to be revealed via the appropri-
ate analysis (failure modes, effects, and 
diagnostic analysis; fault tree analysis; 
etc.). However, this intent is not to sug-
gest that this is the only possible flow; 
rather, it is an example.

The P2851 base standard suggests 
that a dependable product develop-
ment lifecycle fulfills the following 
premises (Figure 3):

 › The lifecycle integrates the 
advantages of the classical 
V-model.

 › The lifecycle enhances the 
V-model with phases including 
verification by simulation in 
both V-legs.

 › The lifecycle defines validation 
as the last phase before release 
for production and the phase 
“user story composition; use 
case description; and use(r) 
feature definition,” both taking 
place in the operational domain.

 › The lifecycle incorporates the 
new dependability attributes in 
an ontologically reasonable se-
quence that allows for balancing 
by triage after each engineering 
step due to its staggered nature.

The P2851 Working Group (WG) suc-
cessfully completed the base standard 
draft this year, which has been ap-
proved by the WG and FSSC members. 
Publication of the base standard is tar-
geted for the mid-2023 time frame.

FSSC SAFETY LANDSCAPE 
WHITE PAPER
The White Paper Group started be-
cause there was a realization that the 
FuSa standards space covers multiple 
industries, with multiple standards 

and multiple definitions of terms, 
not all of them being coherent, and in 
some cases defining things very dif-
ferently. Thus, a user from one domain 
who starts work in a second domain 
could believe that they understood the 

FIGURE 2. The requirements consistency between dependability attributes.
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terminology but still subtly misunder-
stand things because meanings were 
slightly different. The worst-case re-
sult here could be an incoherent safety 
system, which is what FuSa in stan-
dards is intending to avoid.

There have been prior attempts to 
solve this, with the International Or-
ganization for Standardization (ISO) 
creating a dictionary of terms cov-
ering their standards as well as IEEE 

and IEC standards developed jointly, 
but these are largely collations of all 
of the existing definitions in use, and 
there has been no attempt to rational-
ize this and come up with a common 
agreed definition to move forward 
with. So that the FSSC did not perpet-
uate this with sponsored standards 
moving forward, it was decided to 
create a white paper that surveyed the 
existing terminology landscape; ex-
amined common usages; looked at the 
frequency of certain definitions being 
used; and as a result, took a position 
on what a common definition should 
be. Of course, the complete set of ter-
minology in use is large and growing, 
with new terms coined regularly, so it 
was decided to focus on a core set of 
terms that are used in almost all do-
mains. The WG was formed contain-
ing a team of standards users from 

across the domain space so that any 
one domain shouldn’t predominate 
and so that the whole spectrum of 
standards could be looked at. There 
followed a series of spirited discus-
sions on the various terms and defi-
nitions, and a common agreed version 
of each was synthesized. The result-
ing white paper containing the re-
sults of this has been submitted to the 
IEEE for publication.

This shouldn’t be seen as the end of 
the process, though, and it is intended 
that the white paper becomes a living 
document, updated on a regular basis 
as the underlying methodologies and 
processes change and update. The WG 
therefore welcomes any suggestions or 
submissions that could be included in 
future releases.

IEEE P3332
As a result of the outstanding work 
of the FSSC PAR study group on con-
trol-oriented system safety analysis, 
the IEEE Standards Association (SA) 
Standards Board authorized a project 
(“P3332”) to develop a standard for 
control-oriented system safety analy-
sis. The form of the analysis rests on a 

model that views the system of inter-
est and the environment in which the 
system operates as a combination of 
a controller and a controlled process, 
with control actions and feedback 
mediating between a controller and 
a controlled process (Figure 4). Con-
trol loops circle between a controller 
and a controlled process (Figure 5). 
The control model also holds where 
the system of interest is not seen as 
a control system itself; the control 
model represents nothing else than 
a general way of looking at the world 
in combination with the system of in-
terest. The essence of the analysis is 
to discover at design time the control 
actions that at runtime under worst-
case conditions in the controlled en-
vironment would cause harm deemed 
unacceptable by system stakeholders 
(Figure 6). Upon discovery at design 
time, safety requirements can be de-
fined that rule out unsafe control ac-
tions in use.

Where traditional hazard analy-
ses, such as failure modes and effects 
analysis and fault tree analysis, look 
at accidental harm as caused by fail-
ure, control-oriented safety analysis 
is different in that it looks at acci-
dental harm first as caused by inad-
equate control. Obviously, failure 
plays a role in the control loops; 
however, failure is subjected to con-
trol. Without the primacy of failure, 
cont rol-or iented sa fet y a na lysis 
avoids the probabilistic nature of 
traditional analyses. The absence of 

FIGURE 4. The control model. C: control-
ler; CP: controlled process. 
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FIGURE 5. Control loops.
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FIGURE 6. What are the unsafe control 
actions? 
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The WG was formed containing a team of standards 
users from across the domain space so that any 

one domain shouldn’t predominate and so that the 
whole spectrum of standards could be looked at.
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a probabilistic nature makes con-
trol-oriented analysis suitable for 
software-intensive systems as the 
runtime manifestation of previously 
unknown software defects or weak-
nesses is unpredictable.

A WG will bring the P3332 stan-
dard to fruition. The IEEE SA will 
soon send out an invitation for inter-
ested parties to join the group. The 
group will need to operate at the in-
tersection of at least five areas of en-
gineering: safety, control, systems, 
software, and requirements, and it 
needs subject matter expertise in 
these areas. While the standard will 
assume that the systems of interest 
are safety critical and software inten-
sive, the WG should be able to abstract 
the standard from system function-
ality and the industries in which the 
systems will be used. The WG should 
also be able to embed the new stan-
dard in an ecosystem of existing ones, 
particularly: ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288,5 
s ystem l i fec ycle processes; ISO/

IEC/IEEE 12207,6 software lifecycle 
processes; and ISO/IEC/IEEE 29148,7 
requirements engineering. Practi-
cal experience with these standards 
will help the WG.

PAR STUDY GROUP 
PROGNOSTICS AND 
PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE
The field of prognostics and predictive 
maintenance has received increased 
attention due to the potential to pro-
vide early warning of system failures; 

forecast maintenance as needed; and 
reduce lifecycle costs. In the past, the 
return on investment of such meth-
odologies limited their applications to 
high-cost assets, such as example oil 
and gas, railway, or heavy machinery. 

Recently, thanks to the rapid changes 
to technologies due to increasing in-
terconnectivity; high amount and low 
cost of data; and increasingly embed-
ded computational power, predictive 
maintenance is becoming a subject 
of growing interest among all indus-
tries, including mission-critical and 
safety applications.

Prognostics (Figure 7) is the process 
of predicting the future reliability of a 
product by assessing the extent of the 
deviation or degradation of the product 

from its expected normal operating 
conditions. Health management sys-
tems based on health indicators (Fig-
ure 8) are applications that respond pre-
emptively to the anticipation of failures 
by knowing the results of prognostics.

FIGURE 7. Failure prediction in the context of Fault-Failure manifestation. (Source: Based on Saxena et al.10)
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FIGURE 8. Health indicators. (a) Degradation of performance. (b) Intermittent degradation. NOK: not OK. (Source: Based on  
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Without the primacy of failure, control-oriented 
safety analysis avoids the probabilistic nature of 

traditional analyses.
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The “predictive” stems from the 
goal of predicting the future trend of 
the system’s condition. This approach 
uses principles of statistical process 
control to determine at what point 
in future maintenance activities will 
be appropriate.

At present, there are many organi-
zations conducting development into 
prognostics that wish to implement it 
in their systems. However, the field of 
prognostics has been fragmented, and it 
seems that no single reference describes 
what must be considered when it is ap-
plied to safety-critical systems or how 
to integrate the prognostics with the re-
quired diagnostics of fail-safe systems.

The FSSC recognized the potential of 
predicting instead of responding to the 
events of failures that may risk harm to 
the users, people, or the environment. 
If the state of the art of FuSa can be re-
sumed in designing a “fail-safe” system 
fail that remains at least as safe as it 
was before the failure, the interest of 
the committee is to understand how 
the integration of prognosis may in-
crease the inherent safety of the system 
by avoiding the failure to manifest.

The charter of the PAR Study Group 
“Prognosis” focuses on reviewing the 
existing publications; standards (for ex-
ample, ISO/AWI TR 98398 and P1856.19); 
and scientific and industrial papers 
(for example, Saxena et al.10 and Okoh  
et al.11) about the techniques being devel-
oped to enable a prognostics approach for 
electronic products and systems, including 
predicting and isolating faults; provide 
warnings of forecasted system failures 
and act upon performance degradation; 
maximize the system availability and safe 
state; and anticipate the field knowledge 
for future design, qualification, and root 
cause analysis.

Building on this research, the group 
aims to identify if there is an 
emerging need to define a stan-

dard for the FuSa requirements, guidelines, 
or recommended practices for progno-
sis, health management, and predictive 
maintenance applied to FuSa. 
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